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ABSTRACT

Popular platforms such as Facebook and Twitter integrate third-party apps

from developers to enhance the experience of their users. While third-party apps

are widely used to provide legitimate functionality, the abuse of third-party apps

by attackers is also becoming prevalent. Attackers are abusing third-party apps to

orchestrate their malicious activities such as spreading spam/malware, conducting

reputation fraud, and misusing user data. However, it is unclear whether or not anti-

abuse defenses, currently deployed by platforms, are e!ective in mitigating the abuse

of third-party apps. Therefore, this thesis focuses on understanding and detecting

real-world abuse of third-party apps to enable external entities such as researchers or

regulators to independently audit these defenses. Through these audits, our goal is

to evaluate the e!ectiveness of these defenses as well as identify their weaknesses to

help us build defenses to curb third-party app abuse.

Prior research lacks methods that allow external entities to systematically in-

vestigate the abuse of third-party apps. A key challenge in conducting these investiga-

tions is that they require collecting data at scale to monitor attackers’ activities. This

thesis tackles this challenge by adopting a measurement-driven approach to collect

data and then analyze it to detect abuse of third-party apps. In our measurements,

we interact with attackers to actively collect data on their activities by setting up

specialized honeypots in controlled settings. Honeypots bait and deceive attackers to

engage with them that allows us to obtain information about their attacks. In our
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measurements, we also collect publicly available data (e.g., Twitter’s streaming API)

to passively monitor attacker’s activities without interacting with them. Finally, we

develop data-driven countermeasures such as training a machine learning model to

detect these attacks at a large scale in the future.

We perform measurement studies to investigate four real-world attacks where

attackers abuse third-party apps on Facebook, Twitter, and Google Play Store. Our

results indicate that existing defenses deployed by all three platforms are ine!ec-

tive against third-party app abuse across these platforms. On Twitter, we find that

attackers create hundreds of thousands of third-party apps that go undetected by

Twitter for several months while they post hundreds of millions of spam tweets. On

Google Play Store, we find that attackers bypass their existing defenses to artificially

inflate the reputation of their third-party apps. On Facebook, we find that attackers

compromise legitimate third-party apps to generate hundreds of millions of fake likes

without getting detected. We also find that attackers are abusing third-party apps

on Facebook to misuse user data.

We then analyze attackers’ activities that are identified through our mea-

surements to obtain novel insights into attackers’ behaviors and then leverage those

insights to develop data-driven countermeasures. We deployed our data-driven coun-

termeasures with and without the collaboration of platforms to detect third-party app

abuse. For example, we partnered with Facebook to revise their existing API rate lim-

its for third-party apps that previously allowed attackers to generate a high-volume of

malicious activities without getting detected. As another example, we independently
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trained and deployed a machine-learning model to detect abuse of third-party apps

much earlier than Twitter could, which would have prevented attackers from posting

tens of millions of spam tweets.

We believe that this thesis will provide a footprint for independent auditors

(e.g., researchers) or regulators (e.g., FTC) to measure the e!ectiveness of these de-

fenses as well as identify their weaknesses. Furthermore, platforms can use our mea-

surements, insights, and proposed countermeasures to improve their existing defenses

and curb the abuse of third-party apps.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

1.1 Background & Motivation

Third-party App Ecosystem. Platforms such as online social networks and smart-

phones have amassed billions of daily users and continue to grow [26, 216]. These

platforms improve user engagement and attract more users by integrating third-party

apps from developers that provide a feature-rich user experience. Developers build

these apps to provide a variety of services/products using development APIs pro-

vided by platforms. For instance, Facebook, one of the most popular modern-day

platforms, integrates millions of third-party apps such as games, entertainment, and

authentication [109].

Third-party Apps Increase the Attack Surface. While third-party apps are

widely used to provide legitimate functionality, the access of the platform to devel-

opers poses unique security and privacy risks. This access has increased the attack

surface in addition to existing traditional security and privacy threats that involve

only a platform and a user. Specifically, these three entities (i.e., platforms, users, and

now developers) constitute a trinity as shown in Figure 1.1. Attackers disguising as

developers can exploit third-party apps to target one or more entities in this trinity.

Abuse of Third-party Apps by Attackers. To launch attacks, attackers first

need to lure a large number of user accounts into installing their third-party app.

For instance, attackers can trick users into installing their third-party apps via social

engineering techniques (e.g., deceiving claims or impersonating as a popular benign

app [93]). Some rogue users can also “collude” with attackers where these users delib-

erately install attackers’ third-party apps for a monetary (e.g., PayPal/Amazon gift

cards) or a non-monetary incentive (e.g., fake likes/followers). Attackers can then

exploit third-party apps to conveniently manage these user accounts through devel-

opment APIs. These APIs o!er programmatic access to user accounts (as shown in

Figure 1.1) enabling attackers to perform a variety of malicious activities at scale.

Attackers can spread spam/malware by posting links to malicious content such as

weight loss spam [126], phishing [219], or drive-by downloads [220]. Attackers can also

conduct reputation fraud by generating fake likes/followers from user accounts to ar-

tificially inflate the reputation of a target user account. Finally, attackers can misuse

user data by harvesting user’s personal information (e.g., email address, posts, check-
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Figure 1.1. Developers build third-party apps on platforms using development APIs that
allow programmatic access to user accounts/devices. These three entities (i.e., developer,
platform, and user) constitute a “trinity”where an attacker can exploit third-party apps to
target one or more entities in this trinity by disguising as a developer.

ins) and selling this information to advertisers, data brokers, or even underground

markets.

Role of Platforms in Mitigating Third-party App Abuse. Platforms deploy

anti-abuse defenses as countermeasures (e.g., machine-learning based solutions [168]

or graph-based clustering solutions [88]) to detect abuse of third-party apps and

routinely perform cleanup operations to curb such abuse [5, 71, 73, 166]. However,

it is unclear whether or not existing defenses are e!ective in mitigating the abuse

of third-party apps. A large body of prior work highlights the abuse of third-party

apps in spreading spam/malware, conducting reputation fraud, and misusing user

data [97, 114, 136, 203, 212, 223]. There have also been several high-profile incidents

of third-party app abuse [97, 194, 218] on popular platforms. For example, attackers

abused third-party apps to compromise popular Twitter accounts with millions of

followers and posted spam tweets [194]. As another example, a personality quiz app

“thisisyourdigitallife” harvested data of an estimated 87 million Facebook users that

was then used by Cambridge Analytica to create targeted ad campaigns during the

2016 US presidential election [97]. These reports of third-party app abuse in the real-

world raise concerns over the e!ectiveness of existing defenses deployed by platforms.

Thus, we need to systematically audit existing anti-abuse defenses to evaluate their

e!ectiveness in curbing third-party app abuse. This systematic audit requires building
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abuse detection methodologies that allow external entities such as researchers or

regulators to detect third-party app abuse in the real-world.

1.2 Research Challenges

Prior literature lacks methods that allow external entities to detect abuse

of third-party apps. Below, we discuss several challenges that limit the ability of

researchers to develop such methodologies.

• Data Collection by an External Entity. The access to real-world data generated

by third-party apps and user accounts such as activity logs is critical for building

abuse detection methodologies. While platforms have unrestricted access to this

data, external entities typically do not have such access.

• Distinguishing Malicious Activities from Benign Activities. The labeling of data

as either malicious or benign is a challenge that is faced by researchers (as

well as platforms). The primary reason is that attackers attempt to hide their

malicious activities which makes it di"cult to build a ground truth. Specifically,

attackers mix their malicious activities with normal activities of other legitimate

developers or users [107]. For example, we find that attackers abused third-party

apps to launch reputation fraud attacks by colluding with real users to conceal

their malicious activities (more details in chapter 2).

• Scale/High Volume of Malicious Activity. Attackers have the ability to generate

a high-volume of malicious activities by abusing third-party apps. For exam-

ple, Twitter has reported the abuse of third-party apps to generate billions of

potentially spam tweets [75]. The primary reason being that third-party apps

provide a convenient way to orchestrate large-scale attacks by programmatically

controlling a large number of user accounts. Thus, it is imperative to develop

methodologies that are able to detect abuse of third-party apps at scale.

1.3 Thesis Statement

This thesis focuses on understanding and detecting real-world abuse of third-

party apps to enable external entities such as researchers or regulators to indepen-

dently audit anti-abuse defenses currently deployed by platforms. Through these

audits, a) we want to measure the e!ectiveness of these defenses, b) identify the

weaknesses in these defenses that allow attackers to bypass them, and c) obtain

novel insights to build more e!ective defenses. To achieve this goal, we address the

aforementioned research challenges by developing a measurement-driven approach to
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collect data on these attacks and develop data-driven countermeasures to detect abuse

of third-party apps.

1.4 Thesis Contributions

We give an overview of our developed measurement-driven approach and then

present our measurement studies of third-party app abuse on popular platforms.

1.4.1 Approach Overview.

We perform measurements to collect data and build ground truth of malicious

activities. We also adopt a data-driven approach to analyze the data and build

countermeasures to detect third-party app abuse on unseen data.

Measurements. We perform two types of measurements. First, we interact with

attackers to actively collect data on their malicious activities by setting up specialized

honeypots in a controlled setting. The basic principle of honeypots is to bait and

deceive attackers to monitor their activities. In the past, honeypots have proven to

be an e!ective tool to study numerous security related problems [107, 148, 211, 234].

In a similar spirit, we create decoy user accounts or third-party apps as honeypots to

interact with attackers and monitor their activities.

Second, we passively monitor attacker’s activities without interacting with

them by collecting data that is publicly accessible. For example, we use Twitter’s

public streaming API to collect tweets posted by third-party apps. We then retrospec-

tively monitor the clean-up operations performed by platforms to identify malicious

activities from this public data. For example, we retrospectively query Twitter’s API,

after a year of collecting data, to identify tweets posted by third-party apps that are

suspended by Twitter. This allows us to identify third-party apps that are being

abused by attackers to post malicious tweets.

Our work also performs a post-hoc analysis of previously identified attacks

through our measurements, with the goal of identifying attack patterns and weak-

nesses in existing defenses. The attack patterns that we identify are also aimed to

serve as a blue-print to detect malicious activities by building data-driven counter-

measures.

Data-driven Countermeasures. We adopt a data-driven approach to detect abuse

of third-party apps at scale. We obtain novel insights into attacker’s behaviors by

analyzing the collected data to develop solutions for detecting abuse on unseen data.

Specifically, we re-examine and fix previous assumptions (e.g., API rate limits) in

existing anti-abuse defenses. For example, we suggested Facebook to revise existing
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API rate limits for third-party apps that previously allowed attackers to generate a

high-volume of malicious activities without getting detected. We also use these novel

insights to design hand-crafted features that can capture the behavior of attackers.

We then leverage these features to train machine-learning models using ground truth

to detect abuse of third-party apps. For example, we train a machine-learning model

to detect abuse of third-party apps much earlier than Twitter could, which would

have prevented attackers from posting tens of millions of spam tweets.

1.4.2 Measurement Studies of Real-world Third-party App Abuse

Next, we present our measurement-driven studies of four real-world attacks

where attackers abuse third-party apps on Facebook, Twitter, and Google Play Store.

• Measuring and Mitigating Abuse of Vulnerable Third-party Apps by Collusion

Networks. In this attack, attackers collude with users to compromise vulnerable

third-party apps on Facebook. We uncovered a thriving ecosystem of large-scale

reputation escalation services also known as collusion networks that compro-

mise such vulnerable third-party apps to perform reputation fraud (e.g., fake

likes/comments). These collusion networks ask colluding users to install a vul-

nerable third-party app in exchange for free likes/comments on their Facebook

posts. We infiltrate these collusion networks using honeypots and identify more

than one million colluding Facebook user accounts. We disclosed our findings

to Facebook and collaborated with them to implement a series of data-driven

countermeasures. For example, we suggested Facebook to revise existing API

rate limits for third-party apps that previously allowed attackers to generate a

high-volume of malicious activities without getting detected. It is noteworthy

that our countermeasures were proven e!ective in ceasing the collusion network

operations.

• Measurement and Early Detection of Third-Party App Abuse on Twitter. In

this attack, the attacker disguises as a developer and creates their own third-

party apps on Twitter to perform malicious activities (e.g., spreading spam,

reputation fraud). We perform a longitudinal measurement study by passively

monitoring public tweets posted by third-party apps created by attackers. Our

measurements spanning over a period of 16 months demonstrate an ongoing

arms race between attackers continuously registering and abusing new third-

party apps and Twitter trying to detect them. We find that hundreds of thou-

sands of third-party apps created by attackers remain undetected by Twitter
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for several months while posting tens of millions of tweets. We then identify a

variety of user-based (e.g., account age) and tweet-based features (e.g., retweets

to tweets ratio) on the first few tweets to train a supervised machine learning

classification model to detect attacker’s third-party apps as early as possible.

The evaluation shows that our machine learning based approach can accurately

detect these third-party apps by analyzing their first seven tweets.

• Detecting Data Misuse by Third-party Apps on Online Social Networks. In

this attack, the attacker disguises as a developer and creates a third-party app

on online social networks to misuse user data. We develop a measurement-

driven approach that uses “honeytokens” to detect such attacks. Honeytoken

(a specialized form of honeypot) is typically a digital piece of information such as

email address or credit card information [178] that can be associated with a user.

We associate a honeytoken to a user account and then monitor its unrecognized

use via di!erent channels (e.g., received emails) after sharing it with the third-

party app. We design and implement our approach to investigate the misuse

of data shared with third-party apps on Facebook. Specifically, we share the

email address associated with a Facebook account as a honeytoken by installing

a third-party app. We then monitor the received emails and use Facebook’s ad

transparency tool [213] to detect any unrecognized use of the shared honeytoken.

Our deployment to monitor 1,024 third-party apps on Facebook has uncovered

multiple cases of misuse of data shared with third-party apps on Facebook

including ransomware, spam, and targeted advertising.

• Understanding Incentivized Mobile App Installs on Google Play Store. In this

attack, developers disguising as attackers collude with users to conduct repu-

tation fraud on Google Play Store1. We uncover an ecosystem where users are

provided monetary (e.g., PayPal balance) or non-monetary (e.g., in-app virtual

currency) incentives to install third-party apps advertised by developers. We

refer to these installs as incentivized installs. We carry out a series of measure-

ments to understand the perverse e!ects of these incentivized installs. First, we

purchase incentivized installs for our purpose-built honeypot mobile app that

we publish on the Google Play Store. This allows us to understand the be-

havior and e!ectiveness of incentivized installs through the lens of mobile app

developers and to evaluate existing enforcement by Google Play Store. Then,

we passively monitor incentivized install campaigns of other third-party mobile

1Google Play Store is an o!cial marketplace for third-party apps developed for Android.
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apps over a period of three months. This complementary perspective allows us

to characterize incentivized install campaigns of advertised mobile apps, and

to understand the potential benefits of running these campaigns. Our results

suggest that artificially escalating the reputation of a third-party app can be

e!ective in improving Google Play Store metrics (install counts, ranking charts)

as well as helping developers to attract funding from venture capitalists. Our

results also indicate lax enforcement of Google Play Store’s existing defenses to

prevent these behaviors.

Our measurement-driven approaches have been proven e!ective in detecting

abuse of third-party apps in real-world settings and highlight the inadequacies in

existing anti-abuse defenses. We believe that this thesis will provide a footprint for

independent auditors (e.g., researchers) or regulators (e.g., FTC) to measure the

e!ectiveness of these defenses as well as identify their weaknesses. Our research has

also facilitated the development of more e!ective defenses by identifying and filling

gaps in existing defenses. We believe that platforms can use our measurements,

insights, and proposed countermeasures to improve their existing defenses and curb

the abuse of third-party apps.

1.5 Published Material

The chapters of this thesis are based on the following publications:

• Shehroze Farooqi, Alvaro Feal, Tobias Lauinger, Damon McCoy, Zubair Shafiq,

Narseo Vallina-Rodriguez. Understanding Incentivized Mobile App Installs on

Google Play Store. ACM Internet Measurement Conference (IMC), 2020.

• Shehroze Farooqi, Maaz Musa, Zubair Shafiq, Fareed Za!ar. CanaryTrap: De-

tecting Data Misuse by Third-Party Apps on Online Social Networks. Proceed-

ings on Privacy Enhancing Technologies (PETS), 2020.

• Shehroze Farooqi, Zubair Shafiq. Measurement and Early Detection of Third-

Party Application Abuse on Twitter. TheWorldWideWeb Conference (WWW),

2019.

• Shehroze Farooqi, Fareed Za!ar, Nektarios Leontiadis, Zubair Shafiq. Measur-

ing and Mitigating OAuth Access Token Abuse by Collusion Networks. ACM

Internet Measurement Conference (IMC), 2017.
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Organization. The rest of this thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 describes

our work on Measuring and Mitigating Abuse of Vulnerable Third-party Apps by

Collusion Networks. Chapter 3 presents details of our work on Measurement and

Early Detection of Third-Party App Abuse on Twitter. Chapter 4 describes our work

on Detecting Data Misuse by Third-party Apps on Online Social Networks. Chapter

5 describes our work on Understanding Incentivized Mobile App Installs on Google

Play Store. Finally, chapter 6 concludes the thesis.
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CHAPTER 2

MEASURING AND MITIGATING ABUSE OF VULNERABLE

THIRD-PARTY APPS BY COLLUSION NETWORKS

2.1 Introduction

Online social networks have become the primary way people connect and com-

municate with each other, consume information, and form opinions. Reputation is

a fundamental tenet of online social networks. People trust the information that is

posted by a reputable social media account or is endorsed (e.g., liked) by a large

number of accounts. Unfortunately, reputation fraud is prevalent in online social net-

works. A number of black-hat reputation manipulation services target popular online

social networks such as Facebook and Twitter [107,212,237]. These services rely on a

large number of online social network accounts to conduct reputation manipulation at

scale. To accomplish this goal, fraudsters purchase fake accounts in bulk from under-

ground marketplaces [222,224], use infected accounts compromised by malware [208],

or recruit users to join collusion networks [227].

Online social networks try to counter reputation manipulation activities on

their platforms by removing fake likes and suspending suspicious accounts. Prior

research on detecting reputation manipulation activities in online social networks

can be broadly divided into two categories: (a) identifying temporally synchronized

manipulative activity patterns [88, 98, 142]; (b) identifying individual accounts sus-

pected to be involved in manipulative activity based on their social graph character-

istics [90, 227, 239, 240]. Recent studies have shown that fraudsters can circumvent

these detection methods by incorporating “normal” behavior in their activity pat-

terns [107, 203, 229]. Defending against fraudulent reputation manipulation is an

ongoing arms race between fraudsters and social network operators. According to

their own published estimates, Facebook and Twitter currently have tens of millions

of “false” accounts [21,64]. Therefore, the issue of fraudulent reputation manipulation

remains an ongoing challenge for social network operators.

In this paper, we uncover a thriving ecosystem of reputation manipulation

services on Facebook that leverage the principle of collusion. In these collusion net-

works, members like other members’ posts and in return receive likes on their own

posts. Such collusion networks of significant size enable members to receive a large

number of likes from other members, making them appear much more popular than

they actually are. As expected, colluding accounts are hard to detect because they
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mix real and fake activity. Our goal in this paper is to understand their methods of

coordination and execution to develop e!ective and long-lasting countermeasures.

OAuth Access Token Leakage. To understand the extent of the problem collu-

sion networks pose, we start by analyzing popular Facebook collusion networks. We

find that collusion networks conduct reputation manipulation activities by exploiting

popular third-party Facebook applications with weak security settings. Collusion net-

works collect OAuth access tokens for applications, which utilize the implicit mode

in OAuth 2.0 [108], with help from colluding members. The collected access tokens

are then used to conduct activities on behalf of these applications and colluding ac-

counts. Using a large pool of access tokens, collusion networks provide likes and

comments to their members on an on-demand basis. We find that popular collu-

sion networks currently exploit a few popular Facebook applications. However, our

analysis of top 100 Facebook applications reveals that more than half of them are

susceptible to access token leakage and abuse by collusion networks. While prior

research has reported several security weaknesses in the OAuth protocol and its im-

plementations [214,232,241], we are the first to report large-scale OAuth access token

leakage and abuse for reputation manipulation.

Milking Collusion Networks Using Honeypots. We deploy honeypots to con-

duct a large-scale measurement study of popular Facebook collusion networks. Specif-

ically, we create honeypot Facebook accounts, join collusion networks, and “milk”

them by requesting for likes and comments on posts of our honeypot accounts. We

then monitor and analyze our honeypots to understand the strategies used by collu-

sion networks to manipulate reputation. We identify more than one million unique

colluding accounts by milking collusion networks. As part of the milking process, we

submit more than 11K posts to collusion networks and receive a total of more than

2.7 million likes. We identify the membership size of collusion networks by tracking

the number of unique accounts that like the posts of our honeypot accounts. Our

membership estimate of these collusion networks are up to 295K for hublaa.me fol-

lowed by 233K for o"cial-liker.net in the second place. The short URLs used by

collusion networks to retrieve access tokens have more than 289 million clicks to date.

Our analysis of these short URLs also reveals that popular collusion networks are

daily used by hundreds of thousands of members. Collusion networks monetize their

services by displaying advertisements on their heavily visited websites and o!ering

premium reputation manipulation plans.

Countermeasures. We disclose our findings to Facebook and work with them to

mitigate these collusion-based reputation manipulation services. While we identify a
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wide range of possible countermeasures, we decide to implement the countermeasures

that provide a suitable tradeo! between detection of access token abuse and appli-

cation platform usability for third-party developers. For instance, we do not block

the third-party applications exploited by collusion networks because it will negatively

impact their millions of legitimate users. We do not disallow OAuth implicit mode,

which is optimized for browser-based applications, because it will burden third-party

developers with prohibitive costs associated with server-side application management.

As part of countermeasures, we first introduce rate limits to mitigate access token

abuse but collusion networks quickly adapt their activities to avoid these rate limits.

We then start invalidating access tokens that are milked as part of our honeypot

experiments to mitigate access token abuse by collusion networks. We further rate

limit and blacklist the IP addresses and autonomous systems (ASes) used by collusion

networks to completely cease their operations.

Key Contributions. Our key contributions are summarized as follows.

• We are the first to report large-scale OAuth access token leakage in the wild. We

further demonstrate how collusion networks exploit popular third-party Face-

book applications with weak security settings to retrieve OAuth access tokens

and abuse them for reputation manipulation.

• We deploy honeypots to milk collusion networks, identify colluding accounts,

and study the scale of their operation. We identify more than one million unique

colluding accounts.

• We disclose our findings to Facebook and investigate countermeasures to detect

abuse by leaked OAuth access tokens. Our countermeasures are able to cease

collusion network operations without requiring any modifications to the OAuth

framework.

2.2 OAuth Access Token Abuse

In this section, we first provide a background of Facebook’s third-party ap-

plication ecosystem and then discuss how attackers can exploit these applications to

abuse their OAuth access tokens.

2.2.1 Background

All major online social networks provide social integration APIs. These APIs

are used for third-party application development such as games, entertainment, educa-

tion, utilities, etc. These applications acquire read/write permissions from the social
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network to implement their functionalities. Popular social network applications have

tens of millions of active users and routinely conduct read/write operations on behalf

of their users.

Facebook also provides a development platform for third-party applications.

Facebook implements OAuth 2.0 authorization framework [108] which allows third-

party applications to gain restricted access to users’ accounts without sharing au-

thentication credentials (i.e., username and password). When a user authenticates

an application using OAuth 2.0, an access token is generated. This access token is

an opaque string that uniquely identifies a user and represents a specific permission

scope granted to the application to perform read/write actions on behalf of the user.

A permission scope is a set of permissions requested by the application to perform

actions on behalf of the user. There are two types of permissions that an application

may request. The first type of basic permissions do not require Facebook’s approval.

They include access to profile information, email addresses, and friend lists. The

second type of sensitive permissions (e.g., publish actions) require Facebook’s

approval [24]. These permissions allow third-party applications to conduct certain

actions on behalf of a user, e.g., posting status updates, generating likes and com-

ments. Access tokens are invalidated after a fixed expiration duration. They can be

categorized as short-term or long-term based on their expiration duration. Facebook

issues short-term access tokens with 1 to 2 hours expiration duration and long-term

access tokens with approximately 2 months expiration duration.

OAuth 2.0 [108] provides two workflows to generate an access token: client-

side flow (also referred to as implicit mode) and server-side flow (also referred to as

authorization code mode).1 Both workflows are similar with few changes in request

parameters and some additional steps in the server-side flow. Figure 2.1 illustrates

the OAuth 2.0 workflow of a Facebook application to generate an access token for

client-side and server-side authorization.

1. The flow is initiated by directing a user to Facebook’s authorization server

by clicking on a login button. The request to the authorization server includes appli-

cation ID, redirection URI, response type, and a permission scope. The application

1In addition to implicit and authorization code modes, OAuth 2.0 supports resource
owner password credentials mode and client credentials mode. The former mode is used by
clients to give their credentials (username and password) directly to the applications. The
latter mode does not involve any client interaction and is used by applications to access
their resources. We do not discuss these modes because they are not used to generate user
access tokens.
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ID is a unique identifier assigned to every Facebook application. The redirection URI

is configured in the application settings. The response type is set as ‘token’ to return

access token in a client-side flow and is set as ‘code’ to return an authorization code

in a server-side flow.

2. Facebook’s authorization server validates the request and prompts the user

to authorize the application and grant permissions in the browser. User authorizes

the application and grants the requested permissions to the application.

3. Facebook redirects the user to the redirection URI along with an access

token or an authorization code in the URL fragment. For the client-side flow, an

access token is returned in response which is retrieved and stored by the application

terminating the client-side flow. For the server-side flow, an authorization code is

returned in response and the following additional step is required.

4. The authorization code is exchanged for an access token by requesting Facebook’s

authorization server through the application’s server [41]. The request includes appli-

cation ID, redirection URI, authorization code, and application secret. The request

to exchange an authorization code for an access token is authenticated using the

application secret.

The access tokens are used by applications to perform the Facebook Graph

API requests on behalf of users. For each request, an application is generally required

to pass on application ID, application secret, and the corresponding access token. As

we discuss next, the application secret may not be mandatory to make these requests.

2.2.2 Identifying Susceptible Applications

Applications select a suitable OAuth flow based on their access token usage

scenarios. Server-side flows are by design more secure than client-side flows because

they do not expose access tokens at the browser. As shown in Figure 2.2(a), Facebook

provides an option to disable client-side flow from application settings. Facebook rec-

ommends third-party applications to disable client-side flow if it is not used [40]. The

client-side flow is typically allowed by applications that make Facebook Graph API

calls only from the client-side. For example, the client-side flow is used by browser-

based applications which cannot include application secret in client-side code. In fact,

some client-side applications may not have an application server at all and perform

Graph API requests only from the browser using JavaScript. If the application secret

is required, as shown in Figure 2.2(b), applications will have to expose their applica-

tion secret in the client-side flow. It is noteworthy that application secret is treated

like a password and hence it should not be embedded in client-side code.
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Figure 2.1. Workflow of Facebook applications

Prior work has shown that attackers can retrieve access tokens by exploit-

ing security weaknesses in the OAuth protocol and its implementations [43, 119,200,

214, 232, 241]. Facebook applications that use client-side flow and do not require

application secret are susceptible to access token leakage and abuse. For example, at-

tackers can retrieve access tokens in client-side flows by eavesdropping [214], cross-site

scripting [200, 214], or social engineering techniques [89, 139]. A leaked access token

has serious security and privacy repercussions depending on its authorized resources.

Attackers can abuse leaked access tokens to retrieve users’ personal information. At-

tackers can also abuse leaked access tokens to conduct malicious activities such as

spreading malware or to provide fake likes/comments.

We implement a Facebook application scanning tool to identify applications

that are susceptible to access token leakage and abuse. Our tool uses Selenium [51] and

Facebook SDK for Python [46] to launch the application’s login URL and install the

application on a test Facebook account with the full set of permissions. We first infer

the OAuth redirection URI used by the application by monitoring redirections during

the Facebook login flow. Using the OAuth redirection URI, we install the application

on the test Facebook account with the permissions that were originally acquired by
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(a) Client-side flow enable/disable option (b) Application secret enable/disable op-
tion

Figure 2.2. Security settings of Facebook applications

the application. If the application is successfully installed, we retrieve the access token

at the client-side from the application’s login URL. Using the access token, we make

an API call to retrieve the public profile information of the test Facebook account

and like a test Facebook post. If we are able to successfully conduct these operations,

we conclude that the application can be exploited for reputation manipulation using

leaked access tokens.

We analyze top 100 third-party Facebook applications [23] using our scanning

tool. Our tool has identified 55 susceptible applications, out of which 46 applications

are issued short-term access tokens and 9 applications are issued long-term access

tokens. Short-term access tokens pose a limited threat because they are required

to be refreshed after every 1-2 hours. On the other hand, long-term access tokens

provide a 2 month long time window for an attacker. Table 2.1 lists 9 susceptible

applications that are issued long-term access tokens. We report their monthly active

users (MAUs) statistics provided by the Facebook Graph API. The highest ranked

susceptible application in the list has about 50 million monthly active users. We note

that all of these susceptible applications have millions of monthly active users, which

can cloak access token abuse by attackers.

2.3 Collusion Networks

A number of reputation manipulation services provide likes and comments to

Facebook users based on the principle of collusion: members like other members’

posts, and in return receive likes from other members. As discussed earlier, these col-

lusion networks exploit Facebook applications with weak security settings. Collusion

networks of significant size can enable members to escalate their reputation, making

them appear much more popular than they actually are.

We first survey the landscape of Facebook collusion networks by querying

search engines for the relevant keywords, such as ‘Facebook AutoLiker’, ‘Status Liker’,

and ‘Page Liker’, that are found on a few well-known collusion network websites. This
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Application Application Monthly Active
Identifier Name Users (MAU)

174829003346 Spotify 50 million
100577877361 PlayStation Network 5 million
241284008322 Deezer 5 million
139475280761 Pandora 5 million

193278124048833 HTC Sense 1 million
153996561399852 Flipagram 1 million
226681500790782 TownShip 1 million
137234499712326 Tango 1 million

41158896424 HTC Sense 1 million

Table 2.1. List of 9 susceptible applications with long-term access tokens among top 100
Facebook applications. These applications can be exploited for reputation manipulation by
abusing their access tokens.

Application Application DAU DAU MAU MAU
Identifier Name Rank Rank

41158896424 HTC Sense 1M 40 1M 85
200758583311692 Nokia Account 100K 249 1M 213
104018109673165 Sony Xperia 10K 866 100K 1563

Table 2.2. Facebook applications used by popular collusion networks.

approach of using seed keywords to find other similar websites via search engines has

been successfully used in prior literature [138,141,180]. We compile a list of 50 such

websites and use Alexa [3] to shortlist popular collusion networks such as hublaa.me,

official-liker.net, dj-liker.com. It is noteworthy that top 8 collusion networks

are ranked within the top 100K. For example, hublaa.me is ranked around 8K and

18% of their visitors are from India, where it is ranked within the top 3K sites. It

is interesting to note that other collusion networks also get most of their tra"c from

countries such as India, Egypt, Turkey, and Vietnam.

We investigate popular collusion networks to understand the features they

o!er and to identify Facebook applications that they exploit. Collusion networks ask

users to install a Facebook application and submit the generated access token in a

textbox on their website. The installation link redirects users to a Facebook dialog

mentioning the application’s name. Table 2.2 lists the applications used by popular

collusion networks along with their statistics retrieved from the Facebook Graph API.

Using our tool, we verify that these Facebook applications use client-side flow and do

not require application secret for making the Graph API calls. We note that HTC

Sense, which is used by several popular collusion networks, is ranked at 40 and has

on the order of a million daily active users (DAU). Nokia Account is ranked at 249
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Figure 2.3. Workflow of Facebook collusion networks

and has approximately a hundred thousand daily active users. Similarly, Sony Xperia

smartphone is ranked at 886 and has on the order of ten thousand daily active users.

It is noteworthy that collusion networks cannot create and use their own applications

because they won’t pass Facebook’s strict manual review process for applications that

require write permissions [22]. However, collusion networks can (and do sometimes)

switch between existing legitimate applications that are susceptible to access token

leakage and abuse.

Workflow of collusion networks. Most collusion networks have a similar website

interface and they all provide a fairly similar user experience. Figure 2.3 illustrates

the workflow of Facebook collusion networks.

1. A user visits the collusion network’s website and clicks on the button to

install the application. The website redirects the user to the application authorization

dialog URL. The user is asked to grant the requested permissions and install the

application.
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2. The user returns to the collusion network website after installing the ap-

plication and clicks on the button to retrieve the access token. The website again

redirects the user to the Facebook authorization dialog URL with view-source ap-

pended. The authorization dialog redirects the user to a page that contains the

access token as a query string in the URL. The use of view-source stops the autho-

rization dialog from further redirections. The user manually copies the access token

from the address bar and submits it at a textbox on the collusion network website.

3. The collusion network saves the access token and redirects the user to an

admin panel, where the user can request likes and comments. Some collusion networks

require users to solve CAPTCHAs and/or make users watch ads before allowing them

to request likes and comments.

2.4 Measuring Collusion Networks

Honeypots have proven to be an e!ective tool to study reputation manipulation

in online social networks [107, 148, 211, 234]. The basic principle of honeypots is to

bait and deceive fraudsters for surveilling their activities. In order to investigate the

operation and scale of Facebook collusion networks, we deploy honeypots to “milk”

them.

We create new Facebook honeypot accounts and join di!erent collusion net-

works using the workflow described in Section 2.3. Our honeypot accounts regularly

post status updates and request collusion networks to provide likes/comments on

these posts. Soon after the submission of our requests to collusion networks, we notice

sudden bursts of likes and comments by a large number of Facebook accounts which

are part of the collusion network. Since repeated requests result in likes/comments

from many unique Facebook accounts, we can uncover the memberships of collusion

networks by making a large number of reputation manipulation requests. Our goal

is to estimate the scale of collusion networks by tracking their member Facebook ac-

counts. We also want to understand the tactics used by collusion networks to stay

under the radar and avoid detection.

Experimental design. We register 22 new Facebook accounts intended to be used

as active honeypots for studying popular collusion networks. Each honeypot account

joins a di!erent collusion network. In an e!ort to actively engage collusion net-

works, our honeypot accounts regularly post status updates on their timelines and
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(b) mg-likers.com
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(c) f8-autoliker.com

Figure 2.4. Cumulative distribution of likes and unique accounts. We note that collusion
networks provide a fixed number of likes on a post per request. However, the rate of new
unique accounts decreases steadily indicating repetition in accounts.

request the collusion networks to provide likes/comments on them.2 It is challenging

to fully automate this process because collusion networks employ several tactics to

avoid automation. For example, some collusion networks impose fixed or random de-

lays between two successive requests. Many collusion networks redirect users through

various redirection services before allowing request submission. Several collusion net-

works require users to solve a CAPTCHA in order to login and before making each

request. To fully automate our honeypots, we use a CAPTCHA solving service [16]

for automatically solving CAPTCHAs and Selenium [51] for submitting requests to

collusion networks. We continuously post status updates and requests to collusion

2Our honeypot accounts do not take part in any other activity. Therefore, it is reasonable
to assume that all activities of our honeypot accounts are performed by collusion networks.
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Incoming Activities Outgoing Activities
Collusion Total Total Num. Num. Member-
Network Num. Num. of of ship

of of Activities Target Size
Posts Likes Accounts

hublaa.me 1,421 496,714 145 46 294,949
o!cial-liker.net 1,757 685,888 1,955 846 233,161
mg-likers.com 1,537 379,475 1,524 911 177,665
monkey- 710 165,479 956 356 137,048
liker.com
f8-autoliker.com 1,311 331,923 2,542 1,254 72,157
djliker.com 471 70,046 360 316 61,450
autolikes- 774 202,373 1,857 885 41,015
groups.com
4liker.com 269 71,059 2,254 1,211 23,110
myliker.com 320 32,821 1,727 983 18,514
kdliker.com 599 82,736 1,444 626 18,421
oneliker.com 334 24,374 956 483 18,013
fb-auto- 244 19,552 621 397 16,234
likers.com
autolike.vn 139 35,425 2,822 1,382 14,892
monsterlikes.com 495 72,755 2,107 671 5,168
postlikers.com 96 8,613 2,590 1,543 4,656
facebook- 132 4,461 2,403 1,757 3,108
autoliker.com
realliker.com 105 19,673 2,362 846 2,860
autolikesub.com 286 25,422 1,531 717 2,379
kingliker.com 107 5,072 1,245 587 2,243
rockliker.net 99 4,376 82 39 1,480
arabfblike.com 311 4,548 68 31 1,328
fast-liker.com 232 10,270 1,472 572 834
All 11,751 2,753,153 33,023 16,459 1,150,782

Table 2.3. Statistics of the collected data for all collusion networks

networks over the duration of approximately three months from November 2015 to

February 2016.

Data collection. We regularly crawl the timelines of our honeypot Facebook ac-

counts to log incoming likes and comments provided by collusion networks. The

number of unique Facebook accounts who like or comment on a honeypot account

is an estimate of the collusion network’s size. Note that our membership estimate is

strictly a lower bound because we may not observe all collusion network accounts,

which are randomly picked from a large pool of access tokens. We also crawl the

activity logs of our honeypot accounts to collect outgoing likes, comments, and page

likes.

2.4.1 Size of Collusion Networks

Milking Collusion Networks. We post status updates from our honeypot ac-

counts and request collusion networks to provide likes on the posts. Figure 2.4 plots
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the cumulative distribution of likes and unique accounts milked by our honeypots

for three collusion networks. We observe that the count of new unique accounts

steadily declines even though the like count remains constant. The decline represents

diminishing returns due to the increased repetition in users who likes the posts of

our honeypot accounts. Specifically, due to the random sampling of users from the

database of access tokens, the likelihood of user repetition increases as we post more

status updates for a honeypot account. It is important that we milk collusion net-

works as much as possible to accurately estimate their membership size. While we

are able to max out many collusion networks, we face some issues for a few collusion

networks. For example, djliker.com and monkeyliker.com impose a daily limit of 10

requests, thus we are not able to fully max out these collusion networks. Moreover,

arabfblike.com and a few other collusion networks su!er from intermittent outages

when they do not respond to our requests for likes. The set of unique accounts who

like posts of our honeypot accounts are collusion network members. Table 2.3 shows

that the membership size of collusion networks vary between 295K for hublaa.me to

834 for fast-liker.com. We note that hublaa.me has the largest membership size at

295K accounts, followed by o"cial-liker.net at 233K and mg-likers.com at 178K. The

membership size of all collusion networks in our study sum up to 1,150,782. As we

discuss later, some accounts are part of multiple collusion networks. After eliminating

these duplicates, the total number of unique accounts across all collusion networks is

1,008,021.

Analyzing Short URLs. Some collusion networks use URL shortening services to

redirect users to the Facebook application install page and retrieve access tokens.

URL shortening services such as goo.gl publicly provide information about short

URLs such as total clicks, referrers, browsers, platforms, and geolocation. We use

this publicly available information to further understand the scale of collusion network

operations. Table 2.4 lists the short URLs that are used by collusion networks. The

oldest short URL was created on June 11, 2014, with more than 147 million clicks

to date. The creation dates of older short URLs likely represent the launch dates

of di!erent collusion networks. To confirm this hypothesis, we further use Google

Trends [34] and the Internet Archive’s Wayback Machine [38] to analyze popular

collusion networks. Our analysis confirms that most of the collusion networks were

publicly launched around late 2013 to mid 2014. The top three short URLs redirect

users to install the HTC Sense application and retrieve access tokens. Their referrer

domains are mg-likers.com, djliker.com, and hublaa.me, each of which has hundreds

of thousands of members (see Table 2.3). The top 3 short URLs currently receive
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Short URL Date Created Short URL Long URL Applications Top Referrer
Click Count Click Count

goo.gl/jZ7Nyl June 2014 147,959,735 236,194,576 HTC Sense mg-likers.com
goo.gl/4GYbBl June 2014 64,493,698 236,194,576 HTC Sense djliker.com
goo.gl/rHnKIv May 2015 28,511,756 29,211,768 HTC Sense sys.hublaa.me
goo.gl/2hbUps October 2014 7,000,579 7,289,920 Page Manager autolike.vn

For iOS
goo.gl/KJnSnH November 2014 7,582,494 8,223,464 HTC Sense m.machineliker.com
goo.gl/QfLHlq June 2014 2,269,148 236,194,576 HTC Sense begeniyor.com
goo.gl/zsaJ61 May 2015 2,721,864 2,766,805 HTC Sense www.royaliker.net
goo.gl/civ2CS December 2014 1,288,801 1,288,902 HTC Sense oneliker.com
goo.gl/ZQwU5e June 2014 1,005,471 1,005,698 Nokia Account adf.ly
goo.gl/nC9ciz September 2015 1,009,801 1,034,299 Sony Xperia refer.autolikerfb.com

smartphone
goo.gl/kKPCNy January 2015 297,915 236,194,576 HTC Sense realliker.com
goo.gl/uIv2OS February 2015 355,405 1,019,830 Sony Xperia Unknown

smartphone
goo.gl/5XbAaz January 2015 165,345 1,887,940 HTC Sense postlikers.com

Table 2.4. Statistics of short URLs used by collusion networks. Several short URLs point
to the same long URL.

around 308K, 139K, and 122K daily clicks. We note that several short URLs point

to the same long URL. The sum of click counts for all unique long URLs in Table

2.4 exceeds 289 million. The click counts of short URLs are reasonable estimates of

tra"c on collusion network websites. However, these click counts may not give us

an accurate estimate of collusion network membership because a user can click on a

short URL several times to submit multiple likes/comments requests to the collusion

network. Moreover, the geolocation statistics of short URLs indicate that a vast

majority of users are from India, Egypt, Vietnam, Bangladesh, Pakistan, Indonesia,

and Algeria. This finding corroborates the geolocation statistics from Alexa.

2.4.2 Collusion Network Activities

Incoming Activities. Table 2.3 summarizes the statistics of the data collected for

di!erent collusion networks using our honeypot accounts. In total, we submit more

than 11K posts to collusion networks and garner more than 2.7 million likes. As

shown in Figure 2.4, we observe that status updates typically receive a fixed number

of likes per request, ranging between 14-390 across di!erent collusion networks. For

example, o"cial-liker.net, f8-autoliker.com, and myliker.com provide approximately

400, 250, and 100 likes per request, respectively.

Outgoing Activities. Collusion networks also use our honeypot accounts to conduct

reputation manipulation activities on other Facebook accounts and pages. In total,

our honeypot accounts are used by collusion networks to like more than 33K posts
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of 16K accounts and 2K pages. We observe that some collusion networks use our

honeypots more frequently than others. For example, autolike.vn uses our honeypot

accounts to provide a maximum of 2.8K likes on posts of 1.3K users and 144 pages.

2.5 Discussions

2.5.1 Monetization

Collusion network operators use two main mechanisms for monetizing their

services: (1) advertising and (2) premium plans.

Advertising. Collusion networks attract a large number of users to their websites

everyday. For example, recall from Table 2.4 that the short URLs used by collusion

networks daily receive hundreds of thousands of clicks. Collusion networks display

ads from di!erent ad networks to monetize user tra"c on their websites. We identify

ad networks and trackers on collusion network websites using Ghostery [32]. We

note that some collusion networks do not directly use reputable ad networks, such

as DoubleClick, which is likely because collusion networks domains are blacklisted

by these ad networks. To overcome this issue, several collusion networks use URL

redirections to temporarily redirect users to other whitelisted domains and display

ads from di!erent ad networks on the redirected page. For example, mg-likers.com

redirects users to kackroch.com where ads are served by AdSense and Atlas. Users

are typically required to stay on the redirected pages for several seconds before they

are redirected back to the original page. Some collusion networks redirect to paid

URL shortening services such as adf.ly and sh.st. It is interesting to note that most

collusion networks require users to disable ad-block extensions to use their services.

To this end, collusion networks use anti-adblocking scripts [169] to detect popular ad-

blockers and prompt users to disable ad-block extensions or whitelist their websites.

Premium Plans. Collusion networks place artificial restrictions on the number of

likes/comments allowed on free plans. For example, each collusion network restricts

the number of likes per post to a pre-defined limit. Most collusion networks also

restrict activities by making users wait for fixed/random time between consecutive

like requests. Collusion networks sell premium plans that allow users to get more

likes/comments and overcome other restrictions. Premium plans provide much more

likes (e.g., up to 2000 likes for the most expensive plan by mg-likers.com). They also

automatically provide likes without requiring users to manually login to collusion

network sites for each request.
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2.5.2 Ownership

We want to identify the culprits behind collusion networks for designing tech-

nical and legal countermeasures. To this end, we perform WHOIS lookups of popular

collusion network domains. We observe that collusion network websites use various

techniques to hide their identity. First, we find that 36% (18 out of 50) of the domains

have anonymized WHOIS records using privacy protection services such as Whois-

Guard [60]. For the remaining collusion networks, domain registrants are mostly

located in Asian countries such as India, Pakistan, and Indonesia. In fact, more than

40% of these domain registrants are located in India. Second, we observe that most

collusion network domains resolve to an IP address of CloudFlare which helps them

to conceal the original hosting location. Other collusion network domains resolve

to IP addresses of web hosting and cloud infrastructure providers. We also search

the registrant names on popular search engines to identify their matching social me-

dia accounts.3 Our analysis reveals that Facebook accounts of collusion network

owners have a large number of followers. For example, the Facebook account of mg-

likers.com’s owner had more than 9 million followers at the time of this writing. We

observe that timeline posts of these Facebook accounts often have hundreds of thou-

sands of likes. It is noteworthy that our honeypot accounts are frequently used to

like the profile pictures and other timeline posts of the owner Facebook accounts.

2.6 Countermeasures

Ethical Considerations. Before conducting any experiments, we received a for-

mal review from our local Institutional Review Board (IRB) because we collect some

publicly available account information such as posts and likes. We enforce several

mechanisms to protect user privacy. For example, we do not store any personally

identifiable information. We are aware that our honeypot accounts are used by col-

lusion networks to conduct some reputation manipulation activities. We argue that

these activities represent a small fraction of the overall reputation manipulation ac-

tivities of collusion networks. Thus, we do not expect normal user activity to be

significantly impacted by our honeypot experiments. The benefit of our honeypot

approach in detecting collusion network accounts far outweighs the potential harm to

regular Facebook users. To further minimize harm, as discussed next, we disclose our

findings to Facebook to remove all artifacts of reputation manipulation during our

3As a note of caution, we point out that the registrant details extracted from WHOIS
records and Facebook accounts may be staged by the actual owners.
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Figure 2.5. The impact of our countermeasures on two popular collusion networks. We
observe that collusion network activities are not impacted by reduction in access token rate
limit. While access token invalidation significantly reduced collusion network activities, it
cannot completely stop them. Clustering based access token invalidation also does not help.
Our IP rate limits e"ectively counter most collusion networks that use a few IP addresses.
We can target autonomous systems (ASes) of collusion networks that use a large pool of IP
addresses.

measurements as well as investigate countermeasures to mitigate collusion network

activities.

Before implementing any countermeasures in collaboration with Facebook, we

perform honeypot experiments for approximately ten days to establish a baseline

of collusion network activities. We repeat the honeypot milking experiments for

popular collusion networks starting August 2016 (and continue until mid October

2016). Figure 2.5 shows the average number of likes received by our honeypots for

two popular collusion networks.4 As we discuss next, while we consider a wide range

of countermeasures, we decide to implement countermeasures that provide a suitable

4The results for other collusion networks are not shown due to space constraints.
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tradeo! between detection of access token abuse and application platform usability

for third-party developers.

Collusion networks currently exploit a few applications (listed in Table 2.2) to

conduct reputation manipulation activities. Therefore, we can immediately disrupt

all collusion networks by suspending these applications. Since collusion networks can

switch between the applications listed in Table 2.1, we would additionally need to

suspend these applications as well. Suspending these applications is a relatively simple

countermeasure to implement; however, it will negatively impact their millions of

legitimate users. We can also make changes in Facebook’s application workflow to stop

access token abuse by collusion networks. For example, we can mandate application

secret (thereby forcing server-side operations) for liking/commenting activities that

require publish actions permissions [2,50]. As a result of this restriction, collusion

networks will not be able to conduct reputation manipulation activities even if they

retrieve access tokens from colluding users. However, many Facebook applications

solely rely on client-side operations for cross-platform interoperability and to reduce

third-party developer costs of server-side application management [40,108]. Therefore,

mandating application secret would adversely impact legitimate use cases for these

Facebook applications.

2.6.1 Access Token Rate Limits

As the first countermeasure, we impose restrictions on access tokens to miti-

gate abuse by collusion networks. Facebook employs rate limits to restrict excessive

activities performed by an access token. Since collusion network activities slip under

the current rate limit, we reduce the threshold by more than an order of magnitude on

day 12 as marked by green circles in Figure 2.5. We observe a sharp initial decrease

in activities for o"cial-liker.net. Specifically, the average number of likes provided by

o"cial-liker.net decreases from more than 400 to less than 200 on day 16. However,

o"cial-liker.net starts to bounce back after approximately one week. Moreover, this

countermeasure does not impact hublaa.me. We surmise that both of these collusion

networks have a large pool of access tokens which limits the need to repeatedly use

them. Therefore, these collusion networks can stay under the reduced access token

rate limit while maintaining their high activity levels. We do not reduce the rate limit

further to avoid potential false positives.
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2.6.2 Honeypot based Access Token Invalidation

We next invalidate access tokens of colluding accounts which are identified

as part of our honeypot experiments. In the first 22 days, we have milked access

tokens of 283K and 41K users for hublaa.me and o"cial-liker.net, respectively. We

expect that invalidation of these access tokens will curb collusion network activities.

To this end, we invalidate randomly sampled 50% of the milked access tokens on

day 23 as marked by a black cross in Figure 2.5.5 We observe a sharp decrease in

collusion network activities. Specifically, the average number of likes provided by

hublaa.me decreases from 320 to 250 and for o"cial-liker.net decreases from 350 to

275. Unfortunately, this decline was not permanent and the average number of likes

gradually increase again over the next few days. We surmise that collusion networks

gradually replenish their access token pool with fresh access tokens from new and

returning users.

To mitigate this, we next invalidate all access tokens that are observed till

day 28 (marked by red cross) and also begin invalidating 50% of newly observed

access tokens on a daily basis (marked by orange cross). We observe a sharp decline

for both hublaa.me and o"cial-liker.net on day 28 when we invalidate all access

tokens. However, average likes by hublaa.me start to bounce back and those by

o"cial-liker.net stabilize at 100 over the next few days. We suspect that the rate

of fresh access tokens from new and returning users exceeds our rate of daily access

token invalidation. This is due to the rather small number of distinct new colluding

accounts milked daily by our honeypots.

To increase our access token invalidation rate, starting day 36, we begin in-

validating all newly observed access tokens on a daily basis as marked by blue cross

in Figure 2.5. We observe a steady decrease in average likes by hublaa.me from

day 36 to day 44. hublaa.me’s site was temporarily shutdown on day 45. The site

resumed operations on day 51 and their average number of likes decreased to 120.

o"cial-liker.net sustained their likes between 110-192 despite our daily access token

invalidation. While regular access token invalidation curbed collusion network activ-

ities, we conclude that it cannot completely stop them because honeypot milking can

only identify a subset of all newly joining users. Therefore, we decide not to pursue

regular access token invalidation further.

5We decided to initially invalidate only half of the milked access tokens to avoid alerting
collusion networks about our honeypots and countermeasures.
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Figure 2.6. Number of our honeypot posts liked by collusion network accounts. We
observe that a small fraction of collusion network accounts like multiple honeypot posts.

2.6.3 Temporal Clustering

Collusion networks provide likes on submitted posts in less than one minute.

Such bursts of liking activity can be detected by temporal clustering algorithms [88,98,

142] which are designed to detect accounts that act similarly at around the same time

for a sustained period of time. Starting day 55, as marked by cyan squares in Figure

2.5, we use SynchoTrap [98] to cluster synchronized access token abuse by collusion

network accounts. Surprisingly, we do not observe any major impact on collusion

network activities. Our drill-down analysis showed that collusion networks avoid

detection by (1) using di!erent set of accounts to like target posts and (2) spreading

out liking activities performed by each access token over time. Figure 2.6 shows that

di!erent sets of accounts like posts of our honeypot accounts. We note that 76%

and 30% accounts like at most one post of our honeypots for hublaa.me and o"cial-

liker.net, respectively. We also note that collusion networks do not binge use our

honeypot accounts within a short timeframe. The hourly average of likes performed

by our honeypot accounts ranges between 5-10. Therefore, collusion network accounts

do not behave similarly at around the same time for a sustained period of time.

2.6.4 IP and AS based Limits

We next target the origin of collusion networks to further mitigate their ac-

tivities. To this end, we track the source IP addresses of the Facebook Graph API

requests for liking posts of our honeypot accounts. We note that a few IP addresses

account for a vast majority of likes for most collusion networks. Therefore, we im-

posed daily and weekly IP rate limits on the like requests beginning day 46. Note

that this rate limit will not impact activities of normal users (e.g., regularly accessing
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Facebook via commodity web browsers) because this IP rate limit is only applicable to

like requests by the Facebook Graph API using access tokens. Figure 2.5 shows that

o"cial-liker.net stops working immediately after we impose IP rate limits. Although

not shown in Figure 2.5 due to space constraints, other popular collusion networks in

Table 2.3 also stopped working on day 63. The only exception is hublaa.me, which

uses a large pool of more than 6,000 IP addresses and circumvents the IP rate limits.

Our investigation revealed that all of hublaa.me’s IP addresses belong to two dis-

tinct autonomous systems (ASes) of two di!erent hosting providers. On day 70, we

start to block like requests from these two ASes which helps in ceasing all likes from

hublaa.me. Since stopping our honeypot experiments, we have periodically monitored

collusion networks to ensure that our countermeasures are e!ective in the long term.

We have also not received any complaints about collateral damage from third-party

developers.

2.6.5 Takeaway

Our countermeasures impact various collusion networks in di!erent ways, re-

vealing artifacts of their operation and infrastructure. While our simple countermea-

sures have been quite e!ective, they have also proven to be long-lasting for several

months now. Therefore, our simple countermeasures are e!ective and long-lasting.

First, collusion networks operating out of a small set of IP addresses are bound to

be blocked by the IP-based limits due to excessively liking activity. Second, collusion

networks may choose to mimic hublaa.me and operate out of thousands of IP ad-

dresses. However, as evidenced by our analysis of hublaa.me’s IP addresses, it must

cost-prohibitive to use that many IP addresses and at the same time have many dif-

ferent ASes. This is exactly the reason why hublaa.me’s IP addresses were associated

with only two hosting providers. Therefore, we can easily identify and block these

hosting providers and the associated access tokens. Surely, once we place a block, the

collusion networks could move to a di!erent hosting provider. However, we argue that

such transition requires not only time with high opportunity cost but also a willing

hosting provider that is prone to overlook such abusive behavior. Consequently, we

can easily detect and counter the use of di!erent IP addresses and ASes. To conclude,

our simple countermeasures have proven to be e!ective and long-lasting in stopping

abuse by collusion networks.
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2.7 Related Work

2.7.1 Third-party Applications

Twitter and Facebook allowed third-party developers to create applications

starting 2006 and 2007, respectively. Millions of applications use third-party applica-

tion platforms supported by popular online social networks. For example, more than

30 million applications and websites currently use Facebook’s third-party application

platform [27].

Many online social networks use OAuth for granting access to user accounts

to third-party applications. OAuth [108, 113] is an IETF standardized authoriza-

tion framework which allows third-party applications to gain restricted access to user

accounts without sharing authentication credentials (i.e., username and password).

OAuth was created by a community of web developers to enable delegated access to

protected resources. OAuth 1.0 was published as RFC 5849 [113] and later OAuth 2.0

was published as RFC 6749 [108]. Online social networks implement di!erent vari-

ations of the OAuth protocol. For example, Twitter implements OAuth 1.0a6 while

Facebook, YouTube, Instagram, and SoundCloud implement OAuth 2.0. Researchers

have uncovered many security issues in the OAuth framework and its implementations

over the years [130,135,200,214,232,241]. In particular, researchers have highlighted

security vulnerabilities that arise due to the underlying issues in the protocol and

bad implementation practices to prefer simplicity over security. For example, Sun et

al. [214] discussed the inherent security issues in client-side flows which can be ex-

ploited by an attacker to steal access tokens by cross-site scripting or eavesdropping.

The OAuth 2.0 specification [108] also highlights security implications of the client-

side flow and potential access token leakage. While the security issues in the OAuth

protocol have been previously reported [43], we are the first to report on and e!ec-

tively disrupt large-scale abuse of leaked access tokens for reputation manipulation.

Below we discuss prior work on exploitation of third-party applications in Facebook

and Twitter.

Makridakis et al. [155] showed that malicious Facebook applications can leak

users’ private data, can retrieve remote files from a user’s machine, and even launch

denial of service attacks. Rahman et al. [184] proposed FRAppE to detect malicious

Facebook applications. They identified distinguishing features of malicious Facebook

applications (e.g., name sharing, ask for fewer permission requests, have redirect URIs

to domains with poor reputation scores) and trained a machine learning classifier to

6OAuth 1.0a is a revision of OAuth 1.0 to address some security issues identified in
OAuth 1.0.
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detect them. In contrast, Facebook applications used by collusion networks studied in

our work request all read/write permissions and use Facebook’s recommended redirect

URIs. Thus, the feature set used by FRAppE will not detect the legitimate Facebook

applications exploited by collusion networks.

Twitter applications are also abused to launch spam campaigns. For exam-

ple, Stringhini et al. [212] and Thomas et al. [223] showed that Twitter spammers

rely on third-party applications to gain control of users accounts. Twitter blocks the

third-party applications that are used by spammers; however, spammers periodically

create new applications to overcome this problem [212]. Note that Facebook collusion

networks studied in our work do not create new applications; instead, they exploit

existing legitimate third-party applications for access token leakage and abuse.

2.7.2 Honeypots

Honeypots have proven to be an e!ective tool to study reputation manipula-

tion in online social networks. The basic principle of honeypots is to bait and deceive

fraudsters for understanding their activities. In a seminal work, Webb et al. [234]

introduced the idea of using honeypots to study spam in online social networks. They

used 51 honeypot accounts on MySpace to identify 1,570 bogus accounts over the

course of 5 months. Lee et al. [148] used an undisclosed number of honeypot accounts

on Twitter to identify 500 bogus accounts over the course of 2 months. Stringhini et

al. [211] used 900 honeypot accounts on Facebook, MySpace, and Twitter to identify

15,762 bogus accounts over the course of 12 months. Boshmaf et al. [91] designed and

deployed a Socialbot network consisting of approximately 100 interactive honeypot

accounts to infiltrate more than 8,000 Facebook users with a success rate of up to

80%. Wang et al. [230] paid users on two crowdturfing websites in China (zhubajie.com

and sandaha.com) to post spam messages to Weibo, QQ instant message groups, and

discussion forums. Cristofaro et al. [107] paid 4 di!erent Facebook like farms to like

their honeypot Facebook pages, and identified 4,145 bogus accounts over the course

of 15 days. Viswanath et al. [227] paid black-market services and collusion networks

to like their honeypot Facebook pages, and identified 5,647 bogus accounts. Aggarwal

et al. [81] created honeypot accounts on Twitter to acquire more than 170K follow-

ers from 57 di!erent premium and freemium collusion services on Twitter. Song et

al. [203] paid 9 di!erent crowdturfing services to get more than 19K retweets on the

tweets posted by their honeypot Twitter accounts. Some Twitter black-market and

collusion services ask for users’ credentials, while others ask a user to install their

third-party applications with write permissions. In contrast, Facebook collusion net-
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works operate di!erently as they exploit security weaknesses in legitimate Facebook

applications.

The collusion networks studied by Viswanath et al. [227] (addmefast.com and

likesasap.com) use a web-based credit system to perform reputation manipulation

on Facebook, Twitter, YouTube, and SoundCloud. These collusion networks require

users to manually perform and report their reputation manipulation activities to re-

ceive credit. In contrast, Facebook collusion networks studied in our work are fully

automated using the Facebook Graph API; thus, the scale of their reputation manip-

ulation activities is much larger than addmefast.com and likesasap.com. In contrast

to prior work, we deploy honeypot accounts to join collusion networks and milk them

by repeatedly requesting likes on the posts of our honeypot accounts. An in-depth

investigation of these large-scale Facebook collusion networks is lacking in prior lit-

erature.

2.7.3 Detecting Reputation Manipulation

There is a large body of research on detecting reputation manipulation in on-

line social networks. Lee et al. [148] trained a machine learning classifier based on

content features, social graph characteristics, and posting patterns to detect spam-

mers on MySpace and Twitter. Stringhini et al. [211] trained a machine learning clas-

sifier based on features such as message similarity and URL ratio to detect spammers

on Facebook and Twitter. Viswanath et al. [227] designed a Principal Component

Analysis (PCA) based technique to detect anomalous Facebook accounts based on

features such as timeseries of like count and distribution of liked pages across content

categories. Boshmaf et al. [90] detected fake accounts on Facebook and Tuenti by

predicting targets based on features such as gender, number of friends, time since last

update, etc. Song et al. [203] trained a machine learning classifier to detect reputation

manipulation targets on Twitter based on features such as retweet time distribution,

ratio of the most dominant application, number of unreachable retweeters, and num-

ber of received clicks. Jian et al. [142] proposed an outlier detection approach to detect

synchronized and rare activity patterns on Twitter and Weibo. Recent studies have

also proposed graph based algorithms to detect reputation manipulation [88,98,134].

Beutel et al. [88] proposed a bipartite graph clustering algorithm to detect suspicious

lockstep activity patterns on Facebook. Cao et al. [98] proposed graph clustering al-

gorithm to detect large groups of malicious accounts that act similarly for a sustained

period of time on Facebook and Instagram. Hooi et al. [134] proposed a camouflage-
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resistant bipartite graph clustering algorithm to detect fraudulent users in online

social networks.

These methods can be leveraged to detect both collusion network member

accounts and their reputation manipulation activities. However, collusion networks

are di!erent in the sense that the accounts used for fraudulent activities are not all

fake. Our manual analysis of collusion network accounts indicated that many accounts

likely belong to real users who voluntarily allow collusion networks to conduct rep-

utation manipulation on their behalf. These colluding accounts are hard to detect

because they mix real and fake activity.

2.8 Concluding Remarks

We presented a comprehensive measurement-based analysis of reputation ma-

nipulation services on Facebook. We made three major contributions. First, we un-

covered that collusion networks exploit Facebook applications with weak security

settings to retrieve access tokens and abuse them for reputation manipulation. Sec-

ond, we deployed honeypots to understand the operations of collusion networks and to

demonstrate the scale of the problem. We were able to identify more than one million

active collusion network members. Third, we implemented a series of countermeasures

to e!ectively thwart the operations of collusion networks.

Our results raise a number of questions that motivate future research. First,

we would like to investigate potential access token leakage and abuse on other pop-

ular online services that implement OAuth 2.0. For instance, YouTube, Instagram,

and SoundCloud implement OAuth 2.0 to support third-party applications. Second,

in addition to reputation manipulation, attackers can launch other serious attacks

using leaked access tokens. For example, attackers can steal personal information of

collusion network members as well as exploit their social graph to propagate mal-

ware. We plan to investigate other possible attacks as well. Third, while our simple

countermeasures have been e!ective now for more than six months, collusion net-

works may start using more sophisticated approaches to evade them in future. We

plan to investigate more sophisticated machine learning based approaches to robustly

detect access token abuse. We are also interested in developing methods to detect and

remove reputation manipulation activities of collusion network members.
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CHAPTER 3

MEASUREMENT AND EARLY DETECTION OF THIRD-PARTY

APPS ABUSE ON TWITTER

3.1 Introduction

Background. Third-party applications on Twitter (or simply Twitter applications)

use OAuth [113] for getting permissions from users to read/write/message on their

behalf [8,44]. Twitter applications have perpetual access to user accounts unless users

explicitly revoke their permissions. Naturally, an attacker can control a large number

of accounts by tricking users into installing a malicious application [151] or compro-

mising a popular legitimate application [118,194].

Motivation. Third-party Twitter applications present a convenient way for attackers

to orchestrate fake or compromised accounts through Twitter API [19]. Attackers can

install third-party applications on fake accounts that they themselves create or buy in

bulk from underground marketplaces [117, 224]. Attackers can also trick users (e.g.,

phishing [94], malicious browser extensions [140]) into installing their applications

to compromise accounts. Attackers can even recruit real users on crowdturfing mar-

ketplaces to install their applications in exchange for monetary and non-monetary

incentives (e.g., free followers) [118, 224, 230]. On several occasions during the last

couple of years, Twitter has disclosed large-scale abuse by hundreds of thousands of

third-party applications on their platform [69,75,151].

Limitations of Prior Art. Prior research has paid little attention to directly miti-

gating the role of third-party applications in propagating malware and spam on Twit-

ter [114, 148, 203, 211, 212, 212, 223, 238]. While some prior research has reported the

spread of malware and spam by third-party Twitter applications [114, 203, 212, 223],

most e!orts are focused on detecting the sources (fake and compromised accounts)

and targets (retweets) of malicious activities on Twitter. We believe that directly

targeting such abusive third-party Twitter applications is crucial to robust detec-

tion of increasingly sophisticated malicious activity on Twitter. Our belief is in line

with Twitter’s recently announced plans to target fake, coordinated, and automated

account activity conducted by third-party applications on their platform [73,75].

Measuring abusive Twitter Applications. In this work, we conduct a 16-month

long longitudinal measurement study of abusive third-party applications that perform

a variety of malicious and spam activities in violation of Twitter’s Terms of Service
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(ToS) [55]. To collect a comprehensive ground truth of abusive Twitter applications,

we retrospectively check whether tweets by third-party applications are removed by

users or Twitter’s abuse detection systems [67, 71, 224]. Prior work has also lever-

aged retrospective analysis of deleted/suspended tweets/accounts to study spam and

malware campaigns on Twitter [221, 223]. We identify 167,013 abusive third-party

Twitter applications through retrospective analysis of tweets collected over a period

of 16 months using Twitter’s APIs [19,49]. Our measurements reveal that there is an

ongoing arms race between attackers registering and abusing new applications and

Twitter actively trying to detect and remove them. More specifically, we show that

attackers are able to use a large pool of hundreds of thousands of abusive applications

to post tens of millions of tweets. Abusive applications often evade detection for sev-

eral months while posting millions of tweets that trick users with deceiving claims to

compromise accounts [66, 93, 223], astroturfing [203,212, 227], and phone spam [127].

Early Detection of Abusive Twitter Applications. Accurate and early detec-

tion of abusive third-party applications can help in significantly mitigating malware

and spam on Twitter. To this end, we propose a machine learning approach for the

early detection of abusive third-party Twitter applications by analyzing their first few

tweets. Specifically, we extract a variety of user-based (e.g., account age) and tweet-

based features (e.g., retweets to tweets ratio) on the first-k ! {2, 3, ..., 25} tweets

to train a supervised machine learning classifier to distinguish between abusive and

benign Twitter applications as early as possible. We implement and evaluate our ma-

chine learning approach before and after Twitter’s recent countermeasures targeting

third-party application abuse [73]. The evaluation shows that our machine learning

approach is able to accurately detect abusive applications with 92.7% precision and

87.0% recall. We also show that our machine learning approach detects abusive ap-

plications months before Twitter during which time they post tens of millions of

tweets.

Key Contributions. We summarize our contributions as follows.

• Longitudinal Measurement Study of Abusive Applications on Twitter. We perform

a longitudinal measurement study to establish a ground truth of abusive Twitter

applications that captures diverse malicious and spamming behaviors. We showed

that these abusive applications stay undetected for a long time posting tens of millions

of tweets despite Twitter’s ongoing e!ort to detect them.

• Machine Learning Approach for Early Detection. We propose a machine learning

approach to accurately and early detect these abusive applications by analyzing their

first-k ! {2, 3, ..., 25} tweets. We select k = 7 as a suitable trade-o! between classi-
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fications accuracy and early detection. Our machine learning model detects abusive

applications with a precision of 92.7% and a recall of 87.0% using 10-fold cross vali-

dation as soon as they post their first seven tweets. We show that our model detects

a large fraction of these abusive applications several months before Twitter detects

them while they post tens of millions of tweets during this time period.

• In The Wild Deployment. The deployment of our machine learning model in the

wild shows that attackers are still able to register and abuse third-party applications

despite Twitter’s new countermeasures [73]. We show that our machine learning model

accurately detects these abusive third-party applications as soon as they post their

first seven tweets while they evade detection by Twitter for a long time. Finally,

we show that our machine learning model detects a large fraction of new abusive

applications that are missed by Twitter’s existing abuse detection systems.

We have disclosed our findings to Twitter’s site integrity team, who is ac-

tively trying to mitigate abuse of third-party applications on their platform [73]. Our

machine learning approach can complement Twitter’s abuse detection systems for

accurate and early detection of abusive third-party applications.

3.2 Background

In this section, we first provide an overview of third-party application support

on popular online social networks. We then discuss our threat model for third-party

applications and the prevalence of their abuse on Twitter.

3.2.1 Third-Party Applications

Online social networks provide APIs to develop third-party applications such

as games, entertainment, education, and utilities. To allow third-party application de-

velopment, online social networks implement authorization frameworks such as OAuth

[113]. For example, Twitter uses the OAuth 1.0a authorization framework [113], which

enables third-party applications to gain access to Twitter’s streaming and REST APIs

as well as Twitter’s Single Sign-On (SSO) service [19,52]. When creating a new third-

party application, developers have to specify the set of permissions required from users

who would install the application on their accounts. OAuth supports both read and

write permissions. The read permissions allow a third-party application to retrieve

data (e.g., timeline tweets/posts, list of followers/friends) from a user’s account. The

write permissions allow a third-party application to perform write actions (e.g., post-

ing tweets/posts, following users or liking pages) on a user’s behalf. Popular online
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social networks such as Twitter and Facebook have millions of third-party applica-

tions that are regularly used by hundreds of millions of users [23, 87].

3.2.2 Threat Model

While third-party applications are widely used for benign purposes, unfortu-

nately, they can also be exploited by attackers to compromise and orchestrate a large

number of accounts for nefarious purposes. Prior work has reported several instances

of widespread abuse of third-party applications for spreading spam and malware on

online social networks [114,203,212,223].

The typical modus operandi of attackers is as follows. Attackers register a new

third-party application with the aim of installing it on as many fake/compromised

accounts as possible. Attackers install the registered application on fake accounts

that they themselves create or buy in bulk from underground marketplaces [117,

224]. Attackers may also compromise an account by tricking its user into installing

the application. After installing the application on a su"cient number of accounts,

attackers can use the access tokens [61] via the APIs to conduct malicious activities

at scale.

The abuse of third-party applications has been shown time and again on pop-

ular online social networks [118, 184, 203, 212, 223]. For example, prior work reported

the abuse of third-party applications to escalate the reputation of a target account

by retweeting/liking/following from compromised/fake accounts on Twitter [203,212]

and Facebook [118]. Prior work has also reported the abuse of third-party applications

to run spam or malware campaigns from compromised/fake accounts on Twitter [223]

and Facebook [184].

In this paper, we specifically focus on investigating abuse by third-party ap-

plications on Twitter. It is noteworthy that Twitter recently disclosed a large-scale

abuse of third-party applications on their platform [75] in the aftermath of a congres-

sional investigation into Russian interference in the 2016 U.S. election [69]. Specif-

ically, Twitter announced that they removed hundreds of thousands of third-party

applications that were abusing their API during 2017 through 2018 [75, 151]. Also

noteworthy is Twitter’s recently announced policy to vet new third-party applica-

tions at registration [73]. However, despite Twitter’s existing detection systems and

new countermeasures, we will show later that attackers continue to abuse third-party

applications on Twitter to this day.
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3.2.3 Abusive Twitter Applications

We refer to a third-party Twitter application as “abusive” if it violates Twit-

ter’s rules [55]. The violations of these rules mostly include malicious and spammy

behavior such as posting links to malicious content, aggressive following and un-

following behavior, abusing reply or mention function, hijack trending topics or hash-

tags, duplicate updates, etc. Other violations of these rules, unrelated to malicious and

spammy behavior, prohibit the unlawful use of Twitter platform such as illegitimate

distribution of copyrighted or hacked material, graphical violence, and harassment.

It is challenging to manually establish the ground truth for third-party Twitter

applications (e.g., manual detection of the violation of Twitter’s rules) because of the

scale and diversity of abusive behavior. To automatically get a comprehensive ground

truth of abusive Twitter applications, we retrospectively check whether tweets by

third-party applications are removed by users or Twitter’s abuse detection systems

due to the violation of their rules [55]. Prior work has exploited similar retrospective

analysis of deleted tweets and suspended accounts to study spam and malware cam-

paigns on Twitter by fake/compromised accounts [221,223]. In particular, if all tweets

by a Twitter application are removed, it is highly likely that the application is violat-

ing Twitter’s rules and can be labeled as abusive. In addition to retrospective ground

truth labeling of abusive Twitter applications, we further expand our ground truth

out-of-band by including follower market applications that compromise accounts by

incentivizing users to install the applications in exchange for “free followers” [28,212].

We next explain our methodology to collect data of these abusive applications.

3.3 Measuring Abusive Applications

In this section, we conduct a longitudinal measurement study of third-party

Twitter applications to demonstrate that abusive applications are able to evade de-

tection by Twitter’s abuse detection systems for extended time periods while they

post tens of millions of tweets during this time.

3.3.1 Data collection

We leverage Twitter’s streaming API to gather tweets by di!erent third-party

Twitter applications and REST API to establish a ground truth of benign and abusive

applications.

Streaming API. We rely on Twitter’s streaming API to collect publicly available

tweets. Twitter’s streaming API o!ers a sample stream that returns 1% sample of

all public tweets [163]. Each tweet contains the tweet’s text and metadata, which
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(a) Cumulative number of daily joined abusive applications and their tweets count
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Figure 3.1. Illustration of the arms race between attackers and Twitter in registering and
removing abusive Twitter applications. Attackers use a large pool of abusive applications
to post tens of millions of tweets. While Twitter’s existing countermeasures detects some
abusive applications, attackers always have tens of thousands of active abusive applications
that stay undetected for several months.

includes timestamp, user’s screen name, and the source field that contains the name

of the application used to post the tweet. We collect 1.5 billion tweets by 112 million

users from 456,987 applications from September 2016 to December 2017. We refer to

this collection of tweets as the Twitter sample dataset.

Retrospective Identification of Removed Tweets. We retrospectively query the

current status of tweets of all third-party applications in the Twitter sample dataset

to check whether they are removed using Twitter’s REST API. We provide su"cient

time to Twitter’s abuse detection systems to remove tweets by abusive third-party

applications. Specifically, we start querying Twitter’s rest API to check the deletion

status of tweets in August 2018, which is at least 8 months apart from the tweets in

the Twitter sample dataset. Note that we cannot query the deletion status of tweets

for all applications due to the rate limits imposed by Twitter’s REST API [47]. Hence,

for each application, we select a random sample of at most 100 tweets whose deletion

status is queried using Twitter’s REST API. Since 87% of applications have less than
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All Abusive Abusive Abusive
Applications (Retrospective) (Follower (Combined)

markets)
456,987 167,013 6,437 173,175

Table 3.1. Summary of abusive applications identified from retrospective identification of
removed tweets and follower markets.

or equal to 100 tweets, we sample tweets for only 13% applications and consider

all tweets of the remaining applications. In total, we query the deletion status of

12 million tweets posted by 456,987 applications of which 36% tweets are removed.

49% of applications have no removed tweets while 37% applications have all of their

tweets removed. To minimize false positives in our labeling, we conservatively label

the 37% applications with all of their tweets removed as abusive. We next explain

our methodology to identify and crawl follower markets to expand our ground truth

of abusive applications.

Follower Markets. We query Google and Twitter search to identify follower mar-

kets. First, we search Google using keywords such as “free followers” and “increase

followers”. We manually analyze search results to identify popular follower markets.

Second, we search Twitter using hashtags such as “followers” and “increaseFollowers”.

We manually analyze URLs in tweets to find follower markets. Using this method-

ology, we are able to identify 50 follower markets that ask Twitter users to install

third-party applications in exchange for “free followers”. Our eyeball analysis shows

that abusive applications used by follower markets change over time. Therefore, we pe-

riodically crawl follower markets to extract the names of their abusive applications. To

automate this process, we use Selenium WebDriver [51] to open each follower market

website every 15 minutes. Upon clicking the sign-in button to install the application,

we are redirected to Twitter’s application authorization page. We extract the name of

the abusive application, without installing it, from the authorization page. We crawl

these 50 follower markets from September 2016 to August 2017 and identify names

of 14,150 distinct abusive applications. Out of these 14,150, we find 6,437 abusive

applications in our Twitter sample dataset.

Table 3.1 shows the summary of identified abusive applications. In total, we

identify 173,175 unique abusive applications through retrospective identifiction of

removed tweets and crawling follower markets.
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3.3.2 Arms Race

We investigate the arms race between attackers continuously creating new

abusive applications and Twitter trying to detect and remove them [75,151]. Specif-

ically, we study how quickly Twitter detects and removes abusive applications while

they post tens of millions of tweets observed in the Twitter sample dataset. Figure

3.1(a) plots the cumulative number of new abusive applications observed every day

and the cumulative number of tweets posted by them 1. We find that attackers use a

large pool of applications to post abusive tweets. On average, attackers daily register

423 new abusive applications and post 43,401 tweets. In total, we observe more than

16 million tweets posted by 173,175 abusive applications. Since our Twitter sample

dataset is limited to at most 1% sample of daily tweets, the actual number of tweets

posted by abusive application is likely higher by roughly two orders of magnitude.

Thus, we estimate the number of daily and total tweets posted by abusive applica-

tion to be in the order of millions and billions, respectively. Our estimates are close to

the recent disclosure by Twitter that mentioned 2.2 billion tweets posted by abusive

applications [75].

As Twitter detects and removes some of these abusive applications, we ex-

pect attackers to register new applications to make up for the removed applications.

To evaluate Twitter’s existing abuse detection systems, we plot the distribution of

number of daily active abusive applications and their average age in Figure 3.1(b).

Note that we estimate the age of an abusive application by calculating the di!er-

ence between the first time and the last time the application appeared in Twitter

sample dataset. We say that an application is removed by Twitter’s abuse detection

systems [67, 71, 221, 224], when it stops appearing in our dataset. Since there is no

definitive way for us to know whether or not an application is removed by Twitter,

we optimistically assume that these applications are removed by Twitter. We observe

that attackers always have a substantial number of active abusive applications rang-

ing between 16,478-27,142. These active applications stay undetected for a long time

with an average age of more than six months.

While recently announced countermeasures by Twitter detect some abusive

applications, we note that a vast majority of abusive applications still go undetected

for a long time period. Specifically, Twitter announced plans to implement new ma-

chine learning based approaches to detect and remove abusive applications in June

2017 [67]. See the following excerpts from Twitter’s recent announcements [69, 75].

1Our data collection stopped during the time period represented by the grey shaded
region due to an error in the data collection script.
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Third-party apps: We’re also continuing to invest in proactively

identifying and taking action against applications that violate our

developer policies -- including bots and automated apps. While some

bots can provide a vital public utility in times of crisis and

natural disaster, we’re committed to combatting the minority of

apps that create spam and abuse via our API.

-- Russian interference in the 2016 US presidential

election [28 September 2017]

Since June 2017, we’ve removed more than 220,000 applications in

violation of our rules, collectively responsible for more than

2.2 billion low-quality tweets. -- Update on Twitter’s review of the

2016 US election [19 January 2018]

In Figure 3.1(b), we observe a sharp but small decline in the number of active

abusive applications. It is interesting to note that attackers seem to adapt to these new

countermeasure and the number of active applications stabilizes by August 2017. We

observe another decline in the number of active applications after Twitter announced

additional countermeasures against abusive third-party applications in September

2017 [69]. However, we note that a vast majority of the abusive application still

remain active despite Twitter’s countermeasures.

It is also noteworthy that applications detected during these sharp declines

in Figure 3.1(b) are relatively new because the average age of active applications in-

creased after the decline. This shows that while Twitter detects some abusive appli-

cations, a large number of long-lived abusive applications remain undetected. Specif-

ically, 5,640 abusive applications remain undetected during the 16 month period,

which are collectively responsible for posting 2.9 million tweets.

Takeaway: Our results indicates an ongoing arms race between attackers and Twitter

on the registration and removal of abusive Twitter applications. Essentially, attackers

are able to use a large pool of abusive applications to post tens of millions of tweets

while being resilient to Twitter’s countermeasures. While Twitter’s existing counter-

measures detects some abusive applications, a large number of abusive applications

stay undetected for a long time. As we discuss next, we propose a machine learning

approach for the early detection of abusive applications.
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Figure 3.2. Our proposed approach for early detection of abusive third-party applications
on Twitter. In the o#ine phase, we analyze the first-k tweets of each application to extract
user-based and tweet-based features. We then train a supervised machine learning model to
classify benign and abusive applications. In the online phase, we use the trained model to
detect abusive applications by analyzing their first-k tweets from Twitter’s streaming API.

3.4 Proposed Approach

Since abusive third-party Twitter applications are able to evade detection for a

long time, we are interested in detecting these abusive applications as early as possible

before they are able to post many tweets. In this section, we present a machine learning

approach for early detection of abusive third-party Twitter applications. Figure 4.2

provides an overview of our approach. In the o#ine phase, we train a supervised

machine learning classifier that analyzes the first-k tweets of an application to detect

abusive applications. More specifically, we extract a variety of user-based and tweet-

based features to distinguish between benign and abusive applications. Using a labeled

repository of tweets for benign and abusive applications, we then train a supervised

machine learning classifier to detect abusive applications. In the online phase, we use

the trained supervised machine learning model to detect abusive applications in the

wild by analyzing their first-k tweets from Twitter’s streaming API.

3.4.1 Ground Truth

Next, we explain our method to establish the ground truth for benign and

abusive applications in our Twitter sample dataset. Recall from Section 3.3.1 that

we may strictly label an application as abusive if all of its tweets are removed or

benign if none of the tweets are removed. However, this strict definition would re-

sult in mislabeling many abusive and benign applications. For instance, a user may

remove tweets posted through a benign application due to spelling or grammatical

mistakes [82]. Similarly, a user may remove tweets posted through an abusive appli-

cation after recovering a compromised account [35, 223]. Moreover, Twitter’s abuse
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detection systems may remove a subset of tweets by an abusive application, unrelated

to detection of the abusive application [68]. Therefore, we need to relax our labeling

criterion from all-or-nothing. To this end, we define two thresholds, ! and ", to label

an application as abusive or benign, respectively. We label an application as abusive

if the percentage of removed tweets is more/less than !/". On one extreme, we select

the value of ! = 90% as 37% of applications have at least 90% of their tweets removed.

On the other extreme, we select " = 30% as 58% of applications have less than 30%

removed tweets. To rea"rm this selection of ", note that the percentage of removed

tweets for several popular benign applications (e.g., Twitter for iPhone, Twitter for

Android, Twitter Web Client) is less than 30%. To conclude, we are able to label 95%

applications as benign or abusive using 90%-30% ! and " selections. Note that we

filter applications with only one user/tweet representing less than 2% tweets in our

Twitter sample dataset. Overall, our ground truth contains 19,343 benign and 24,588

abusive applications in our Twitter sample dataset.

Next, we present case studies of a select spam and malicious campaigns. We

manually analyze the content of a sample of labeled abusive applications to identify

these campaigns.

Scam installs. We find several known malicious campaigns that deceive users into

installing their abusive applications to compromise accounts and post spam tweets

from these accounts. For example, we identify a malicious campaign that claims to

inform users who visited their timeline [93, 154]. This is a deceiving claim to trick

users into installing abusive applications since Twitter does not provide timeline visit

information to third-party applications. As another example, attacker register ap-

plications with names that impersonate Twitter (e.g., Twitter Age Confirmation

and Twitter Age Verification) to trick users into installing their abusive appli-

cations [66]. We find over 250 abusive applications that are part of such malicious

campaigns.

Phone spam campaign.We find a malicious campaign promoting phone spam [127].

In this campaign, spammers mislead victims by making false promises and expect

users to contact them on listed phone numbers in the posted tweets. We find 47

abusive applications that are part of this spam campaign.

Astroturfing Campaigns. We find several astroturfing campaigns that exploit abu-

sive applications to run their operations. Some examples of these campaigns provide

fake followers [212] and retweets [203]. We identify thousands of abusive applications

that participate in such astroturfing camapaigns.
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3.4.2 Features

We extract a comprehensive set of features to capture distinguishing charac-

teristics of benign and abusive applications. Our feature extraction has two key di!er-

ences as compared to prior work. First, while prior research computed per-tweet fea-

tures to detect spam/malicious tweets or per-user features to detect fake/compromised

user accounts, we compute features on a per-application basis to directly detect abu-

sive applications. Second, unlike prior research, we compute features from the first-k

tweets of each application for early detection of abusive applications.

We compute a variety of user-based and tweet-based features to detect abusive

applications. For user-based features we focus on following characteristics of users: (1)

*number of followers, (2) *number of followings, (3) average number of followers to

followings ratio, (4) ratio of users with default images set as profile, (5) ratio of

verified users, (6) *age of user accounts, (7) *number of tweets, and (8) average ratio

of total tweets to age of user accounts . For tweet-based features we focus on following

characteristics of tweets: (1) **number of user mentions, (2) **number of hashtags,

(3) percentage of tweets with hashtags, (4) percentage of unique hashtags, (5) entropy

of hashtags, (6) average of retweet-to-tweet ratio, (7) entropy of URLs, (8) percentage

of URLs, and (9) percentage of unique URLs. For many of the user-based and tweet-

based features, we compute various summary statistics for italicized features across

all tweets of an application. Features with * represent mean, median, minimum, and

maximum whereas features with ** represent mean, median, minimum, maximum,

and standard deviation. In total, we extract 38 user-based and tweet-based features.

We next analyze the e!ectiveness of a select subset of these features in distinguishing

between abusive and benign applications.

Account Age. Figure 3.3(a) plots the distribution of the median age of user ac-

counts of abusive and benign applications. We note that the user accounts of benign

applications are significantly older than those of abusive applications. More specif-

ically, 68% abusive applications have median user account age of two years or less.

In contrast, 37% benign applications have median user account age of two years or

less. We surmise that the median age of user accounts of abusive applications is low

because attackers continuously create fresh user accounts which are, sooner or later,

suspended due to violation of Twitter rules [221].

Figure 3.3(b) plots the distribution of maximum user account age for abusive

and benign applications. It is interesting to note that a large fraction of benign appli-

cations has at least one account that is very old. Specifically, more than 75% of benign

applications have at least one user account aged two years or more. In contrast, more
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Figure 3.3. Age of user accounts for abusive and benign applications. We observe that the
user accounts of benign applications are older than the user accounts of abusive applications.

than 50% of abusive applications have at least one user account aged two years or

less. It is noteworthy that attackers can obfuscate maximum user account age feature

by adding an aged user account. In contrast, the median age of user accounts is more

robust to obfuscation because it relies on the whole user account population of an

application.

Number of User Tweets. Figure 3.4(a) plots the distribution of average number

of tweets per user for abusive and benign applications. It is interesting to note that

the users of benign applications post more tweets (or retweets) than users of abusive

applications. Specifically, 71% benign applications have an average of 1,000 or more

tweets while 50% abusive applications have an average of 1,000 or more tweets. The

benign applications have more tweets because (1) they are older as shown in Figure

3.3 and (2) they post at a faster rate as shown in Figure 3.4(b). We surmise that

the number of tweets by abusive application users are less because they are deleted

by users or Twitter’s abuse detection systems [82]. We also surmise that abusive

applications may try to not excessively use their users to post spam tweets for evading

Twitter’s abuse detection systems.

Retweet-to-tweet Ratio. Figure 3.5 plots the distribution of retweet-to-tweet ratio

of abusive and benign applications. We note that a large fraction of abusive appli-

cations posts only retweets while this behavior is quite uncommon among benign

applications. Specifically, 32% abusive applications have retweet-to-tweet ratio of 1

whereas only 5% benign application have retweet-to-tweet ratio of 1. Such abusive
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Figure 3.4. Number of tweets posted by user accounts of abusive and benign applications.
We observe that the users of benign applications post more tweets than the users of abu-
sive applications. The ratio of number of tweets to user account age shows that benign
application users post tweets at a relatively faster rate.

applications are likely being used to artificially boost reputation of tweets [203]. At-

tackers can try to post original tweets to obfuscate retweet-to-tweet ratio feature.

To generate original tweets, attackers can use duplicate content but this will also be

detected due to the violation of Twitter rules. Attackers can also recruit crowdturfing

workers [149] to generate organic content to obfuscate ratio of retweet-to-tweet feature

but it may prohibitively increase their cost for large-scale spam operation [104].

Number of User Mentions. Figure 3.6 plots the distribution of average number of

user mentions in tweets posted by abusive and benign applications. It is interesting to

note that abusive applications mention more users than benign applications. Specif-

ically, 46% abusive applications have an average of one or more user mentions while

only 5% benign applications have an average of one or more user mentions. Abusive

applications mention more users in tweets to either lure other victims into installing

their applications or increase the reach of their tweets. Attackers can try to reduce

or stop mentioning users altogether to manipulate their average number of mentions;

however, it would negatively impact their ability to reach to other users.

3.4.3 Classification

We leverage previously discussed user-based and tweet-based features to train

a supervised machine learning model to classify an application as abusive or benign.
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Figure 3.5. We observe that a large
fraction of abusive applications only post
retweets while this behavior is quite uncom-
mon among benign applications.
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Figure 3.6. We observe that abusive appli-
cations mention more users in their tweets
as compared to benign applications.

For classification, we tried several classification algorithms using Python’s scikit li-

brary and ended up selecting the Random Forest classifier because it outperformed

other algorithms. For training the model, we use the ground truth of 19,343 benign

and 24,588 abusive applications. We first use 10-fold cross-validation to evaluate the

accuracy of our trained Random Forest classification model. We then use our trained

Random Forest classification model to detect abusive applications in the wild on new

data collected from Twitter’s streaming API.

3.5 Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the e!ectiveness of our machine learning approach

in detecting abusive applications as early as possible. First, we use cross-validation

to study the classification accuracy for varying values of first-k tweets. We show

that our machine learning approach is able to detect abusive applications with very

high accuracy several weeks before they are detected by Twitter. Second, we employ

our machine learning approach to detect abusive applications based on their first few

tweets on a new Twitter dataset, which is collected after Twitter’s recently announced

countermeasures were implemented. We show that attackers still register new abusive

applications that go undetected by Twitter while our machine learning approach

detects them quite early.
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Figure 3.7. We achieve best precision and recall of 94.7% and 89.7%, respectively, at
k = 25. We select k = 7 as a suitable trade-o" between early detection and classification
accuracy, where we detect 42% of abusive applications at least a month before Twitter
during which time these abusive applications post millions of tweets.

3.5.1 Cross-Validation

Early Detection. We train and test a Random Forest classifier on varying values

of first-k ! {2, 3, ..., 25} tweets using 10-fold cross-validation. For each value of k,

we sample from the set of abusive and benign applications with at least k tweets.

Since number of benign applications are slightly less than abusive applications, we

randomly sample benign applications for each value of k to match the number of

abusive applications to create a balanced dataset for cross-validation. We train and

test our model using 100 random samples of benign applications for each value of k
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and report averages and standard deviations of precision and recall metrics. Figure

3.7 plots precision and recall as a function of k. We observe the best average precision

and recall of 94.7% and 89.7% at k = 25, respectively. Recall that our objective is to

accurately detect abusive applications as early as possible. We observe that precision

and recall improve as k increase but they start to plateau beyond k = 7 in Figure

3.7(a). Specifically, precision increases from 90.9% for k = 2 to 92.7% for k = 7 and

recall increases from 83.2% for k = 2 to 87.0% for k = 7. Therefore, we select k = 7

as a suitable tradeo! between early detection and classification accuracy.

We quantify the early detection of abusive applications correctly detected by

our model for k = 7 in terms of days and tweets. Early detection in terms of days is

defined as the di!erence between the estimated age of application (defined in Section

3.3.2) and the age of application when they are detected by our model. Early detection

in terms of tweets is defined as the di!erence between the total number of tweets

posted by the applications and the number of tweets posted by applications when

they are detected by our model.

Figure 3.7(b) shows that our trained model is able to detect abusive applica-

tions weeks and sometimes months before Twitter does so. Specifically, 42% abusive

applications are detected at least a month earlier by our model whereas 21% abusive

applications are detected at least 3 months earlier by our model. It is noteworthy

that our model has detected 60 abusive applications on the first day of their appear-

ance that otherwise remain undetected throughout the data collection period of 16

months. Figure 3.7(c) shows that our trained model detects abusive applications be-

fore they continue posting hundreds of millions of tweets. Specifically, 45% abusive

applications posted 100 or more tweets where 10% abusive applications posted 1000

or more tweets after detection by our model. In total, all abusive applications posted

9,146,439 tweets after detection by our model. Since our Twitter sample dataset is

limited to at most 1% sample of daily tweets, the actual number of tweets posted by

abusive applications is likely higher by roughly two orders of magnitude. Thus, we

estimate that abusive applications posted tweets in the order of hundreds of millions

after detection by our model.

We manually analyze a small sample of false positives i.e., benign applica-

tions incorrectly classified as abusive by our machine learning model during cross-

validation. Our analysis reveals that several applications labeled as benign are in

fact abusive which indicates that our precision is actually more than our estimates

reported in Figure 3.7(a). We surmise that activities of many abusive applications

remain undetected by Twitter’s existing abuse detection systems during our data col-
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Figure 3.8. Ablation experiment at k = 7 shows that our features are resilient to obfusca-
tion attempts by attackers. More specifically, (a) shows that our feature set is resilient to
obfuscation attempts against a combination of features and (b) shows that our classification
results are not dependent on individual user-based and tweet-based features.

lection period; hence, these abusive applications are incorrectly labeled as benign in

our ground truth. This also shows that our ground-truth is a conservative estimate of

abusive applications. Despite being a conservative estimate, we argue that our ground

truth captures a diverse behavior of abusive applications as discussed in Section 3.4.1.

We also find that our machine learning model incorrectly labels some benign appli-

cations as abusive because they are being abused by users. In summary, users exploit

the automation tools provided by these benign applications for conducing spam and

abuse. For example, we find multiple users abusing the automated tweet scheduling

feature (for posting social quotes) of a seemingly benign application to engage in

excessive retweeting.

We also acknowledge that abusive applications that post less than 7 tweets will

not be detected by our model. However, we argue that these low-activity applications

do not pose a significant threat due to their low tweet volume. In other words, while

posting fewer tweets allows abusive applications to go undetected, it also limits their

ability to conduct abuse on a large scale. Moreover, if needed, we can detect these

low-activity abusive applications using our machine learning model trained for smaller

values of k with reasonably high precision and recall.

Feature Ablation. We perform an ablation experiment to understand the impact of

removing features on the classification accuracy of our model in Figure 3.8. We ran-
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domly remove a varying number of features from 0 to 30 to train and test our model.

We repeat this experiment 100 times for each number of removed features. Figure

3.8(a) shows that precision and recall decreases as we remove more features but this

decrease is not substantial. Specifically, the average precision and recall decrease by

only 8.6% and 7.4%, respectively, when the number of removed features increase from

2 to 30. We perform another ablation experiment to understand the contribution of

individual feature sets of user-based and tweet-based features. Specifically, we remove

one feature set at a time to train and test our model. Figure 3.8(b) shows that the

classification accuracy does not significantly degrade without any individual feature

set. The lowest precision of 91.2% and recall of 85.9% is observed when we remove

the URLs feature set which includes entropy of URLs, unique percentage of URLs,

and ratio of URLs to tweets. We conclude that our trained machine learning model

is resilient against attempts to obfuscate a specific feature set or a combination of

features.

3.5.2 In the Wild Detection

Next, we show that attackers are able to register new applications and abuse

them despite Twitter’s most recent countermeasures against them. Our machine learn-

ing approach can detect these new abusive applications that are missed by Twitter’s

countermeasures.

Overview of Twitter’s new countermeasures. Recall from Section 3.3.2 that

Twitter has several countermeasures in place to detect and remove abusive applica-

tions [67,75]. However, these countermeasures have not su"ciently deterred attackers

from abusing third-party applications. To mitigate the abuse of third-party applica-

tions, Twitter recently enforced several new countermeasures [73]. Specifically, Twit-

ter introduced a new policy to review use cases and check policy compliance of new

third-party Twitter applications at registration to mitigate abuse. Twitter also intro-

duced new rate limits on the use of POST endpoints (e.g., tweet/retweet, like/follow).

Finally, Twitter introduced new ways for users to detect and report abusive applica-

tions. Since these countermeasures were implemented after our data collection period

that ended in December 2017, we are interested in studying whether they are e!ective

in mitigating abuse of third-party applications. More specifically, we want to find out

whether attackers can still register new applications and evade detection and whether

our machine learning approach can accurately detect them as early as possible.

In the Wild Deployment. To study the e!ectiveness of Twitter’s newly introduced

countermeasures, we use Twitter’s streaming API to collect a new tweet dataset
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Figure 3.9. The deployment of our machine learning approach in the wild shows that
attackers continue to register new applications that go undetected for a long time despite
Twitter’s new countermeasures while our machine learning approach detects them several
weeks before Twitter by analyzing their first seven tweets.

during September-October 2018 which is after Twitter’s new countermeasures went

into e!ect. To focus on new high-activity applications, we filter the applications that

also appeared in our older dataset and those with fewer than seven tweets. We use

Twitter’s REST API to retrospectively query the deletion status of tweets of 2,225

new applications. Using the approach outlined in Section 3.3, we find that Twitter

removed 532 new applications. In other words, Twitter removed about a quarter

(24%) of new applications, which were able to bypass vetting at registration and post

hundreds of thousands of tweets before being eventually detected by Twitter.

Next, we use our machine learning model trained on Twitter sample dataset

to classify the 2,225 new applications. Our model is able to detect 93% (495 out of

532) of the applications removed by Twitter. It is noteworthy that our model detects

these abusive applications that evade detection for weeks while posting hundreds of

thousands of tweets. Figure 3.9 shows that 40% of these abusive applications are de-

tected by our model at least a month before Twitter’s new countermeasures. Figure

3.7(c) shows that 62% of these abusive applications posted at least 100 tweets after

detection by our model, which uses only the first-7 tweets. In total, these abusive

applications posted 239,485 tweets after detection by our model and before being de-

tected by Twitter’s countermeasures. Note that we estimate that abusive applications

posted tweets in the order of tens of millions after detection by our model since our
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tweet collection from Twitter’s streaming API is an approximately 1% sample of all

tweets. In addition to these 495 abusive applications, our model also classifies 390

new abusive applications that go undetected by Twitter. We manually inspect 10% of

these applications sorted in the descending order of our model’s detection probabili-

ties. We find that 95% of all the inspected applications are clearly abusive. Among the

abusive applications missed by Twitter, we find applications that are part of various

spam campaigns such as astroturfing, and profile visit scam [93] (also discussed in

Section 3.4.1).

Takeaway. The deployment of our machine learning approach in the wild shows that

attackers continue to register new third-party application and post tens of millions

of tweets despite Twitter’s new countermeasures. We also show that our machine

learning approach accurately and early detect these abusive applications that go un-

detected by Twitter. We believe that our proposed machine learning approach can

complement Twitter’s existing e!orts for accurate and early detection of abusive

third-party applications.

3.5.3 Limitations & Discussion

Next, we address some limitations of our machine learning approach, discuss

its deployment to complement Twitter’s existing abuse detection systems, as well as

ideas for future extensions.

Evasion and Countermeasures. Like any machine learning based system, our

approach is susceptible to evasion if attackers become aware of the details of our ma-

chine learning framework. Attackers can attempt to manipulate the features used by

our machine learning model to evade detection. However, as demonstrated in Figure

3.8, our approach is resilient to obfuscation attempts against a particular feature or

even di!erent combinations of user-based and tweet-based features. Hence, attackers

would need to manipulate multiple feature sets, some of which would likely be cost

prohibitive for them. For example, our machine learning model captures the pattern

that average account age for abusive applications is less as compared to benign ap-

plications. To obfuscate average account age, attackers would need to either discard

newer fake/compromised accounts limiting the scale of their operations or purchase

“aged” accounts that are reportedly much more expensive than newly created ac-

counts [224]. Even if attackers are able to successfully manipulate multiple features

and evade detection, we can periodically retrain our machine learning model using

new ground truth to capture the evolving behavior of abusive applications. We can

further design new features to better capture the changing behavior of abusive appli-
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cations since our machine learning framework is readily amenable to the addition of

new features as needed. Finally, after becoming aware of our early detection system,

attackers can mimic the behavior of benign applications initially and delay abusive

activities to evade early detection by our machine learning approach. To address this

issue, our machine learning approach can be adapted to continuously monitor an ap-

plication’s tweets in a streaming fashion. Since our work focuses on the early detection

of abusive applications, the implementation and evaluation of continuous application

monitoring is outside the scope of this paper.

Low-volume Abusive Applications. Our machine learning approach will not be

able to detect low-volume abusive applications that post only a few tweets because

our classification model needs at least seven tweets for detection. First, we surmise

that attacker could deliberately post very few tweets to evade detection by our ma-

chine learning approach. However, this would significantly reduce the scale of abusive

activities, especially given Twitter’s revamped application registration process that

limits automation [73]. Second, it is also likely that Twitter’s existing abuse detec-

tion systems [67, 71, 73] are able to detect many abusive applications before they

post seven tweets needed by our machine learning approach. In other words, we only

observe sophisticated abusive applications via Twitter’s streaming API that bypass

Twitter’s abuse detection systems. For this, we argue that our machine learning ap-

proach nicely complements Twitter’s existing countermeasures by early detection of

abusive applications that otherwise go undetected by Twitter.

Handling False Positives While our machine learning approach detects abusive

applications with a seemingly non-negligible false positive rate of approximately 6%,

we argue that it is su"ciently low to be practical at Twitter’s scale. Twitter can

employ a review system where a developer can submit a request to review their

application if it falsely labeled as abusive. Note that Twitter already employs a review

process to vet developers [73] which can be extended to examine developer’s requests

to review potentially mislabeled abusive aplications. Recall that we observed 2,225

applications with su"cient activity over the duration of 39 days in September-October

2018. Thus, we argue that a false positive rate of 6% translates into a very manageable

5 false positives per day.

Third-Party Application Abuse on Other Online Social Networks. There

have been several high-profile reports of third-party application abuse on popular

online social networks including Twitter [75], Facebook [97,118], and Google+ [153].

Our machine learning approach provides a footprint for other popular online social

networks for accurate and early detection of third-party application abuse. Unfortu-
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nately, we are unable to investigate abuse of third-party applications on other online

social networks due to unavailability of the public data. Nonetheless, online social

networks operators can replicate our proposed approach as discussed in Section 3.4.

Most of our features (e.g., age of user accounts, followers, followings, retweets, men-

tions) can be directly translated to other similar online social networks like Facebook

and Instagram. Moreover, online social network operators can also design new fea-

tures to better capture behavior of abusive applications on their platform since our

machine learning framework is readily amenable to the addition of new features as

needed.

3.6 Related Work

We divide prior work into three categories. First, we discuss prior work on the

abuse of third-party applications on Twitter and Facebook. Second, we discuss prior

work on detection of fake or compromised accounts on Twitter. Third, we discuss

prior work on the measurement and detection of spam and malicious activities on

Twitter.

Third-Party Application Abuse on Twitter. Prior work has reported on the

exploitation of third-party Twitter applications for nefarious purposes [105, 114, 203,

212, 223]. Chu et al. [105] reported the abuse of third-party applications by bots on

Twitter. Stringhini et al. [212] also reported the abuse of third-party applications by

Twitter follower markets. Egele et al. [114] and Thomas et al. [223] each independently

reported more than 9,000 abusive third-party applications being used to spread spam

on Twitter. Prior research has also used third-party application information to aid

detection of compromised accounts [114] and spam [203] on Twitter. Twitter tries

to block applications used by attackers; who periodically register new applications

to avoid the shutdown. While Twitter has recently removed more than 240,000 abu-

sive applications [71], as we showed in this paper, the cat-and-mouse game between

Twitter trying to detect abusive applications and attackers continuously creating new

applications is still ongoing. To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to attempt

to directly detect abusive third-party Twitter applications.

Third-Party Application Abuse on Facebook. Prior work has also reported on

the exploitation of third-party Facebook applications for nefarious purposes [118,184].

Most closely related to our work is that of Rahman et al. [184] who proposed a ma-

chine learning approach to detect abusive third-party applications on Facebook. They

found a collusion network of 5,307 abusive Facebook applications that promote each

other. While our work focuses on detection of third-party application abuse on a dis-
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tinct online social network, we also evaluate the impact of existing abuse detection

systems on the activity of abusive applications which lacks in [184]’s work. Another

key di!erence is that we focus on the early detection of abusive Twitter applica-

tions but [184]’s detection is post hoc. More recently, Farooqi et al. [118] reported

that spammers exploit legitimate third-party Facebook applications to provide fake

likes and comments. While they employed temporal clustering and IP rate limits to

mitigate the abuse of legitimate third-party Facebook applications, we propose a su-

pervised machine learning approach for early detection of abusive third-party Twitter

applications.

Fake/Compromised Accounts. There is a large body of prior work on the de-

tection of fake or compromised accounts in online social networks [81, 88, 90, 95, 114,

142, 148, 168, 210, 211, 227, 238, 240]. First, researchers have leveraged account infor-

mation such as demographics and number of followers/friends to detect fake or com-

promised accounts [81, 90, 148, 210, 211]. For example, Stringhini et al. [211] trained

machine learning models using account features such as number of friends and mes-

sages to detect spamming accounts on Facebook and Twitter. Second, researchers

have leveraged social connectivity information to detect fake or compromised ac-

counts [95, 238, 240]. For example, Cai and Jermaine [95] used the latent community

model to detect Sybil communities that are linked relatively loosely with the rest of

the social graph. Third, researchers have leveraged activity patterns to detect fake or

compromised accounts [88,114,142,227]. For example, Egele et al. [114] detected com-

promised accounts by identifying synchronized changes in account behavior within a

short time period. It has been shown time and again that more sophisticated at-

tackers can mimic account information, social connectivity, and activity patterns of

real accounts to evade detection by such approaches. While our work is complemen-

tary to prior research on the detection of fake or compromised accounts, we believe

that it may be more e!ective to directly target the mechanisms used by attackers

to orchestrate fake or compromised accounts. Therefore, we focus on detecting abu-

sive third-party Twitter applications that are used by attackers to control fake or

compromised accounts.

Spam/Malware Activities. A large body of prior work has focused on the de-

tection and characterization of spam activities on online social networks [120, 124,

168, 203, 212]. Grier et al. [124] characterized di!erent types of spam activities such

as phishing, malware, and scam on Twitter. Gao et al. [120] clustered user activ-

ity based on URL and textual similarity to detect and characterize spam campaigns

on Facebook. Stringhini et al. [212] trained a machine learning model using activity
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based features such as the rate of change of followers/followings to detect Twitter

follower market customers. Song et al. [203] trained a machine learning model using

activity based features such as re-tweet time distribution to detect crowdturfing tar-

gets (e.g., tweets) on Twitter. Nilizadeh et al. [168] distinguished between benign and

spam activities (e.g., tweets) based on their dissemination patterns in communities

that share some topics of interest. While prior research has focused on the detection

and characterization of malicious activities in online social networks, we aim to detect

abusive applications as early as possible to minimize their malicious activities.

3.7 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a machine learning based approach for accurate and

early detection of abusive third-party applications on Twitter. First, we performed

a longitudinal measurement study of abusive third-party Twitter applications over a

period of 16 months. Our measurements demonstrated an ongoing arms race between

attackers registering and abusing new applications and Twitter actively trying to de-

tect and remove them. Second, since abusive applications go undetected for several

months, we proposed a machine learning approach for accurate and early detection of

abusive applications by analyzing their first few tweets. The evaluation showed that

our machine learning approach can accurately detect abusive applications several

months before Twitter’s existing abuse detection systems, preventing these abusive

applications from posting millions of spam and malicious tweets. Third, the deploy-

ment of our machine learning model in the wild showed that attackers continue to

abuse third-party applications despite new countermeasures enforced by Twitter. Our

machine learning approach can complement Twitter’s existing abuse detection sys-

tems for accurate and early detection of abusive third-party applications.
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CHAPTER 4

DETECTING DATA MISUSE BY THIRD-PARTY APPS ON ONLINE

SOCIAL NETWORKS

4.1 Introduction

Online social networks such as Facebook and Twitter have millions of third-

party applications (or apps) on their platforms [62, 109]. These third-party apps can

potentially get access to billions of accounts including personal information of users

who install these apps. For example, single sign-on (SSO) apps on Facebook typically

require access to a user’s email address, date of birth, gender, and likes [45]. Third-

party apps with access to personal information of a large number of users have a high

potential for misuse. There have already been several high-profile incidents of data

misuse by third-party apps on online social networks [79,80,97,100,125,193,201,202,

218, 233]. Most notably, a personality quiz app “thisisyourdigitallife” harvested data

of an estimated 87 million Facebook users that was then used by Cambridge Analytica

to create targeted advertising campaigns during the 2016 US presidential election [97].

These incidents have invited scrutiny from regulators. In July 2019, the FTC imposed

sweeping new privacy restrictions on Facebook [76], including a mandate to suspend

third-party apps that do not certify compliance with Facebook’s platform policies.

However, the verification of these compliance certifications has proven challenging for

Facebook [80,123,193].

There is a lack of methods to systematically detect data misuse by third-party

apps. The main issue is that online social networking platforms lose control over

their data once it is retrieved by third-party apps. These third-party apps can store

the retrieved data on their servers from where it can be further transferred to other

entities. Neither users nor online social networks have any visibility on the use of

data stored on the servers of third-party apps. This makes the problem of detecting

data misuse extremely challenging since it is hard to track something not under your

control.

In this paper, we present CanaryTrap that uses honeytokens to monitor misuse

of data shared with third-party apps on online social networks. A honeytoken refers

to a piece of information such as email address or credit card information that can

be intentionally leaked or shared to detect its unrecognized (or potentially unautho-

rized) use [178,206,217]. CanaryTrap shares a honeytoken with a third-party app and

detects its misuse using di!erent monitoring channels. For example, if an email ad-
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dress is shared as a honeytoken then received emails act as the channel for detecting

unrecognized use of the shared email address.

We design and implement CanaryTrap to investigate misuse of data shared

with third-party apps on Facebook. We share the email address associated with a

Facebook account as a honeytoken by installing a third-party app and then moni-

tor the received emails to detect any unrecognized use of the shared email address.

We conclude that a honeytoken shared with a third-party app has been potentially

misused if the sender of a received email cannot be recognized as the third-party

app. In addition to using emails as a channel to detect data misuse, we also leverage

the fact that advertisers on Facebook can use email addresses to target ads to cus-

tom audiences [13]. Specifically, we use Facebook’s ad transparency tool “Why Am

I Seeing This?” to monitor advertisers who have used the shared honeytoken (i.e.,

email address) to run custom audience ad campaigns on Facebook [213]. We conclude

that a honeytoken shared with a third-party app has been potentially misused if the

advertiser cannot be recognized as the third-party app.

There are two main challenges in scaling CanaryTrap to monitor a large num-

ber of third-party apps that exist on Facebook. First, we would need to create a

Facebook account using a unique email address per-app as a honeytoken. It is infea-

sible to create a large number of Facebook accounts because Facebook’s anti-abuse

systems thwart bulk account registration [198]. To overcome this challenge, we pro-

pose an array framework that rotates email addresses associated with a Facebook

account while maintaining a one-to-one mapping between shared honeytokens (i.e.,

email addresses) and third-party apps. Second, Facebook’s anti-abuse systems also

limit our ability to frequently rotate email addresses associated with a Facebook ac-

count. Thus, it is infeasible for us to rotate email addresses for each app as we try

to scale CanaryTrap to monitor a large number of third-party apps on Facebook. We

can install multiple third-party apps on a Facebook account associated with an email

address; however, we would not be able to correctly attribute the third-party app

responsible for data misuse since the email address was shared with multiple apps.

To overcome this challenge, we propose a matrix framework that uses an n"m ma-

trix arrangement to install nm apps across a pair of Facebook accounts by rotating

n+m email addresses. This matrix arrangement allows us to attribute the responsible

third-party app by establishing a unique two-dimensional mapping for each app.

We deploy array and matrix variants of CanaryTrap to monitor misuse of

data shared with 1,024 Facebook third-party apps. We share honeytokens with these

apps using array and matrix frameworks and then monitor the misuse through re-
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ceived emails over the duration of more than a year. By analyzing the emails received

on the honeytoken email addresses, the array framework detects 16 apps that share

email addresses with unrecognized senders. On the other hand, the matrix frame-

work detects 9 out of these 16 apps mainly due to non-deterministic app behavior

and implementation issues (which can be readily mitigated in future deployments of

CanaryTrap). By analyzing Facebook’s ad transparency tool, while we are unable to

attribute the responsible apps because Facebook does not reveal the email address

used by advertisers, we are able to detect unrecognized use of data by 9 advertisers.

Our further investigation reveals that Facebook does not fully enforce its poli-

cies [25] that require app developers to disclose their data collection and sharing

practices as well as respond to data deletion requests by users. Of the analyzed apps,

6% apps fail to provide the required privacy policies, 48% apps do not respond to

data deletion requests, and a few apps even continue using user data after confirming

data deletion.

4.2 Background & Related Work

4.2.1 Background

We briefly describe the privacy implications of making user data accessible to

third-party apps.

Third-party app ecosystem. Online social networks provide APIs to enable the

development of third-party apps to enhance user experience (e.g., games, entertain-

ment, utilities). Popular online social networks such as Facebook and Twitter have

millions of third-party apps that are used by hundreds of millions of users [23,62,118].

For example, Facebook’s third-party apps are being used by more than 42,000 of the

top million websites [122]. These third-party apps, with a very large user base in the

order of hundreds of millions of users, get restricted access to their users’ accounts

depending on the permissions granted by the users. Third-party apps can request per-

missions to retrieve user profile information such as their contact information (email

address, phone number) and demographics (date of birth, age, gender, sexual orien-

tation) as well as any content they or their friends/followers may have shared (e.g.,

posts, likes, comments). While third-party apps are supposed to request the minimal

set of permissions needed to implement their functionality, prior research has shown

that many third-party apps request more permissions than they actually need [103].

In fact, it is not far fetched to assume that many apps request more permissions than

necessary with malicious intent. In summary, third-party app access to personal infor-

mation of millions of users opens up possibilities for data misuse. Despite its privacy
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Figure 4.1. Illustration of misuse of data shared with a third-party Facebook app. User
data stored on the app server can be leaked to an attacker through unauthorized sale,
sharing, or accidental public exposure. The attacker can then misuse this leaked data for
various purposes such as marketing through spam or targeted ad campaigns.

risks, the third-party app ecosystem also benefits users. For example, the integration

of single sign-on (SSO) features into websites expands users’ choices for authentica-

tion. Therefore, protecting users from data misuse is important for the growth of this

ecosystem.

Data leakage/misuse. Figure 4.1 illustrates how a third-party app may engage in

data misuse. Third-party apps use the developer APIs (e.g., Facebook Graph API)

to retrieve data of users who install their apps. The retrieved data is typically stored

on the servers controlled by third-party apps essentially providing them perpetual

access to the retrieved data. These apps can then use the retrieved data to implement

their functionality. For example, a music streaming app (e.g., Spotify) can leverage

the data to suggest relevant music or allow users to share music with their friends

or followers. It is noteworthy that the terms of service (TOS) generally prohibit any

use of the retrieved data outside the scope of the third-party app [25]. Hence, third-

party apps should not leak users’ data intentionally (e.g., selling/sharing data to

data brokers and advertisers) [193] or inadvertently (e.g., accidentally making data

publicly available) [79]. Leaked data can be misused by an attacker for sending spam

emails or targeted ad campaigns. We define misuse as any use of a user’s data, which

is retrieved by a third-party app, that is outside the scope of the app.

Role of online social networks in curbing data misuse. There have been sev-

eral recent high-profile incidents of misuse of data shared with third-party apps

[79, 97, 100, 125, 201, 202, 218, 233]. Most notably, a voter-profiling company Cam-
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bridge Analytica reportedly used a third-party app “thisisyourdigitallife” to harvest

personal data (public and private profile information including basic demographics,

places visited, interests, and friends) of more than 50 million Facebook users [54,97].

Data collected through third-party Facebook apps containing user identifiers (user

name, email address, user ID) was even reportedly sold on a black market [201].

These high-profile incidents of data misuse by third-party apps and pressure from

regulators has nudged Facebook to audit third-party apps on their platform. Face-

book recently curbed developer access to user data and also started revoking access

to dormant APIs [84, 125, 171]. As a part of their recent settlement with the FTC,

Facebook now requires developers to annually certify compliance with their TOS [76].

However, the verification of these certifications has proven challenging for Facebook

in the past [123,193]. Thus, online social networks need to proactively monitor third-

party apps on their platform for potential data misuse. Unfortunately, online social

network operators have skirted their responsibility. For example, an ex-employee ac-

cused Facebook of intentionally limiting their audits of data accessed by third-party

apps unless there is negative press or pressure by regulators [150, 173]. The callous

attitude of online social networks in protecting their users’ data from third-party

apps further highlights the need for methods that can be independently deployed

to detect data misuse by third-party apps. However, the unavailability of privileged

information (e.g., API access logs) and stringent crawling restrictions imposed by

online social networks limit the ability of independent researchers and watchdogs to

investigate the misuse of data by third-party apps at a large scale.

4.2.2 Related Work

Detecting data leakage.A large body of prior work has focused on detecting leakage

of user data on the client-side (e.g., mobile apps, web browsers) to online trackers and

advertisers [115, 116, 136, 146, 147, 156, 185, 189, 190, 192, 204, 207]. First, some prior

work has focused on detecting data leakage in mobile apps through network tra"c

analysis [185,189,190,192,204]. For example, Ren et al. [189] showed that more than

50% of the 100 most popular mobile apps leak personally identifiable information

(PII). Second, prior work has focused on detecting data leakage in web browsers

through cookies, contact forms, or emails [115,116,146,156,207]. For example, Starov

et al. [207] showed that more than 8% of websites leak users’ PII to online trackers

through contact forms. Finally, a subset of prior work on detecting data leakage in web

browsers has focused on the leakage of user data by third-party apps on online social

networks [136,147]. Huber et al. [136] reported more than a hundred examples of PII
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(e.g., Facebook’s user ID and name) being leaked to analytics services by third-party

apps. This line of prior work has two key limitations. First, it is limited to detecting

data leakage on the client-side – it cannot detect data leakage on the server-side.

Second, it is limited to detecting data leakage – it cannot detect potential misuse of

the leaked data. In contrast to prior work on detecting data leakage, we focus on the

detection of data misuse by third-party apps irrespective of whether it is leaked at

the client-side or server-side.

Honeypots. Prior work has used honeypots to investigate reputation manipulation

in online social networks and account/website compromise. First, prior work has

used honeypots to monitor attackers’ interactions with honeypots by leaking creden-

tials [110, 118, 170]. For example, Onaolapo et al. [170] leaked credentials of honey

email accounts to blackhat forums and paste sites and monitored activities of attack-

ers who accessed their honey email accounts. Second, prior work has used honey-

pots to monitor attacker interactions with honeypots without explicitly handing over

their access, such as by purchasing fake followers on Facebook, Instagram, or Twit-

ter [107, 111, 212]. For example, DeKoven et al. [111] purchased Instagram followers

for honeypot accounts to monitor the activities and infrastructure of spammers.

Honeytokens. Honeytoken is a specialized form of honeypot which is typically a dig-

ital piece of information (e.g., email address, credit card information) [178]. Honeyto-

kens have been used in prior work to investigate insider threats [92,172,205], phishing

attacks [159], and website compromise [110]. For example, Spitzner et al. [205] dis-

cussed various kinds of honeytokens such as creating a bogus medical record to detect

unauthorized access by employees. More recently, DeBlasio et al. [110] used email ad-

dress and password pair as a honeytoken to detect website compromise. In a similar

spirit, we are interested in using honeytokens to detect misuse of data shared with

third-party apps in online social networks.

4.3 CanaryTrap

Prior work lacks systematic methods that can be used by online social net-

works or independent watchdogs to detect misuse of data shared with third-party

apps. Even though online social networking platforms such as Facebook and Google

have unrestricted access to their internal logs, it is challenging for them to detect

data misuse by third-party apps because data leaves their platform once a third-

party app retrieves it through the APIs. Online social networks can look for excessive

(or “anomalous”) API access patterns by third-party apps but they have no visibility

into how the data is used by third-party apps once it leaves their premises. Even
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Figure 4.2. Overview of CanaryTrap: (left-to-right) CanaryTrap associates a honeytoken
email address to a Facebook account and then shared it with a third-party app. CanaryTrap
then monitors the misuse of the shared honeytoken through two channels: received emails
and Facebook’s ad transparency tool.

though such privileged information (available exclusively to online social networking

platforms) can help narrow down the potential misuses, it is desirable to build meth-

ods that can be deployed by independent watchdogs without needing cooperation

from online social networks. Next, we explain the design and implementation of our

proposed approach to this end.

4.3.1 Design

Overview.We introduce CanaryTrap, a honeytoken based approach to detect misuse

of data shared with third-party apps on online social networks without needing their

cooperation. Inspired by prior research on honeypots, CanaryTrap uses a honeytoken

to detect misuse of data shared with third-party apps. A honeytoken refers to a piece

of information such as email address or credit card information that can be intention-

ally leaked/shared to detect its unrecognized (or potentially unauthorized) use [178].

CanaryTrap shares a honeytoken with third-party apps and detects its misuse using

di!erent channels. For example, if an email address is shared as a honeytoken to a

third-party app then the received emails act as the channel for detecting unrecog-

nized use of the shared email address. CanaryTrap can detect misuse of data shared

with a third-party app on any platform (e.g., Facebook, Google) by associating the

honeytoken (e.g., email address) to a user account on the platform and then sharing

it with the third-party app. Next, we explain the design of CanaryTrap and then

propose two implementation frameworks that allow its deployment at scale.

Design Space. CanaryTrap relies on sharing a honeytoken in the data associated

with an account that can be used as a bait to trigger misuse. There are various

attributes in a user account including but not limited to name, email address, date of
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birth, photos, timeline posts, check-ins, phone number, and address that can be used

as honeytokens. The use of each of the aforementioned attributes as a honeytoken has

di!erent pros and cons. Below, we discuss the desirable properties in a honeytoken to

detect the misuse of data shared with a third-party app.

1. Exploitability : The honeytoken must provide substantial value and incentives

for exploitation.

2. Soundness : The honeytoken must allow setting up channels that can be soundly

monitored for misuse detection.

3. Feasibility : The monitoring channels for the honeytoken must be feasible to set

up at scale.

4. Availability : The honeytoken must be commonly available in the account infor-

mation and also commonly requested by third-party apps.

While we considered various attributes, we ended up selecting email address as

our honeytoken since it best satisfies the aforementioned properties. Next, we justify

our choice of email address as the honeytoken.

1) Email address is exploitable by an attacker since it plays a crucial role

in the misuse of data due to its uniqueness and also allows the attacker to contact

users by sending out emails. Typically, online services including websites, games, and

software require users to associate an email address with their accounts. Users tend to

use the same email address across di!erent accounts [161,176]. Hence, email address

has emerged as a universal identifier [65, 157, 196]. It also provides data brokers and

advertisers the opportunity to unify data acquired on a user from multiple sources

to increase its coverage. Email address also allows an attacker to contact users by

sending them emails.

2) Email address allows us to set up sound channels to monitor the misuse of

data. We can set up our own email server or we can partner with an email provider to

receive emails on the corresponding email address. We can then analyze these emails

to detect the misuse of the email address shared with third-party apps.

3) Email address allows us to set up feasible channels in a large-scale controlled

experiment. We can acquire a large number of unique email addresses to monitor

millions of third-party apps. We can either set up our own email server to create any

number of email accounts or we can partner with an email provider.

4) Email address is available in the account information of most online plat-

forms. It is also commonly requested by third-party apps [231]. Moreover, email is
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one of the few permissions that can be requested by third-party apps on Facebook

without requiring a review [39].

4.3.2 Implementation

Next, we discuss CanaryTrap’s implementation to detect misuse of data shared

with third-party apps on Facebook using email address as the honeytoken.

Sharing a honeytoken with a third-party app. We create a fresh Facebook

account to share an email address as the honeytoken with a third-party app. We can

either partner with a major email provider [110, 170] or set up our own server for

email accounts. We assign an email address to the Facebook account. We then share

the email address with the third-party app by installing the third-party app. The

third-party app is able to access the email address using Facebook’s Graph API.

Monitoring Channels. We set up two channels to monitor the misuse of the hon-

eytoken shared with the third-party app monitored by CanaryTrap. First, we use

received emails on the email account of the shared honeytoken as a monitoring chan-

nel. We conclude that a honeytoken shared with a third-party app has been potentially

misused if the sender of a received email cannot be recognized as the third-party app.

Second, we use Facebook’s ad transparency tool “Why Am I Seeing This?” [72,213] as

a monitoring channel. We monitor whether advertisers use the shared email address

to target ads to Facebook custom audiences [13]. We conclude that a honeytoken

shared with a third-party app has been potentially misused if the advertiser cannot

be recognized as the third-party app. We explain this process in detail below.

1) Detecting data misuse using received emails. Given a received email and a

third-party app (app’s name and domain name) as input, we use keyword matching

to determine whether the sender of the email is the input third-party app. To match

an email with a third-party app, we generate keywords using the app’s name and

its host website’s domain name. For an app’s name, we start with its full name and

create tokens of the name if it is composed of multiple words. For example, if the app

name is “test application” we generate “test application”, “test”, and “application”

as keywords. For the domain name, we use the complete domain name and also cre-

ate tokens of domain levels, excluding TLDs (e.g., .com, .co, .co.uk). For example, if

the domain name is “subdomain.example.com” we create “subdomain.example.com”,

“subdomain”, and “example” as keywords. We then search these keywords in the

header of the received email. Specifically, we search for them in “from”, “reply-to”,

“message-id”, and “subject” fields. If any of the keywords is found in any of these

fields, we label the email as recognized; otherwise, we label the email as unrecognized.
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We also call the sender of an unrecognized email as unrecognized sender. The unrecog-

nized sender can be a partner website or an external service used by the app to send

emails. Therefore, we manually analyze the content of unrecognized emails to further

determine data misuse.

2) Detecting data misuse using Facebook’s ad transparency tool. We identify

the names of advertisers who upload our shared honeytoken by crawling the advertiser

information provided by Facebook’s ad transparency tool [72,213]. Specifically, Face-

book’s ad transparency tool provides a list of advertisers who uploaded a list with

an email address associated with a Facebook account [226]. For each of the listed

advertisers, we extract the advertiser’s name and its domain (if available) listed on

their Facebook page. We then match the advertiser’s name and its domain against the

app’s keywords generated using the aforementioned keyword matching process. If any

of the keywords is matched with the name of the advertiser, we label the advertiser

as recognized; otherwise, we label the advertiser as unrecognized. We conclude that

data has been potentially misused by an unrecognized advertiser because Facebook’s

ad transparency tool provides the evidence that the email address shared with the

third-party app has been uploaded by the unrecognized advertiser with Facebook.

Summary. Figure 4.2 provides an overview of CanaryTrap to detect misuse of data

shared with third-party apps on Facebook. CanaryTrap uses a Facebook account to

share an email address as a honeytoken with a third-party app. Misuse is detected

using two channels: by analyzing the received emails and the advertisers listed by

Facebook’s ad transparency tool.

4.3.3 Deployment

Since online platforms support a large number of third-party apps, it is im-

portant that CanaryTrap’s deployment can scale. We face two challenges in scaling

CanaryTrap’s deployment on Facebook.

First, CanaryTrap requires creating a Facebook account to share a unique

email address as a honeytoken with a third-party app. Since Facebook’s anti-abuse

systems thwart automated/manual bulk account registration [198], it is infeasible

to create a large number of Facebook accounts to monitor a large number of apps.

To overcome this challenge, we propose an array framework that rotates multiple

email addresses associated with a Facebook account to maintain one-to-one mapping

between the shared honeytokens (i.e., email addresses) and third-party apps. Note

that we can practically create as many email accounts as necessary by setting up our

own email server as we discuss later in Section 4.4.1.
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Second, Facebook’s anti-abuse systems also limit our ability to frequently ro-

tate the email address associated with a Facebook account. Thus, it is infeasible for

us to rotate email addresses for each app as we try to scale CanaryTrap to moni-

tor a large number of third-party apps on Facebook. As an alternate, we can share

the same honeytoken to multiple third-party apps using a single Facebook account.

However, in case a third-party app misuses our data, it would not be possible to

identify the responsible app since the email address was shared with multiple apps.

To overcome this challenge, we propose a matrix arrangement to install n"m apps

across a pair of Facebook accounts by rotating n + m email addresses. This matrix

arrangement enables us to attribute the responsible third-party app by establishing

a unique two-dimensional mapping for each app.

The matrix framework is more scalable than the array framework. More specif-

ically, the matrix framework allows us to reuse a honeytoken for monitoring multiple

third-party apps. It is able to provide a unique app-to-honeytoken mapping by sharing

two honeytokens with each app in a two-dimensional arrangement. It allows Canary-

Trap to monitor N apps using as little as 2
#
N honeytokens, instead of needing N

honeytokens in the array framework implementation.

Next, we detail the deployment of CanaryTrap using both array and matrix

frameworks.

4.3.3.1 Array Framework

In the array framework, we install all third-party apps on a single Facebook

account such that a unique honeytoken (email address) is shared with each app. To

this end, we create a single Facebook account, A, and set up di!erent honeytoken

email addresses for it, HTA.

F = {A} , HTA = {e1, e2, ..., en} , App = {a1, a2, ..., an}

We start by associating an email address ei from the HTA to the Facebook account A

and install a new app ai. We then uninstall the app ai and remove the email address

ei. This ensures that the app ai is only shared a single honeytoken i.e., ei. We then

repeat this process for all of the apps in App such that the app ai is shared with the

honeytoken ei.

Since only the third-party app ai knows the email address ei, any email received

on ei is attributed to the third-party app ai. Let’s assume that ei receives k emails.

We denote emails received by ei as Mailei = {mail1,mail2, ...,mailk}. We then input

each email from Mailei and third-party app ai to the matching process explained in
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Section 4.3.2 to check whether the email is labeled as recognized or unrecognized. We

say that an app ai is responsible for the unrecognized use of honeytoken shared with

it if one or more emails from Mailei are labeled as unrecognized.

4.3.3.2 Matrix Framework

The matrix framework allows us to attribute the third-party app responsible

for the misuse while sharing a honeytoken to multiple apps. To monitor N apps using

matrix framework, we require n and m honeytokens such that N <= n"m. If N is

a perfect square then n = m =
#
N . If N is not a perfect square then n $

#
n and

m $
#
n and N < n"m.

To implement CanaryTrap using a 2-dimensional matrix framework, we create

two Facebook accounts, R and C. Each account is associated with a set of unique email

addresses that will act as our honeytokens. We share two unique email addresses with

each third-party app, one email address associated with the Facebook account R (row)

and one email address associated with the Facebook account C (column). Figure 4.3

shows the deployment of CanaryTrap using two Facebook accounts associated with

n and m email addresses. This matrix arrangement allows us to monitor data misuse

by n"m third-party apps using n+m honeytokens.

F = {R,C}

HTR = {r1, r2, ..., rm} HTC = {c1, c2, ..., cn}

App =

!

"#
a1,1 .. .. a1,n
. . . .

am,1 .. .. am,n

$

%&

We start setting up the matrix framework with Facebook account R and as-

sociate one email address at a time with the account and install all the apps assigned

to this honeytoken. This corresponds to installing all the apps in a given row shown

in Figure 4.3. We then remove all of the installed apps and repeat this process for all

email addresses in HTR. We repeat the process for Facebook account C and the email

addresses in HTC . Once this process is completed for account C, each app has been

shared two honeytokens, one from account R and one from account C. Specifically,

each app ai,j from App has been shared exactly two email addresses ri and cj.

To correctly attribute an email to a third-party app, we use the following

insight. Any email received on email account r1 can belong to any of n apps a1,j
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Figure 4.3. Illustration of the matrix arrangement used by CanaryTrap. Two sets of email
addresses ({r1, ..., rm} and {c1, ..., cn}) are associated with two Facebook accounts (R [row]
and C [column]). While each honeytoken is shared with multiple apps in the corresponding
row or column, an app is shared two honeytokens (one from row and one from column) to
create a unique two-dimensional mapping.

where j ! {1, 2, ..., n} corresponding to its row in the matrix. Similarly, any email

received on email account c1 can belong to any of m apps ai,1 where i ! {1, 2, ...,m}
corresponding to its column in the matrix. Recall that each third-party app ai,j is

installed on two accounts R and C, respectively, and is shared exactly two honeytokens

ri and cj. Hence, if a third-party app ai,j sends out any email to their users, such an

email would be received by one honeytoken ri in HTR and one honeytoken cj in HTC .

Specifically, we collect all the emails received by the pair of email addresses ri and

cj assigned to an app ai,j. If the sender of an email received at ri is the same as the

sender for an email at cj, we attribute the email to the third-party app ai,j. We then

input each of these attributed emails and third-party app ai,j to the process explained

in Section 4.3.2 to check whether the email is labeled as recognized or unrecognized.

Note that this attribution strategy is susceptible to mistakes if a pair of apps

send emails from the same email address. To understand this issue, consider the

following scenario. Let’s assume that two apps a1,2 (that has been shared honeytokens

r1 and c2) and a3,1 (that has been shared honeytokens r3 and c1) send emails from the

same email address. The emails from a1,2 and a3,1 received at r1 and c1, respectively,
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will be incorrectly attributed to a1,1. Similarly, the emails from a1,2 and a3,1 received

at c2 and r3, respectively, will be incorrectly attributed to a3,2. These emails are

“conflicting” because they are attributed twice, i.e., once when they are correctly

attributed to their respective app and once when they are incorrectly attributed to

another app. We exclude these conflicting emails to avoid mistakes which can result

in falsely labeling an email as unrecognized.

4.4 Results

In this section, we first explain our experiments to deploy CanaryTrap to mon-

itor 1,024 third-party apps on Facebook. We then investigate cases of data misuse

detected by CanaryTrap by analyzing the received emails and Facebook’s ad trans-

parency tool. Finally, we evaluate the e!ectiveness of CanaryTrap’s matrix framework

in detecting data misuse.

4.4.1 Experimental Setup

Identifying third-party apps. Since Facebook does not provide an index of third-

party apps,1 we use a list of Facebook apps from prior research [122] that was compiled

by crawling the web. This list contains 43,332 host websites that integrate Facebook

apps (e.g., SSO, social plugins). By re-crawling these 43,332 host websites, we find

active Facebook apps on 25,800 websites that request email address. We randomly

select 1,024 of these host websites that integrate Facebook apps to deploy CanaryTrap

for monitoring data misuse. Our random selection includes di!erent services such as

music streaming and news sites.

Setting up email honeytokens. The array framework requires sharing one email

honeytoken per app. Thus, we need 1,024 honeytokens to monitor 1,024 third-party

apps using the array framework. Matrix framework requires sharing 2
#
mn honey-

tokens to monitor mn apps. Thus, we need 64 honeytokens to monitor 1,024 third-

party apps using the matrix framework. To this end, we set up a .com email server

and use a list of popular names [63] to create email accounts using the firstname-

lastname@example.com template. For example, if we have a first name “john” and last

name “doe”, we generate an email account with email address “john-doe@example.com”.

Setting up Facebook accounts.We register three fresh Facebook accounts in total:

one Facebook account A for the array framework and two Facebook accounts R and

C for the matrix framework. We set the privacy settings of these accounts such that

1Facebook discontinued the app center [136]. It now only lists game apps.
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Figure 4.4. Automated workflow of our CanaryTrap implementation to associate a Face-
book account to honeytokens that are then shared with third-party apps using the array
and matrix frameworks.

their personal information, including email addresses, remains private to everyone

except for the installed apps.

Workflow of sharing honeytokens with third-party apps. We use Selenium

to automate the process of (1) associating honeytokens to Facebook accounts and

then (2) sharing honeytokens with Facebook apps. Our implementation ensures that

honeytokens are appropriately rotated in the Facebook accounts and shared with the

aforementioned 1,024 Facebook apps using the array and matrix frameworks. Figure

4.4 shows the workflow of our implementation.

Associating honeytokens to a Facebook account: To this end, we open the Face-

book account’s email settings page [31] to add the honeytoken email address to the

account and select it as the primary email address. Note that a Facebook account

can have multiple associated email addresses but only the primary email address is

accessible to an app. Both array and matrix framework implementations require ro-

tating email addresses in Facebook accounts. Array framework requires rotating email

addresses more frequently than the matrix framework since the array framework has
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a one-to-one mapping between a honeytoken and an app. More frequent rotation of

email addresses is challenging because Facebook’s anti-abuse systems rate limit the

addition of email addresses to the account. In comparison to the array framework,

the matrix framework is more amenable to operating under these rate limits.

Sharing honeytokens with Facebook apps: To this end, we open the host website

to install the app. The diverse user interfaces of host websites make it challenging

to automate the process of installing the Facebook app. By surveying a sample of

host websites, we design templates of regular expressions such as contains(@href,

‘facebook’) and contains(@class, ‘login-fb’) to find Facebook login buttons

from DOM elements on the host websites. We then look for Facebook login buttons

using a list of candidate URLs for each host website. This list includes the host

website’s landing page, host website’s URL that has a Facebook app identified by prior

work [122], and URLs returned from Google search by issuing a query of login/sign up

pages for the host website. We click on the buttons that match our templates of regular

expressions on each candidate URL page until we find a Facebook login button that

redirects to Facebook to install the app. After the app has been successfully installed,

we are redirected back to the host website. Upon installation, the third-party app can

request our email address using Facebook’s Graph API. We allow a grace period of 15

minutes to the app for accessing our email address before uninstalling it and installing

the next app. We need to uninstall the app before rotating the email address to avoid

exposing the new email address to the last app. We acknowledge that we might miss

potential misuse that will occur as a result of additional interactions (e.g., completing

user registration) with the host website or if the app requests our email address after

it is uninstalled.

Deployment of CanaryTrap. Our implementation of CanaryTrap associates Face-

book accounts to honeytokens that are then shared with 1,024 Facebook apps using

the array and matrix frameworks around the same time in December 2018. We man-

ually eyeball screenshots of a sample of 100 apps to estimate the success of installing

Facebook apps and sharing honeytokens with these apps. Specifically, we analyze two

types of screenshots after the app is installed into the Facebook account. The first

screenshot captures the Facebook account’s apps settings page to validate whether

or not the app has been installed. We miss the installation of 7% of apps. The sec-

ond screenshot captures the current state of the host website after the app has been

installed. Even if apps are successfully installed as indicated by the first screenshot,

we find that honeytokens may not have been shared with some apps due to multiple

reasons. First, we observe that the host website of some apps after installation gives
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us various website errors such as page not found (404) or service unavailable (503).

The fraction of such errors is 6%. Second, we observe that host websites of some apps

require us to complete additional steps (e.g., additional demographic information) re-

sulting in incomplete account registration on the host website. We estimate that the

fraction of incomplete account registration is 31%. For the remaining apps, we can

confidently say that the apps have been installed and honeytokens have been shared

successfully.

4.4.2 Misuse Detection using Emails

We deploy CanaryTrap’s array framework to monitor 1,024 apps. We monitor

them using email as the monitoring channel for more than a year to detect data mis-

use. We receive 12,704 emails on the email accounts associated with the honeytokens

shared with 332 out of 1,024 monitored apps. Using the keyword matching process

explained in Section 4.3.2, 12,282 of the emails are labeled as recognized while the

remaining 422 emails are labeled as unrecognized. These 12,282 recognized and 422

unrecognized emails are received on honeytokens shared with 327 and 20 Facebook

apps, respectively.

Next, we evaluate the accuracy of our keyword matching process to label emails

as recognized and unrecognized. We then characterize the unrecognized use of our

honeytokens shared with the Facebook apps. Finally, we discuss the potential impact

of the Facebook apps that are responsible for the unrecognized use of honeytokens

shared with them.

4.4.2.1 Evaluating Recognized and Unrecognized Emails

We manually analyze the 422 unrecognized emails and a 1% sample of rec-

ognized emails. Our results show that we are able to match emails with apps with

high precision. Specifically, none of the recognized emails are incorrectly labeled while

only 69 unrecognized emails shared with 4 apps are incorrectly labeled. The senders

of these incorrectly labeled emails are unrecognized because the email addresses of

these senders are from a di!erent domain which does not match with the host web-

site. In the future, we can improve the accuracy of the matching process by matching

domain registrant information of these domains with the host website since some

apps use a di!erent domain as their email server. For example, the host website

rajkamalprakashan.com of an app and their email server domain rajkamalbooks.in

that sends unrecognized emails both have the same domain registrant information. We

can also try matching the destination URL of these domains with the host website
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Figure 4.5. Our deployment of CanaryTrap’s array framework on Facebook using emails
as a monitoring channel for more than a year uncovers 16 cases of unrecognized use of
data by apps. For example, the email accounts of the honeytokens shared with “Safexbikes
Motorcycle Superstore” app and “Printi BR API” app each receive an unrecognized email
that asks for ransom through bitcoin falsely claiming that the victim’s browsing history has
been compromised.

since some of these domains redirect to the host website. For example, the domain

getscoop.com that sends unrecognized emails redirects to their app’s host website

ebooks.gramedia.com. As an alternative to matching the email sender, our existing

keyword matching process could also search for keywords in the email’s body to re-

duce these incorrectly labeled emails. However, we decide not to search in the email’s

body because it may result in incorrect labeling of a large number of unrecognized

emails as recognized due to the occurrence of commonly used words (e.g., application,

game) in the email’s content.

4.4.2.2 Characterizing Unrecognized Emails

We characterize the unrecognized use of the honeytoken shared with 16 apps

by (1) uncovering the relationship between the unrecognized sender and the app

through a disclosure test and (2) analyzing the content of the unrecognized emails.

This characterization helps us devise a taxonomy that determines the severity of the

potential misuse of the honeytoken.

Disclosure test. Our disclosure test checks whether the relationship between the

unrecognized sender of an unrecognized email and app is disclosed or unknown. This
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test includes any disclosure of the relationship between the unrecognized sender and

the app on the host website’s landing page, terms, privacy policy, and social media

pages. If we find any disclosure through this test, we say that the relationship between

the app and the unrecognized sender is disclosed, otherwise, it is unknown. For ex-

ample, we receive emails that contain property listings from an unrecognized sender

dotpropertygroup.com on the honeytoken shared with the “Thailand Property Lo-

gin” app. Through the disclosure test, we identify a disclosed relationship between

the “Thailand Property Login” app and dotpropertygroup.com on the landing page

of the app’s host website. In case of a disclosed relationship, the unrecognized senders

are typically a partner/a"liate website, an external service (e.g., user authentication

service), or a company that acquired the Facebook app. In case of an unknown rela-

tionship, the unrecognized senders potentially get access to the user’s data through

breaches or leakages on the app’s servers [79] or secret data sharing deals between

apps and unrecognized entities. We acknowledge that an app is not culpable if it legit-

imately shares an email address with an external service (e.g., a bulk email service)

and the external service accidentally or deliberately leaks the email address to an

unrecognized sender. Out of the 16 apps, we find that 9 apps have a disclosed rela-

tionship with the unrecognized senders while the remaining 7 apps have an unknown

relationship.

Content analysis. We manually analyze the content of the 353 unrecognized emails

received from the unknown and disclosed senders and label them to either (1) “Ma-

licious”, (2) “Unrelated”, and (3) “Functional”. We label an unrecognized email as

malicious if the content of the email is clearly spam or scam. We identify 76 malicious

emails received on the honeytokens shared with 3 apps. Some examples of malicious

content include ransomware scam [74] or Viagra spam [6]. We label an unrecognized

email as “unrelated” if the content of the email is not relevant to either the app or

the app’s host website. We identify 79 unrelated emails received on the honeytokens

shared with 9 apps. Some examples of unrelated content include promotional o!ers,

links to product listings, and newsletters. Note that an unrelated email may be in vi-

olation of Facebook’s TOS [25] if the app has not clearly notified the user about data

usage by other entities in their privacy policy. We label the content of an unrecognized

email as “functional” if it is related to the core functionality of the app or the app’s

host website. We identify 198 functional emails received on the honeytokens shared

with 4 apps.

Figure 4.5 shows the recognized emails and unrecognized emails labeled as

either malicious, unrelated, or functional received on the honeytokens shared with 16
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Facebook apps from disclosed and unknown senders. Next, we discuss the taxonomy

of the unrecognized use of our shared honeytokens based on the disclosure test and

the content analysis.

1) Malicious Content & Unknown Relationship. This type of unrecognized use

is the most egregious case of data misuse since the user data has been obtained

by spammers or scammers who are sending malicious emails. Note that we only

receive malicious emails from unknown senders. Specifically, we received 76 malicious

emails on honeytokens shared with 3 apps from unknown senders indicated by red

cross markers in Figure 4.5. Out of these 3 apps, the honeytokens shared with 2

apps “Safexbikes Motorcycle Superstore” and “Printi BR API” receive a ransomware

scam email [74]. This email asks for ransom through bitcoin falsely claiming that the

victim’s browsing history has been compromised. The honeytoken shared with the

remaining one app “WeWanted” has received a large number of spam emails such

as Viagra spam. We also find anecdotal evidence of the potential breaches of the

host websites of the two apps “Safexbikes Motorcycle Superstore” and “Printi BR

API” [58, 78]. We surmise that the attackers likely acquired our honeytoken due to

either unintended exposure or breach of these app’s server. To date, we have not

received any disclosure from any of these apps’ host websites about a data breach.

We believe that CanaryTrap can help detect such cases of data misuse where users’

data shared with Facebook apps are obtained by spammers or scammers.

2) Unrelated Content & Unknown Relationship. While the content is not mali-

cious, this type of unrecognized use is worrisome for users since user data shared with

Facebook apps have been potentially misused by an unknown entity. We receive 9

unrelated emails on honeytokens shared with 4 apps from unknown senders indicated

by blue plus markers in Figure 4.5. By analyzing the privacy policy of these 4 apps,

we find that only 1 app (“NYX ca”) explicitly mentions the potential use of data

by a"liate partners. For the remaining 3 apps, these unrecognized emails are clearly

data misuse since 1 app (“MyJapanBox”) does not have a privacy policy while other

2 apps (“PopJulia”, “JustFashionNow”) do not explicitly mention potential use of

user data by other entities. We believe that CanaryTrap can help detect such cases

of misuse where data shared with Facebook apps have been sold or transferred to

unknown entities.

3) Unrelated Content & Disclosed Relationship. An unrelated email from a

disclosed sender appears less worrisome for users as compared to an unrelated email

from an unknown sender. Yet, we argue that our honeytokens shared with the Face-

book apps have been potentially misused by the unrecognized senders to send emails
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App Name Host Global Country
Website Alexa Alexa

Rank Rank
Safexbikes Motor safexbikes 89K 8K (IN)
cycle Superstore .com

WeWanted wewanted.com.tw 99K -
Printi BR API printi.com.br 15K 441(BR)
JustFashionNow justfashionnow.com 51K 223 (MO)

PopJulia popjulia.com 469K
MyJapanBox myjapanbox.com 766K -

Nyx CA nyxcosmetics.ca 258K 16K (CA)
Tom’s Hardware tomshardware 870 726 (USA)
Guide-IT Pro .com
Alex’s first app beautymaker.com.sg 680K 3K (SG)
Thailand Pro- thailand-pr- 98K 3K (TH)
perty Login operty.com
Hop-On, hop-on-hop 161K 77K (USA)
Hop-O" -o"-bus.com

Leiturinha leiturinha.com.br 114K 5K (BR)
The Breast Expa bestoryclub 484K -
nsion Story Club .com
Jacky’s Electronics jackyselectronics 517K 8K (UAE)

.com
Berrykitchen.com Berrykitchen.com 494K -
uCoz.es Login ucoz.es 157K -

Table 4.1. Popularity of 16 Facebook apps that are responsible for the unrecognized use
of the shared honeytokens.

not relevant to the app (which may also be in violation of Facebook’s TOS [25]). We

receive 70 unrelated emails on honeytokens shared with 5 apps from disclosed senders

indicated by orange diamond markers in Figure 4.5.

4) Functional Content & Disclosed Relationship. This type of unrecognized

use typically occurs when a Facebook app is using a partner website or an external

service (e.g., a user authentication system) to send emails to their users. We receive

all 198 functional emails on honeytokens shared with 4 apps from disclosed senders

indicated by grey square markers in Figure 4.5. Facebook’s TOS [25] permits the

sharing of data with partner websites or external services if they use it to provide

services within the app. Hence, we do not consider these functional emails as a misuse

of our honeytoken.

4.4.2.3 Potential Impact

Table 4.1 lists the 16 apps that are responsible for the unrecognized use of

our honeytoken along with the global and country-level Alexa rankings of their host

websites. While the global rank of their host websites ranges between 870 and 766K,

half of them are ranked among the top 10K at the country-level. Therefore, we argue
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that unrecognized use of data by these apps on popular websites potentially impacts

a large number of users. For example, according to Alexa, the host website of “Tom’s

Hardware Guide-IT Pro” app has more than 10 million unique monthly visitors.

4.4.3 Misuse Detection Using Facebook’s Ad Transparency Tool

CanaryTrap also uses Facebook’s ad transparency tool [213] as the monitoring

channel to detect potential misuse of data shared with Facebook apps. Facebook’s ad

transparency tool enables CanaryTrap to identify the apps whose shared honeytoken

email addresses were uploaded to Facebook for ad targeting [13]. To this end, we took

34 snapshots of the advertisers listed by Facebook’s ad transparency tool over the

period of one month. We are able to identify 47 unique advertisers that uploaded our

honeytoken email address for ad targeting. Unfortunately, Facebook’s ad transparency

tool only provides the names of the advertisers but not the email address uploaded by

the advertisers. Thus, we cannot attribute the responsible apps since the Facebook

account has been associated with multiple honeytoken email addresses. 2

While we cannot attribute the responsible Facebook app, we can still detect

whether any of our shared honeytokens has been potentially misused by advertisers.

To this end, we match 47 advertisers’ names and domains with each of the 1,024

apps using the process explained in Section 4.3.2. Out of these 47 advertisers, 38

advertisers are recognized while the remaining 9 advertisers are unrecognized. We fur-

ther evaluate the accuracy of our labeling of advertisers as recognized or unrecognized

through manual inspection. For a recognized advertiser, we visit the Facebook page

and web page of the advertiser and compare it against the matched app. For an un-

recognized advertiser, we visit the Facebook page and web page of the advertiser and

then compare it against each Facebook app to check whether there is any potential

relationship between an app and the advertiser. Our manual inspection shows that

we label advertisers as recognized and unrecognized without any mistakes. Overall,

our results show that Facebook’s ad transparency tool can also be leveraged to detect

potential misuse of data shared with Facebook apps.

While the limited information provided by Facebook’s ad transparency tool

does not allow CanaryTrap’s current implementation to identify the Facebook apps

responsible for the misuse, a modified implementation of CanaryTrap can address

2We could generate a mapping between apps and advertisers by capturing a snapshot of
advertisers after rotating an email address and installing a new app. However, if we observe
an unrecognized advertiser after installing a new app, it is not possible to distinguish whether
the current app leaked our honeytoken or another previously installed app leaked it.
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this limitation. Specifically, CanaryTrap would be able to correctly attribute the app

behind leaking our honeytoken to the advertiser if we created Facebook accounts on

a per-app basis. Note that we do not create a separate Facebook account for each

of the 1,024 apps monitored in our array framework because of Facebook’s stringent

countermeasures against bulk account creation [198].

4.4.4 Evaluation of Matrix Framework

Next, we analyze the matrix framework’s e!ectiveness in attributing third-

party apps to received emails and detecting data misuse. CanaryTrap’s matrix frame-

work is deployed to share email honeytokens to the same 1,024 apps around the same

time frame. Thus, we can use the array framework as ground truth to evaluate the

accuracy of the matrix framework. Since the matrix framework shares an email hon-

eytoken with multiple apps and two email honeytokens are shared with each app,

we first need to attribute the received emails to the right apps. After attributing the

responsible apps, we then use the same process as the array framework to label the

received emails as recognized or unrecognized.

Attribution. We receive a total of 23,303 emails on the email accounts associated

with the two Facebook accounts R and C of the matrix framework. Out of these

23,303 emails, we receive 11,370 emails on the email accounts associated with the

Facebook account R and 11,933 emails on the email accounts associated with the

Facebook account C. For attributing these 23,303 emails to 1,024 apps, using the

process described in Section 4.3.3, we check whether the emails received on the email

accounts of the two honeytokens shared with an app are from the same sender. We

are able to attribute 20,867 emails to 279 apps while 12 emails are excluded because

they are conflicting. Next, we analyze the remaining 2,424 unattributed emails.

To help understand the limitations of the matrix framework’s attribution ap-

proach, we attempt to attribute the 2,424 unattributed emails using the following 3-

step process. First, we leverage the array framework to generate a sender-to-app map-

ping between a Facebook app and the emails received on its associated email account.

Note that this mapping is only available because the array and matrix frameworks

are simultaneously deployed. Thus, we would not have this information for validation

if the matrix framework was deployed standalone. The sender-to-app mapping from

the array framework allows us to attribute 1,972 emails to 59 apps. Second, we use

the keyword matching process detailed in Section 4.3.2 to attribute the remaining 452

unattributed emails to apps. We use the intuition that the keyword matching process

labels an email as recognized if it is received from the app itself. Hence, we attribute
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an email to an app if the email is labeled as recognized against the app. This match-

ing process allows us to attribute 282 emails to 25 apps. Finally, we rely on manual

eyeball analysis to attribute the remaining 170 emails to 3 apps. These apps are not

attributed by the previous two steps because these apps either sent us unrecognized

emails or they show non-deterministic behavior as discussed below. Overall, we are

able to attribute the 2,424 unattributed emails to 82 unique apps using this 3-step

process.

Next, we manually analyze our logs (including screenshots) collected during

CanaryTrap’s automated workflow (shown in Figure 4.4) to understand the root cause

of unattributed emails in the matrix framework. We identify two main reasons. First,

we find that 25 apps are unattributed because only one of the two honeytokens associ-

ated with either Facebook account R or Facebook account C was successfully shared

due to implementation issues. While our automation is generally robust, some unhan-

dled errors occurred due to unexpected changes in Facebook’s or the host site’s web

interface. Second, we find that the 57 apps are unattributed due to non-deterministic

app behavior despite successfully sharing honeytokens with these apps. Recall that

the attribution requires that an app sends the same email on the email accounts of

both honeytokens shared with the app and the sender’s email address of both these

emails are also the same. We find that 50 out of these 57 apps remain unattributed

because these apps fail to send emails on the email accounts of one of the two hon-

eytokens shared with the app. The remaining 7 apps are unattributed because these

apps send the same emails using di!erent email addresses on the two honeytokens

shared with the app. The unattributed apps due to the non-deterministic app behav-

ior also indicate a limitation of the matrix framework to detect some cases of data

misuse. As we also show later, the matrix framework is unable to detect misuse (i.e.,

false negatives) if an attacker sends emails using two di!erent email addresses on the

email accounts of both honeytokens shared with the app.

Accuracy of misuse detection. Next, we use the process explained in Section

4.3.2 to label the 20,358 emails as recognized and 509 emails as unrecognized. The

509 emails labeled as unrecognized are attributed to 9 Facebook apps. We evaluate

the matrix framework’s data misuse detection accuracy using the array framework

as ground truth because it does not have the issue of unattributed apps due to its

one-to-one app-to-honeytoken mapping. Using this ground truth, we define the fol-

lowing: (1) true positive is an app labeled as unrecognized by both matrix and array

frameworks; (2) true negative is an app labeled as recognized by both matrix and

array frameworks; (3) false negative is an app labeled as recognized by the matrix
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framework but labeled as unrecognized by the array framework; and (4) false positive

is an app labeled as unrecognized by the matrix framework but labeled as recognized

by the array framework.

For the 1,024 monitored apps, the matrix framework has 9 true positives and

1,008 true negatives. Our results show that the matrix framework is able to detect

most of the unrecognized apps while correctly labeling all of the apps as recognized.

Our matrix framework has no false positives and 7 false negatives. Out of these 7

false negatives, one app is unattributed due to implementation issues, 5 apps are

unattributed due to a non-deterministic behavior of these apps, and the remaining

one app is unattributed due to conflicting emails discussed in Section 4.3.3. A robust

implementation of our automated workflow (Figure 4.4) that handles more corner

cases and unexpected errors can reduce unattributed apps. We can also apply ideas

from error correction to the matrix framework by sharing honeytokens to apps in

rows and columns (as shown in Figure 4.3) redundantly. This redundancy can help

us reduce the likelihood of unattributed apps similar to prior literature on encoding

messages using error correction codes [131].

Overall, our results highlight a trade-o! between accuracy and scalability –

the matrix framework is less accurate but more scalable than the array framework if

email addresses rotation is a bottleneck.

4.5 Discussions & Limitations

4.5.1 Data Deletion by Third-party Apps

Facebook users have a limited recourse of action to exercise control over the

data that is retrieved by third-party apps. Facebook provides users the option to

uninstall the app but this will only prevent the app from accessing user data in the

future. Note that user data already retrieved by an app, before app uninstallation,

may still be stored on the app’s server. After uninstalling an app, the user can request

the app to delete their data [9]. Facebook recommends app developers to implement a

one-click data deletion request callback [14]. Unfortunately, third-party apps currently

do not implement the recommended data deletion request callback. As an alternate,

Facebook suggests users to contact the app developer on their own by typically point-

ing them to the app’s privacy policy. Facebook’s TOS require app developers to honor

their users’ data deletion requests [25]. Next, we investigate the process of requesting

third-party Facebook apps to delete user data and also evaluate its e!ectiveness.

Contacting app developers. To evaluate the e!ectiveness of the data deletion

request process, we conduct a follow-up experiment where we contact third-party app
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Requested data deletion successfully 87 apps
Not responded 42 apps
Responded 45 apps

Acknowledged data deletion 29 apps
Send email(s) after acknowledging data deletion 13 apps

Table 4.2. Our results show that the process of contacting Facebook apps to request data
deletion is mostly ine"ective. Approximately only half of the Facebook apps responded back
to our request. 13 Facebook apps even send us one or more emails despite acknowledging
that they deleted our data.

developers and ask them to delete our data (including honeytoken email addresses)

shared with these apps. To this end, we sample 100 apps out of the 332 apps installed

in the array framework that sent us at least one email. Note that sampling from these

332 apps ensures that our data has been stored by these apps since we receive one

or more emails from them. We gather the contact URLs provided by these apps to

users upon installation. We then open the contact URLs provided by these apps and

manually analyze them to identify developer contact information, which is typically

a contact email or contact form. Out of the 100 apps, we find that 87 apps provide a

contact email while the remaining 13 apps provide a contact form. We then contact

the app developers to delete the data retrieved from our Facebook account, including

the honeytoken email address. Specifically, we email the data deletion requests to the

email address provided by 87 apps and submit the data deletion requests through

the contact forms of the remaining 13 apps. Out of the 87 contact emails, our email

server is able to successfully send emails on 80 while the remaining 7 emails failed

due to delivery errors. Out of the 13 contact forms, we are able to successfully submit

7 contact forms, while the submission of the remaining 6 contact forms failed due

to website errors. In total, we are able to successfully contact 87 apps through the

contact email or the contact form.

Response by app developers. We contacted these 100 app developers in April

2019 and waited over a month to give them su"cient time to respond to our data

deletion requests. Table 4.2 summarizes our results. Only 52% of the apps (45 out of

87) responded back to our requests while the remaining 48% of apps (42 out of 87) did

not respond. We manually analyze these responses to check whether or not these apps

confirm data deletion. Out of these 45 apps that responded, only 29 acknowledged that

they have deleted our data (or canceled our user account). The remaining 16 apps

either forwarded our requests to relevant persons in their respective organizations,

request additional steps on our part such as removing the account from the app’s
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associated host website, or deny storing any data retrieved through the Facebook

app.

We also continue to monitor emails received from these 87 apps to check

whether they keep using our data despite our deletion request. We receive at least

one email from 49 out of these 87 apps after submission of our data deletion request.

It is noteworthy that 13 of these 49 apps earlier confirmed that they have deleted our

data. Our analysis of contacting developers to request data deletion raises two key

issues.

First, we note that the process to request data deletion is hard to navigate

for a lay user. Facebook currently does not play any active part in the data deletion

process. Facebook completely relies on third-party app developers to fulfill users’ data

deletion requests. Users have to go through a cumbersome process of finding ways to

contact app developers, which typically entails reading a long privacy policy on the

app’s host website to find the contact information. Even when a user is able to success-

fully contact the app developer despite these challenges, our results show that many

apps require significant back-and-forth communication which further complicates this

process for a lay user. We argue that Facebook should (at the very least) mandate

the developers to implement data deletion request callback [14] into their apps. This

would not only provide a user-friendly mechanism for requesting data deletion but

also help Facebook audit compliance of Facebook’s TOS by third-party apps.

Second, we note that the process of contacting Facebook apps is mostly inef-

fective. Our results show that approximately half of the Facebook apps respond back

to our data deletion requests. Out of the apps that respond to our requests, less than

two thirds of them acknowledge that they have deleted user data. Even when the

apps acknowledge that they have deleted user data, there is no way to guarantee that

our data has been actually removed. In fact, we continue to receive emails from 13

apps that earlier confirmed our data has been deleted. We believe that CanaryTrap

can help Facebook detect such cases.

4.5.2 Lack of Enforcement by Facebook

We observe several instances of lack of enforcement of existing Facebook’s

developer policies. Facebook’s TOS require third-party apps to provide a privacy

policy that explains the collection and use of data [25]. Out of the 1,024 Facebook

apps analyzed in our experiments, 6% apps (62 out of 1,024) do not provide a privacy

policy. For the remaining 94% apps that do have a privacy policy, we note that

many apps use cookie-cutter policies that do not comply with Facebook’s TOS. For
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instance, Facebook requires an app’s privacy policy to clearly explain how users can

request the deletion of their data. We find that the privacy policies of many apps do

not provide this information. We argue that Facebook should more strictly enforce

these policies. It is noteworthy that even when apps provide a compliant privacy

policy, Facebook does not have a sound mechanism to check whether the apps are

actually in compliance. Facebook currently relies on certification of TOS compliance

by third-party app developers as well as a mandatory compliance audit of the app’s

infrastructure by Facebook or an independent auditor [25]. However, neither Facebook

can actually verify the authenticity of these certifications of compliance (as shown by

the Cambridge Analytica episode [123]) nor Facebook can mandate a compliance

audit (e.g., [193]) to detect potential violations. We believe that CanaryTrap can

help Facebook detect such violations of its TOS.

4.5.3 Limitations and Future Extensions

Random emails. Due to the low cost of mass email spam, spammers send emails to

email servers randomly by creating arbitrary email addresses [177,209]. It is possible

that a spammer may end up sending an email to one of the honeytokens used by

CanaryTrap. To avoid incorrect misuse detection in this case, our email server tries

to exclude such emails by using a catch-all email account [59]. Specifically, our catch-

all email account receives all emails sent to incorrect email addresses on the email

server that do not exist. This catch-all email account acts as a control account to

eliminate such random emails from spammers. Note that our catch-all email account

did not receive any spam during our experiments.

Use of other email service providers. Using our custom domain for creating email

accounts may result in false negatives. First, it is possible that the attacker may not

be interested in our honeytoken (that uses our custom domain) due to its lack of

established reputation. Second, an attacker aware of CanaryTrap’s deployment may

try to detect and exclude the honeytoken email addresses of domains that are known

to deploy CanaryTrap. We argue that partnerships with popular email providers can

address these issues.

Other honeytokens and monitoring channels. We acknowledge that our imple-

mentation of CanaryTrap would not detect misuse of data shared with third-party

apps if their behavior is not observable through the honeytoken and monitoring chan-

nels that are currently used. CanaryTrap’s current implementation is limited to email

address as the honeytoken and two monitoring channels (received emails and Face-

book’s ad transparency tool). Future improvements to CanaryTrap should explore us-
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ing other honeytokens and monitoring channels. First, CanaryTrap can be extended

to use other profile attributes such as location, gender, and date of birth as hon-

eytokens. However, it is challenging to detect the misuse of these attributes due to

a lack of sound monitoring channels. Second, CanaryTrap can be extended to use

other monitoring channels to detect misuse of honeytokens. For example, Canary-

Trap’s existing monitoring channels cannot detect the misuse when an attacker uses

a honeytoken as an identifier to link with other data sources. One example of such an

attacker could be data brokers who typically gather information on unique identifiers

including email addresses from various sources such as trackers, advertisers, or other

partners. Future work can consider periodically querying data broker APIs [4,15] as a

monitoring channel. We could not use data brokers in our experiments because most

of them have proprietary APIs that are not openly available to researchers.

Scaling CanaryTrap. We can reduce the number of required honeytokens by using

higher-dimensional tensor frameworks. As discussed earlier, a 1-dimensional (array)

framework requiresN honeytokens while a 2-dimensional (matrix) framework requires

2" 2
#
N honeytokens to monitor N apps. Likewise, an n-dimensional framework would

require only n" n
#
N honeytokens to monitor N apps. Thus, as we increase dimensions

from 1 to 2 to monitor N = 1, 000, 000 apps, we can reduce honeytokens from N =

1, 000, 000 to 2" 2
#
N = 2, 000. However, there is a trade-o! between scalability (i.e.,

reducing the number of honeytokens) and accuracy (i.e., false negatives due to the

non-deterministic app behavior discussed in Section 4.4.4).

We denote the probability that a honeytoken shared with an app does not

receive a target email due to the non-deterministic behavior as P (hti). Let’s assume

an arbitrary probability P (hti) = #. In the case of a 1-dimensional framework, we

share one honeytoken with an app. Hence, the probability that we do not receive the

target email on the shared honeytoken due to the non-deterministic behavior will be

#. In the case of an n-dimensional framework, we share exactly n honeytokens with

an app. Assuming independence, the probability that we do not receive an email on

one of the n honeytokens will be [P (ht1) % P (ht2) % ... % P (htn)] = 1 & (1 & #)n.

Since we cannot attribute the target email to its app if any of the n honeytokens do

not receive the email, the probability of unattributed apps using an n-dimensional

framework will be 1& (1& #)n. Thus, the probability of unattributed apps increases

at higher dimensions.

Data misuse on other platforms. CanaryTrap can be adapted to detect misuse

of data shared with third-party apps on other social networking platforms such as

Twitter [17], Instagram [37], and Snapchat [53] as well as other online platforms that
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support third-party apps [30, 33]. It is noteworthy that the underlying methodology

of CanaryTrap remains the same to monitor apps on other platforms. We only need

to modify some parts of CanaryTrap’s existing implementation while we can still

reuse various parts. For example, CanaryTrap can be adapted to monitor third-party

apps on Twitter by modifying the existing implementation to associate a honeytoken

to a Twitter account instead of a Facebook account and the automation of host

websites to install twitter apps instead of Facebook apps. We can reuse the existing

infrastructure to monitor apps once the honeytoken has been shared with a third-

party app. For example, we can continue using our email server to monitor data

misuse through received emails. Nonetheless, the feasibility of reusing a monitoring

channel may vary. For example, the ad transparency tool is available on Facebook

but not on Twitter.

4.6 Conclusion

Third-party apps on online social networks with access to users’ personal in-

formation pose a serious privacy threat. A slew of recent high-profile scandals demon-

strate that third-party apps are being exploited to harvest and misuse data of millions

of users. We presented CanaryTrap to help independent watchdogs detect misuse of

data shared with third-party apps without needing cooperation from online social

networks. Our deployment of CanaryTrap uncovered several cases of misuse of data

shared with third-party apps on Facebook including ransomware, spam, and targeted

advertising. Our results also demonstrated that Facebook does not fully enforce its

TOS as many apps do not disclose their data sharing practices or honor data deletion

requests by users. A larger-scale longitudinal deployment of CanaryTrap can poten-

tially uncover previously undetected cases of misuse of data shared with third-party

apps on Facebook as well as other online social networking platforms.

Last but not least, we discuss the ethical considerations associated with our

study. We did not seek the consent from Facebook or the third-party apps moni-

tored in our study because it could potentially threaten the validity of our findings.

The small number of Facebook accounts and automated crawlers used in our study

posed only modest overheads for Facebook and third-party app developers. We be-

lieve that any potential harms from our study are outweighed by the concrete benefits

to Facebook and the general public. To foster follow up research on privacy issues

of third-party apps on online social networks, the code and data of CanaryTrap is

available at github.com/shehrozef/CanaryTrap/.
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CHAPTER 5

UNDERSTANDING INCENTIVIZED MOBILE APP INSTALLS ON

GOOGLE PLAY STORE

5.1 Introduction

Popular app stores such as the Google Play Store and the Apple App Store list

over 2 million mobile apps [128, 216]. The proliferation of mobile apps has increased

the competition among app developers to improve the “visibility” of their apps in app

stores’ searches and top charts to acquire new users. Creating and retaining a solid

user base is critical for maximizing the revenue of mobile apps, mostly through in-

app advertising or in-app purchases [11,20].1 Furthermore, popular mobile apps with

strong user engagement metrics (e.g. install counts, daily active users) and revenue

will also be in a better position to attract funding from venture capitalists (VCs)

[18, 144,228].

Developers spent more than 14 billion dollars in 2019 on various types of ad-

vertising campaigns for promoting mobile app installs [199]. Oftentimes, this is done

through traditional advertising-based models [85]. Another type of advertising is “in-

centivized” mobile app install campaigns, where users install an advertised mobile app

and perform in-app tasks in exchange for monetary (e.g. gift card, PayPal balance)

or non-monetary (e.g. in-app points or virtual currency) rewards [243]. Mobile app

developers pay incentivized install platforms (or IIPs) to advertise an incentivized

install o!er, which is distributed to end users through a network of “a"liate” apps.

These incentivized install campaigns are orders of magnitude cheaper in comparison

to regular, non-incentivized mobile app install campaigns — on average, a mobile app

install through incentivized advertising costs around $0.06 (as we show later in the

paper), as opposed to $1.22 for non-incentivized installations [42].

The incentivized install ecosystem is highly sophisticated and opaque. Incen-

tivized installs have a poor reputation since users (potentially “crowd workers”) are

likely performing actions for a monetary reward rather than based on a genuine in-

terest in an app. Furthermore, the ability to allocate specific in-app tasks to users

(e.g. creating an account, completing a level of a game, performing in-app purchases)

through incentivized install campaigns enables e"cient manipulation of targeted user

1Google Play Store and Apple App Store had an estimated revenue of 83 billion dollars
in 2019 [195].
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engagement metrics (e.g. number of active users, user session lengths) and revenues.

These inflated user engagement metrics can help apps manipulate app store metrics

(install counts, visibility), which might lead to potential violations of app store poli-

cies [7,56]. In fact, app developers might abuse these schemes to deceitfully monetize

through in-app advertising or obtain VC funding based on inflated user engagement

or revenue metrics. It is noteworthy that incentivized installs are banned by the Ap-

ple App Store and discouraged by the Google Play Store. Note that the Google Play

Store allows their use as long as they are not used to manipulate app store metrics

(e.g. install counts, visibility) [167]. As a result, IIPs often do not support the Apple

App Store, but potentially generate millions of USD in revenue on the Google Play

Store [29, 77].

It can be challenging for app stores to detect incentivized installs since these

installs and user actions resemble that of authentic organic users [197]. Prior work

[102, 112, 181–183, 242] has studied manipulation of app store metrics on the Google

Play Store, focusing primarily on detecting installs driven by automation or by low-

cost labor recruited outside of the app store. However, to the best of our knowledge,

there has been no systematic investigation of incentivized installs. As a result, we

lack a good understanding of the incentivized install ecosystem and the e!ectiveness

of these campaigns to manipulate user engagement metrics. More importantly, it is

unclear whether or not existing app store defenses are able to detect the manipulation

of app store metrics (e.g. install counts, visibility).

To fill this gap, this paper studies the ecosystem of incentivized installs, its

prevalence, and its potential impact. We narrow our focus on studying the ecosys-

tem of incentivized installs o!ering monetary rewards on the Google Play Store. We

measure the e!ectiveness of these campaigns and shed light on app stores’ existing

defenses [166,167] to detect incentivized installs. First, we perform measurements by

purchasing incentivized installs from multiple IIPs for our purpose-built honey app

that we publish on the Google Play Store. This allows us to understand the behavior

and e!ectiveness of incentivized installs through the lens of mobile app developers

and to evaluate existing enforcement by Google Play Store. Then, we perform lon-

gitudinal measurements to monitor incentivized install campaigns of mobile apps on

IIPs over a period of three months, at scale. This complementary perspective allows

us to characterize incentivized install campaigns of advertised mobile apps, and to

understand the potential benefits of running these campaigns.

The main contributions of our study are the following:
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1. Our measurements suggest that most of the users are crowd workers installing

apps advertised on IIPs to earn money. The results suggest a lack of enforcement

from the Google Play Store to detect these practices since our purchased installs

increased the total install count of our honey app on the Google Play Store from

0 to over 1,000.

2. Through longitudinal measurements, we identify campaigns of 922 apps that

advertised a variety of incentivized install o!ers. We find that more than half

of these o!ers require users to perform in-app tasks targeting manipulation of

a wide variety of user engagement metrics (e.g. install counts, increase user

session lengths) and revenues. These behaviors seem to contradict Google Play

Store’s policies.

3. Our results show that there is a correlation between apps advertised on IIPs and

the improvement of app store metrics on the Google Play Store. In comparison

to a baseline dataset of regular Android apps, apps advertised on IIPs show

up to 8" increase in install counts and appear in top charts up to 2" more

frequently. Our results also demonstrate that there is a correlation between

advertising apps on IIPs and developers of advertised apps raising funding:

apps advertised on IIPs tend to raise funding up to 2" more frequently.

4. Finally, we find that artificial in-app activity generated through incentivized

install campaigns provides opportunities to developers of mobile apps to arti-

ficially increase gross revenue through arbitrage and advertising. For example,

more than 60% of apps requiring users to perform in-app tasks integrate 5 or

more advertising libraries.

Our results show that IIPs can have negative e!ects on the app store and

beyond (e.g. deceitfully raise funding and erode consumer trust) due to their ability

to manipulate user engagement metrics and revenue. In fact, some IIPs even openly

advertise services that seem to violate Google Play Store’s policies. Our study moti-

vates the need for stricter policies against IIPs, similar to those implemented in the

Apple App Store [101,191]. Our measurement methodology to monitor IIPs can also

be leveraged by the Google Play Store to identify potential policy violations.

5.2 Incentivized Installs

In this section, we explain the ecosystem behind incentivized install campaigns

and its dynamics. The ecosystem of incentivized mobile app installs involves devel-
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Figure 5.1. Workflow of an incentivized install campaign. An app developer runs an in-
centivized install campaign by paying an IIP to advertise an o"er which is then distributed
through an a!liate app where users browse o"ers and select an o"er to work on. Once a
user completes an o"er (and completion has been certified by a third-party mediator), the
payment is disbursed to all the stakeholders.

Figure 5.2. Screenshot of RankApp showing how they publicly advertise improvement of
app’s rank on Google Play Store as a service.

opers, incentivized install platforms (IIPs), a"liate apps, users, and third-party me-

diators. Figure 5.1 describes the flow of the o!er and money in an incentivized install

campaign, highlighting the role of di!erent stakeholders.

5.2.1 Stakeholders

App developer. A mobile app developer (or a third-party like marketing companies

hired to improve the usage metrics of an app) runs an incentivized install campaign

by paying an IIP (e.g. fyber.com, ayetstudios.com, offertoro.com) to advertise

an o!er. The o!er contains app details (name and app store URL), a payout, and

a description of actions (e.g. “Install and Register,” “Install and Reach level 10”)

that a user must perform to complete the o!er. This o!er is then distributed through

a"liate apps, where users browse o!ers and select an o!er to work on. Once a user
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completes an o!er and the o!er completion is certified by a third-party mediator, the

payment is disbursed to all the stakeholders.

Incentivized Install Platforms (IIPs). IIPs provide an easy and organized way

for app developers to manage and run their incentivized advertising campaigns. An

IIP aggregates o!ers from developers in the form of an o!er wall. These o!ers are

then advertised to a network of a"liate apps that integrate the o!er wall of the IIP.

IIPs allow developers to scale their incentivized advertising campaigns by providing

access to users from di!erent a"liate apps and third-party mediation services. From

the point of view of developers, there is a spectrum of IIPs depending on their review

process, required monetary commitments, and level of compliance with app store

policies.

On one end, we find vetted IIPs (e.g. fyber.com, offertoro.com, hang

myads.com) that have a stringent review process to vet developers. In most cases,

they require developers to provide extensive documentation (e.g. valid TAX id, bank

account) and make significant upfront monetary commitments (sometimes as high as

thousands of dollars). As a result, we expect vetted IIPs to be used predominantly

by more established developers who can fulfill these requirements. Moreover, vetted

IIPs tend to stay compliant with app store policies.

On the other end, we find unvetted IIPs (e.g. rankapp.org, mopeak.com, cp

imobile.com) that usually do not have a review process to vet developers. The barrier

to entry is comparatively low since no documentation is required and a developer can

pay as little as 20 dollars to start a campaign. Moreover, unvetted IIPs appear to put

less emphasis on compliance with app store policies. For example, RankApp publicly

advertises that their incentivized install campaigns can help an app improve its rank

in Google Play Store (see Figure 5.2). This may be in violation of Google Play Store’s

policy against manipulation of app store metrics [56].

We are able to easily identify several operational IIPs by querying Google

search with relevant keywords (e.g. “incentivized installs” and “mobile o!er walls”)

and by investigating relevant discussion threads on Reddit and Quora. By reviewing

the websites of seven IIPs (that we later study in Section 5.4) and also attempting to

register as a developer with these IIPs, we are able to classify them as “vetted” and

“unvetted” as shown in Table 5.1 following the previous definitions.

A!liate Apps. IIPs typically rely on multiple a"liate apps for disseminating ad-

vertised o!ers at scale. An a"liate app signs up with one or more IIPs to integrate

their o!er walls through a purpose-specific SDK. This enables the users of the a"liate

app to access the o!ers listed in di!erent o!er walls. After a user completes an o!er
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IIP Type Home URL
Fyber Vetted fyber.com
O"erToro Vetted o"ertoro.com
AdscendMedia Vetted adscendmedia.com
HangMyAds Vetted hangmyads.com
AdGem Vetted adgem.com
ayeT-Studios Unvetted ayetstudios.com
RankApp Unvetted rankapp.org

Table 5.1. Characterization of di"erent IIPs identified in our study by reviewing their
websites and attempting to register with them as a developer.

listed in the o!er wall, the IIP keeps a fraction of the payout and releases the re-

maining payout to the a"liate app which, in turn, keeps a fraction of the payout and

releases the remaining payout to the user. A"liate apps o!er either non-monetary

awards (e.g., advertising these o!ers as a means to advance in the game) or monetary

incentives (e.g., gift cards) to their users for completing these o!ers. We primarily fo-

cus on a"liate apps that o!er monetary incentives in our study. As we discuss next,

disbursement of the payout depends on certification by a third-party mediator.

Third-party Mediator. A third-party mediator (or attribution service) [244] is an

entity trusted both by the developer and the IIP.2 The advertised app integrates a

purpose-specific SDK of a third-party mediator (e.g. appsflyer.com, kochava.com,

adjust.com) to track o!er completion. Many of these services also o!er analytics and

anti-fraud products. This mediator charges the developer either a fixed amount or a

per-user rate. For instance, appsflyer.com charges 0.03 USD/user.

5.2.2 O"er Types

We divide o!ers in two categories based on the set of actions required from a

user to complete an o!er.

• No activity o!ers require users to only install and open the advertised app (e.g.

“Install and Launch”). This type of incentivized installs can help an app devel-

oper to manipulate app store metrics (e.g. install counts, visibility). However,

no activity o!ers are unlikely to manipulate other user engagement metrics (e.g.

average user session length) because a user who only installs the app and opens

2Some IIPs also o"er attribution services to track o"er completion. However, developers
may opt for third-party mediators to reduce the risk of fraud.
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it once (as required by the task) does not contribute to an increase in session

length (discussed in Section 5.3).

• Activity o!ers require users to perform additional in-app tasks in the adver-

tised app after installation. These tasks allow developers to manipulate addi-

tional user engagement metrics and require a non-trivial amount of time and

e!ort from users. A developer can create activity install o!ers to inflate the

number of registered users (e.g. “Install and Register”), user session lengths

(e.g. “Install and Reach Level 10”), and revenue (e.g. “Install and make a $4.99
in-app purchase”). These actions result in artificially generated user engage-

ment that could lead to monetization opportunities (discussed in Section 5.4).

For instance, requiring users to spend a longer amount of time in the app al-

lows monetization through in-app advertising and increases the metrics related

to user session length. Likewise, inflated user engagement metrics (e.g. active

users) might help developers raise funding from VCs.

5.3 Measurements of Incentivized Install Platforms

In this section, we study IIPs by purchasing incentivized installs from them.

These measurements not only allow us to get the first-hand experience of IIPs as a

mobile developer but also help us measure the quality of installs (e.g. user engagement

and retention). Finally, these measurements also shed light on Google Play’s existing

enforcement to detect these incentivized installs. Next, we discuss our purpose-built

honey app designed to purchase incentivized installs from IIPs.

5.3.1 Honey Mobile App

We customize an open-source “voice memos saving” Android app and publish

it on the Google Play Store to serve as our honey app. We add instrumentation to

upload metadata to our server. Specifically, our honey app collects information about

user in-app activity (e.g. clicks on voice memo record button) and device information

(e.g. list of other installed apps, device build,3 WiFi SSIDs, the /24 block of the public

IPv4 address, and signals to identify whether the device is rooted4). This information

is uploaded to our server whenever the user opens our honey app or clicks the voice

3We look for strings (e.g. generic, genymotion) to detect emulators.

4We use the open source library RootBeer [48].
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memo record button. This information helps us measure user engagement and char-

acteristics of users who install our honey app. We complement our information with

the analytics provided by Google Play Store’s developer console.

Ethics. We received approval from our Institutional Review Board (IRB) before

conducting experiments using our honey app. In our experiment, we try to adhere to

the proposed guidelines in the Menlo report [86]. However, we note that obtaining

direct consent from users would not have been feasible since it can influence user

actions and findings. Nevertheless, we provide a clear privacy policy to inform users

of the nature and purpose of our data collection. We do not collect device information

that might uniquely identify users (e.g. we do not collect the IMEI/IMSI of the mobile

device, and we drop the last octet of the IPv4 address). While we do collect the wireless

network’s SSID, which can be considered personal data, we only store a hashed value.

This is enough for our purpose of identifying whether several phones are connected to

the same network. We acknowledge that while the collection of installed packages in

user devices can have privacy risks, it allows us to identify a"liate apps that integrate

IIPs (as we discuss later in Section 5.4) and further understand users’ objectives. We

also take security measures to protect the collected data, and communication with

our server happens over encrypted channels. We only use the collected data for the

purpose of our research. We also received approval from our institution to pay for

IIPs and share billing information (e.g. tax ID) when hiring the services of vetted

IIPs.

5.3.2 Measuring the Install Campaigns

We arbitrarily pick one vetted (Fyber) and two unvetted (ayeT-Studios and

RankApp) IIPs (from Table 5.1) and purchase 500 no activity installs for our honey

app. Our incentivized install campaigns across these three IIPs are spread over time

such that no two campaigns deliver installs at the same time. We use analytics pro-

vided by Google Play Store’s developer console [57] to measure the delivery of installs

by each IIP. Note that we use Google Play Store’s developer console to verify that we

do not receive any organic installs (i.e. installs from app store search or top charts)

during our incentivized install campaigns. Thus, we can confidently attribute installs

received during each campaign to its respective IIP.

We combine the information collected by our honey app with analytics from

Google Play Store’s developer console to analyze user acquisition and user engage-

ment:
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• User acquisition: Our honey app received a total of 1,679 installs, includ-

ing 626 from Fyber, 550 from ayeT-Studios, and 503 from RankApp based on

Google Play Store’s developer console analytics. The completion time of the

campaigns varies between IIPs. While Fyber and ayeT-Studios are able to de-

liver all the installs within two hours of the campaign launch, RankApp takes

more than 24 hours to deliver all the installs. The number of installs for Fyber

and ayeT-Studios recorded by our server match Google Play’s developer console

analytics. However, our server is missing telemetry from 45% (226 out of 503)

of the installs purchased from RankApp. This indicates that a large fraction

of RankApp users likely did not open the app since our server will not receive

telemetry data from an install unless the app is opened.

• User engagement: We analyze user engagement beyond the completion of

our advertised o!er that only required users to install and open the app to

earn the reward. Specifically, we measure how many users click on the voice

memo record button (i.e. the only functionality in the app). Overall, we observe

extremely low engagement. In general, less than half of the users clicked on the

recording button. When looking at user engagement across IIPs, we observe

lower engagement in RankApp users: 6% of RankApp users clicked on the record

button vs. 44% of Fyber and ayeT-Studios users. Nevertheless, user engagement

quickly fades over time. One day after installation, only a handful of users (4

Fyber, 2 RankApp, 1 ayeT-Studios) clicked the record button.

Our analysis shows that most of the users who install our honey app do the

bare minimum e!ort to complete the o!er. This rea"rms our initial hypothesis that

most users are likely not genuinely interested in the apps advertised in the o!er walls

of IIPs. Instead, the majority seem to install the honey app to receive the incentive

(payout).

Incentivized Users.Users who install our honey app could be bots who are installing

advertised apps from the o!er walls in an automated way (similar to click fraud [129]).

We find that some of our installs show signs of automation. Our honey app is installed

4 times on an emulator (2 from RankApp and 2 from Fyber) and 7 of the devices that

install our honey app (2 from Fyber, 4 from ayeT-Studios, 1 from RankApp) connect

from ASNs of popular cloud services (e.g. Digital Ocean) when eyeball ASNs would

be expected. We also find cases where users seem to deploy device farms [143] with

presumably rooted devices to scale their operations for earning money. For example,

we record 20 installs from di!erent devices behind the same /24 block. 18 out of these

20 installs are from rooted phones that also share the same WiFi SSID.
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We also analyze 17,454 apps that are installed on the devices of potentially

real users who installed our honey app to identify their objectives. The most popular

apps among the users of all three IIPs include several a"liate apps that integrate

o!er walls from IIPs. The most popular a"liate app among the users of RankApp is

eu.gcashapp (37% users), ayeT-Studios is com.ayet.cashpirate (20% users), and

Fyber is proxima.makemoney.android (9% users). Our manual analysis shows that

the names of many apps contain keywords such as “money”, “reward”, or “cash”.

We find that a large fraction of RankApp (98%), ayeT-Studios (72%), and Fyber

(42%) users have installed at least one a"liate app that contains such keywords. This

indicates that most of the users are likely semi-professional crowd workers who seek to

earn money through these schemes. As we discuss later, we instrument a set of these

a"liate apps to identify other mobile apps that run incentivized install campaigns on

IIPs.

Note that we do not purchase installs from more IIPs due to our limited

budget. Thus, our results may lack completeness. Nevertheless, our selection contains

at least one IIP from the vetted and unvetted categories to reflect the dynamics of

both types of IIPs in our results.

Takeaway. Our measurements of installs provided by three IIPs suggest that many of

the users were likely not genuinely interested in our app and were rather crowd workers

installing apps advertised on IIPs to earn money. These installs did increase the public

install count of our honey app from 0 to 1,000, which indicates that they are e!ective

for manipulating an app’s Google Play Store install count metric. This demonstrates

a lack of enforcement by Google Play Store to detect incentivized installs.

5.4 Measuring Incentivized Install Campaigns in the Wild

In this section, we study incentivized install campaigns of mobile apps in the

wild.

1. We develop a monitoring infrastructure to find mobile apps running incentivized

install campaigns on IIPs (Section 5.4.1).

2. We characterize incentivized install campaigns across di!erent IIPs in terms of:

(1) how much users are being paid to complete di!erent types of incentivized

o!ers, and (2) which mobile apps are being advertised (Section 5.4.2).

3. We aim to understand how di!erent types of campaigns could benefit devel-

opers in terms of improving (1) user engagement and app store visibility, (2)

monetization, and (3) likelihood to raise funding (Section 5.4.3).
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5.4.1 IIP Monitoring Infrastructure

To study IIPs in the wild, we cannot rely on our honey app because it does

not allow us to monitor incentivized install o!ers for other mobile apps. To this end,

we can either directly sign up with IIPs using a purpose-built honey a"liate app or

instrument real-world a"liate apps. We pick the latter option as it is more scalable:

it allows us to monitor many di!erent IIPs integrated by various a"liate apps. Next,

we explain our approach to identify and instrument real-world a"liate apps.

Instrumentation of A!liate Apps. We instrument a"liate apps to extract o!er

walls of IIPs that are integrated inside these apps. Figure 5.3 shows the two main

components of our instrumentation:

1. We implement a UI fuzzer based on Appium [83] to automate UI interactions

with an a"liate app on an Android phone. This allows us to milk the a"liate

apps without any human in the loop. We note that each a"liate app may

have multiple o!er walls that are organized in separate tabs. Our UI fuzzer

sequentially opens all of the tabs to load the o!er walls and then it scrolls

through the o!er wall to make sure that all the o!ers are loaded.

2. We intercept the network tra"c generated by o!er walls on the Android phone

by configuring a mitmproxy [162] proxy server.5 Specifically, we parse the HTTP

responses that are intercepted by the mitmproxy as a result of the stimuli gen-

erated by our UI fuzzer when loading an o!er wall. These responses typically

include o!er details in JSON format containing o!er description, payout, and

the advertised app’s Google Play Store profile.

From the list of a"liate apps identified in Section 5.3, we select 8 a"liate

apps that are available on Google Play Store and are fairly popular. Using the above

methodology, we instrument these 8 a"liate apps as listed in Table 5.2. These a"liate

apps have millions of installs, with as many as 10M+ installs for the most popular

app. Note that we do not automate more a"liate apps since it entails significant

engineering e!ort. We acknowledge that our instrumentation of 8 a"liate apps to

monitor IIPs may lack completeness. Nevertheless, we are able to identify advertised

apps from the o!er walls of 7 IIPs integrated inside these 8 a"liate apps. Most of

the instrumented a"liate apps integrate multiple IIPs, with the most popular one

5Note that all o"er walls use TLS encryption in their tra!c. We decrypt this tra!c by
installing a self-signed certificate on the Android phone since none of the o"er walls uses
certificate pinning.
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Figure 5.3. Infrastructure to monitor apps advertised on IIPs.

integrating o!er walls from 4 di!erent IIPs. We note that all of the 8 a"liate apps

integrate at least one o!er wall from vetted IIPs (Fyber, HangMyAds, AdscendMedia,

AdGem, O!erToro), but most (5 out of 8) of them also integrate at least one o!er

wall from unvetted IIPs (ayeT-Studios, RankApp). We further increase our coverage

of apps advertised on the monitored IIPs by running our milkers from the following

eight countries: USA, UK, Spain, Israel, Canada, Germany, India, and Russia using

datacenter VPN proxies o!ered by luminati.io.

Dataset. We use our instrumentation of a"liate apps to monitor IIPs over a period

of three months from March-June 2019. We identify a total of 2,126 o!ers from 922

unique advertised apps that are advertised on 7 IIPs, both vetted and unvetted ser-

vices. We note that o!er payouts use di!erent point systems across di!erent a"liate

apps. We normalize o!er payouts of di!erent a"liate apps by converting their points

to equivalent dollar amounts.6

Overall, we identify a total of 1,128 unique o!er descriptions in these 2,126

o!ers. We manually label o!er descriptions into two o!er types (no activity and ac-

tivity) according to the classification described earlier in Section 5.2. Our manual

analysis of these o!er descriptions further reveals that some activity o!ers are tar-

geting specific user engagement metrics. Hence, we further divide activity o!ers into

three subcategories: (1) Registration if the o!er requires users to register an account,

6By analyzing a!liate apps, we convert these reward points to an equivalent o"er payout
in USD that can be redeemed through gift cards (e.g. PayPal, Amazon) inside the a!liate
app.
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com.mobvantage. 10M+ ! " ! " ! " !
CashForApps
proxima.makemoney 5M+ ! ! " " " " "
.android
proxima.moneyapp 1M+ ! " " " " " "
.android
com.bigcash.app 1M+ " ! " ! " " "
com.ayet.cashpirate 1M+ ! " " " " " !
eu.makemoney 1M+ " ! " " " ! "
com.growrich. 1M+ " ! " " " ! "
makemoney
make.money.easy 100K+ ! ! " " " " !

Table 5.2. List of monitored a!liate apps and the o"er walls of IIPs integrated inside
them. We instrument these eight a!liate apps to find Google Play Store apps advertised on
vetted and unvetted IIPs. RankApp and ayeT-Studios are unvetted IIPs while the remaining
services are vetted IIPs.

O!er Type % of o!ers (N = 2, 126) Average payout
No activity 47% $0.06
Activity 53% $0.52
Activity (Usage) 37% $0.50
Activity (Registration) 11% $0.34
Activity (Purchase) 5% $2.98

Table 5.3. Prevalence of di"erent types of incentivized install o"ers and their average
payouts.

(2) Purchase if the o!er requires users to make in-app purchase, and (3) Usage if the

o!er requires users to perform any other action.

5.4.2 Characterizing Incentivized Install O"ers

We analyze o!ers and advertised mobile apps across di!erent vetted and un-

vetted IIPs.
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IIP Number Number Number Number Median Median Age
Name of of of of Minimum of Apps

Apps Devs. Countries Genres Installs (Days)
RankApp 152 114 39 20 100 33

ayeT-Studios 392 351 44 51 1K 70
Fyber 378 319 40 36 1M 777

AdscendMedia 104 79 27 21 500K 722
AdGem 28 27 15 8 500K 854

HangMyAds 27 27 17 9 1M 699
O!erToro 140 131 34 19 500K 557

Table 5.4. Summary of Google Play Store’s metadata and o"er’s metadata of apps identi-
fied on vetted and unvetted IIPs. Mobile apps from a wide variety of app genres advertised
on several IIPs are published on Google Play Store by hundreds of developers based in
di"erent countries. We also note that less-established (newer, less popular) apps are more
likely to run no activity incentivized install campaigns and use unvetted IIPs rather than
vetted IIPs presumably because of their higher barrier of entry.

O"er Types and Payouts. Table 5.3 reports the presence of di!erent types of

incentivized install o!ers and their average payouts. We observe that activity o!ers

are slightly more popular than no activity o!ers. 53% are activity o!ers while 47% are

no activity o!ers. We observe that the average payout of activity o!ers is 9" higher

than that of no activity o!ers. We further observe di!erences among the payouts of

the subcategories of activity o!ers. The average payout of purchase o!ers is 9" and 6"
higher than that of registration and usage o!ers, respectively. This is not surprising

because users have to put in more e!ort and even spend money (to make in-app

purchases) for completing activity o!ers. We conclude that manipulating advanced

engagement metrics through activity o!ers is generally much more expensive than

manipulating simple install counts through no activity o!ers.

Table 5.4 shows that there are di!erences in o!er payouts across vetted and

unvetted IIPs. The lower payouts in unvetted IIPs are because developers mostly ad-

vertise no activity o!ers on unvetted IIPs. Specifically, one unvetted IIP (RankApp)

has no activity o!ers and an average payout of $0.02, and the other unvetted IIP

(ayeT-Studios) has only 29% activity o!ers and an average payout of $0.05. In con-

trast, vetted IIPs advertise much more activity o!ers with higher payouts. These

findings show that incentivized install campaigns on vetted IIPs are more interested

in manipulating advanced engagement metrics.

Advertised Apps and Developers. Next, we compare advertised mobile apps and

their developers across vetted and unvetted IIPs. Table 5.4 lists some basic statistics
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of advertised mobile apps and their developers by crawling their Google Play Store’s

profile to collect metadata such as their install counts (Google reports installs in bins

of a lower-bound “minimum” number of installs), release date, genre, and developer

details (e.g. company name, websites, mailing address, developer ID). We note that

mobile apps from a wide variety of app genres advertised in several IIPs are pub-

lished on Google Play Store by hundreds of developers based in di!erent countries.7

As an example of unvetted IIPs, 392 apps of 51 genres advertised on ayeT-Studios

are published on Google Play Store by 351 developers based in 44 countries. As an

example of vetted IIPs, 378 apps of 36 genres advertised on Fyber are published on

Google Play Store by 319 developers based in 40 countries. It is noteworthy that some

of the popular apps are from mainstream developers. For example, we identify “Ap-

ple Music” from Apple and “LinkedIn: Job Search & Business News” from LinkedIn

on vetted IIPs. Similarly, we identify “TikTok - Make Your Day” from TikTok and

“Fiverr - Freelance Services” from Fiverr on unvetted IIPs. It is unclear whether these

developers are purchasing incentivized installs themselves or if they are potentially

deceived by third parties (e.g., marketing companies) or IIPs, which run incentivized

installs to fulfill regular mobile app install advertising campaigns [199] (as we discuss

later in Section 5.5).

Table 5.4 shows that there are significant di!erences in the age of the apps8

and the popularity of apps advertised on vetted and unvetted IIPs. For example,

the median install count of apps advertised on both unvetted IIPs is 100 and 1,000,

respectively, while it ranges between 500,000 and 1,000,000 for vetted IIPs. As another

example, the median age of apps advertised on both unvetted IIPs is 33 and 70 days,

respectively, while it ranges between 557 and 854 days for vetted IIPs. Overall, we

conclude that less-established (e.g., newer or less popular) apps are more likely to

use unvetted IIPs rather than vetted IIPs presumably because of their higher barrier

of entry. Next, we show how well-established apps di!erently benefit from running

activity campaigns on vetted IIPs as compared to less-established apps that generally

run no activity campaigns on unvetted IIPs.

7Note that we uniquely identify a developer using the developer’s ID and identify the
developer’s country by parsing their mailing addresses from their app’s Google Play Store
profile. Unique apps are identified by their package name.

8We measure the age of an app by computing the di"erence between the start of the
advertised app’s campaign date and the date in which the app was released on the Google
Play Store.
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Figure 5.4. Install counts of the baseline apps.

5.4.3 Impact of Incentivized Install Campaigns

In this section, we study how developers benefit from di!erent types of in-

centivized campaigns on vetted and unvetted IIPs. First, we measure the impact of

incentivized installs on app store metrics. Second, we analyze how some developers

monetize di!erent types of activity o!ers in their incentivized campaigns. Finally,

we study whether incentivized installs might help developers raise funding. Note that

some confounding factors (e.g. non-incentivized installs) may have an e!ect on the ad-

vertised apps to improve app store metrics or raise funding. To mitigate the impact of

such factors, we compare the set of apps running incentivized install campaigns with

a set of 300 baseline apps published on Google Play. Our baseline apps are sampled

from the set of apps commonly used by Lumen users [187], a crowd-sourced privacy

tool. Figure 5.4 shows that our baseline contains a comprehensive set of apps of all

types of popularity ranging from less than 1K installs to over 1000M installs. Note

that our sample of baseline apps has no overlap with the apps advertised on IIPs that

are identified in our study. We also use the chi-squared test of independence [158] to

determine whether there is a statistically significant di!erence in improved app store

metrics and fund raising between apps observed in incentivized install campaigns,

and those in the baseline. We acknowledge that any correlation we might find in this

section does not necessarily imply causation because there could be other confounding

factors beyond our purview (e.g., non-incentivized install campaigns).

5.4.3.1 Impact on App Store Metrics

We analyze whether incentivized install campaigns from vetted and unvetted

IIPs may be able to manipulate app store metrics. To this end, we crawl Google

Play Store profiles of apps to collect their install counts. We also crawl Google Play

Store “top charts” that list trending apps (e.g. top gaming apps, top grossing apps).
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We periodically collect this data every other day from March 2019 to June 2019.

This allows us to measure how IIP campaigns on vetted and unvetted IIPs help apps

increase their install counts and visibility on Google Play Store.

Increase in Install Counts. For this analysis, we compare the increase in install

counts of apps advertised on vetted and unvetted IIPs with our set of baseline apps.

Specifically, we check whether or not an app’s install count increases by the end

of the incentivized install campaign as compared to the start of the campaign. For

a fair comparison, we monitor install counts for baseline apps over the duration of

25 days – which is the average incentivized install campaign duration. Table 5.5

compares the number of apps from vetted IIPs, unvetted IIPs, and baseline that

increased their install counts. To determine whether incentivized install campaigns

significantly impact the increase in install counts, we use the chi-squared test of

independence [10, 158]. We conduct two separate tests, “vetted vs. baseline” and

“unvetted vs. baseline” to compare vetted and unvetted IIPs with the baseline. Our

null and alternate hypotheses are:

• Ho: The proportion of apps whose install count increases is independent of

incentivized install campaigns.

• Ha: The proportion of apps whose install count increases is associated with

incentivized install campaigns.

For vetted vs. baseline, $2 = 26.0 and p = 3.378e!7. For unvetted vs baseline,

$2 = 39.9 and p = 0.000. Thus, we are able to reject the null hypothesis for both

tests at the significance level of 0.05. We conclude that there is a correlation between

apps advertised on vetted and unvetted IIPs and an increase in the install counts of

advertised apps. Comparing vetted and unvetted IIPs, we note that the likelihood of

an increase in install counts (with respect to the baseline) for vetted IIPs is 6" while

it is 8" for unvetted IIPs. These findings seem counter-intuitive since apps using

unvetted IIPs, despite cheaper o!er payouts as shown in Table 5.4, are benefiting

more than vetted IIPs. Nevertheless, as we discuss next, apps that use vetted services

benefit in di!erent ways, other than simply increasing their install counts.

Appearance in Top Charts. For this analysis, we compare top chart appearances

– i.e. their app store visibility – of apps advertised on vetted and unvetted IIPs with

our set of baseline apps. We check whether or not an app appears in the top charts

by the end of their install campaign (i.e. the last day we observe them in our crawl).

To minimize bias, we exclude advertised apps that already appeared in top charts

before the start of their campaign (i.e. the first day we observe them in our crawl)
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App Set No Increase Increase
Baseline (N = 300) 294 (98%) 6 (2%)
Vetted (N = 492) 431 (88%) 61 (12%)

Unvetted (N = 538) 450 (84%) 88 (16%)

Table 5.5. Comparing apps that increased install counts from vetted and unvetted IIPs
with baseline apps. Through the chi-squared test of independence, we find that there is
indeed a correlation between apps advertised on both vetted and unvetted IIPs and an
increase in the install counts of advertised apps.

App Set Not Present Present
Baseline (N = 261) 253 (96.9%) 8 (3.1%)
Vetted (N = 320) 296 (92.5%) 24 (7.5%)

Unvetted (N = 484) 472 (97.5%) 12 (2.5%)

Table 5.6. Comparing the appearance of advertised apps from vetted and unvetted IIPs
with baseline apps in top charts. Through the chi-squared test of independence, we find
that there is a correlation between apps advertised on vetted IIPs and the appearance of
an app in the top chart.

and baseline apps that appeared in top charts at the start of our crawls. After this

filtering, we are left with 320 apps from vetted IIPs, 484 apps from unvetted IIPs, and

(a) com.mmm.trebelmusic (b) com.camelgames.wof

Figure 5.5. Case studies of the appearance of advertised apps in top charts during their
campaign. The yellow line indicates the start of the campaign and the black line indicates
the end of the campaign. Each red cross indicates the days when an app is not observed in
a particular chart and each green dot indicates the days when an app has appeared. Y-axis
shows the percentile rank of an app.
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261 baseline apps. For a fair comparison, we again monitor visibility for the baseline

apps over the duration of 25 days, which is the average incentivized install campaign

duration. Table 5.6 reports the number of these apps from vetted IIPs, unvetted IIPs,

and baseline apps that appeared in top charts. To determine whether incentivized

install campaigns significantly impact app store visibility, we use the chi-squared test

of independence. Our hypotheses are:

• Ho: The proportion of apps that appear in top charts is independent of incen-

tivized install campaigns.

• Ha: The proportion of apps that appear in top charts is associated with incen-

tivized install campaigns.

For vetted vs. baseline, $2 = 5.43 and p = 0.02. For unvetted vs baseline,

$2 = 0.22 and p = 0.64. Thus, we are able to only reject the null hypothesis for the

vetted vs. baseline test at the significance level of 0.05. We conclude that there is

a correlation between apps advertised on vetted IIPs and the appearance of an app

in top charts. Mobile apps advertised on vetted IIPs appear in top charts up to 2"
more frequently in comparison to baseline apps as shown in Table 5.6. However, we

are unable to conclude whether advertising apps on unvetted IIPs a!ects the chances

of appearance in top charts. Vetted IIPs not only help apps increase their install

counts but can also help them appear in top charts. Note that even though developers

generally pay more for activity o!ers on vetted IIPs, it appears worthwhile because

Google Play Store places apps in top charts based on user engagement metrics [174],

which cannot be inflated with no activity o!ers on unvetted IIPs.

To further illustrate this point, we analyze apps that use di!erent types of

activity o!ers as listed in Table 5.3. Figure 5.5 shows the temporal evolution of the

rank of two example apps in the top charts. In Figure 5.5(a), the app “TREBEL -

Free Music Downloads & O#ine Play” starts appearing in the top-games chart af-

ter the start of its incentivized install campaign using registration and usage o!ers.

Specifically, the description of these o!ers is “Install and register” and “Install, reg-

ister, and download a song.” This suggests that manipulation of more targeted user

engagement metrics through registration and usage o!ers can help apps appear in

top charts. In Figure 5.5(b), the app “World on Fire” appears in the top-grossing

chart a few days after the start of its incentivized install campaign using purchase

o!ers. Specifically, the description of one of these purchase o!ers is “Install & Make

any purchase.” This suggests that these purchase o!ers manipulated revenue through

fake purchases, which in turn helped “World on Fire” appear in the “Top Grossing
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Apps” chart. We conclude that inflating user engagement metrics (e.g. time spent in

the app) and revenue through activity o!ers may help apps appear in relevant top

charts. As we discuss next, these activity o!ers also seem to provide monetization

opportunities to developers.

Summary. Our results show di!erences in the e!ectiveness of running incentivized

install campaigns on vetted and unvetted IIPs. While unvetted IIPs seem to be more

e!ective in targeting a primitive engagement metric (i.e. install counts), vetted IIPs

can be more e!ective in manipulating advanced user engagement metrics and app

store visibility. Our results also show that Google Play Store’s detection and filter-

ing systems [166, 167] likely fail to e!ectively enforce their policy against app store

manipulation by incentivized installs [56].

5.4.3.2 Monetization

We discuss how activity o!ers provide di!erent opportunities for monetization

through advertisement and arbitrage.

Advertising. In-app advertising is a popular way to monetize mobile apps [186].

Intuitively, there is a direct relationship between user engagement and revenue earned

from advertisements. Higher user engagement provides developers more opportunities

to show ads, something known as “active eyeballs” in Ad Tech jargon [175]. Many

activity o!ers require users to engage with the app for a long time period by asking

them to complete a series of di"cult tasks such as “Install & Reach level 10”. This

user engagement can be directly monetized by displaying in-app ads to the user. As

a proxy for measuring advertising revenues, we analyze whether apps using activity

o!ers have more capability to monetize through advertising libraries. To this end, we

analyze the number of advertisement libraries embedded in apps. We download APKs

of baseline and advertised apps to perform static analysis9 using LibRadar [152].

Our results show that apps using activity o!ers have more ad libraries than

apps using no activity o!ers. Figure 5.6(a) shows that 60% and 25% of apps with

activity and no activity o!ers, respectively, have 5 or more ad libraries. We find well-

known advertising vendors such as Google AdMob, AppLovin, and ChartBoost. We

also find advertisers that serve the role of IIP (e.g. Fyber). A similar pattern emerges

when comparing vetted, unvetted, and baseline apps. Figure 5.6(b) shows that 55%,

9We note that static analysis may miss some advertising libraries due to code obfusca-
tion and dynamic code loading. Furthermore, we acknowledge that our analysis o"ers an
upper bound on in-app advertising, as the mere presence of an advertising library does not
guarantee that its code will be executed at run-time.
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(a) O"er activity type (b) IIP type

Figure 5.6. Distribution of unique ad libraries across apps

20%, and 35% of vetted, unvetted, and baseline apps, respectively, have 5 or more ad

libraries. This is expected because activity o!ers are more common on vetted IIPs in

comparison to unvetted (as reported in Table 5.3).

Our results indicate two di!erent strategies of incentivized install campaigns.

On one hand, we find that mobile apps advertised on vetted IIPs have more advertise-

ment libraries, giving these apps more opportunities to generate revenue since their

incentivized install campaigns are more likely to advertise activity o!ers. On the other

hand, incentivized install campaigns from unvetted IIPs advertise no activity o!ers

that do not require additional engagement from users and include fewer advertising

libraries.

Arbitrage. We observe that developers can craft activity o!ers in a way that allows

them to monetize through arbitrage. In arbitrage, a developer advertises an activity

o!er that requires users to complete additional tasks within the app such as filling

surveys, watching videos, or even installing other apps (similar to a"liate apps). In

return, the developer earns money through commissions after these o!ers within the

app are completed. One example of arbitrage is the following o!er that advertises an

app “Cash Time - Earn Money - Android”. This activity o!er pays $0.67 to users

for reaching 850 points in the app by completing additional tasks (e.g., watching

videos, completing surveys, shopping for deals) in the app. Unfortunately, we cannot

estimate the revenue earned through arbitrage to understand profitability. However,

even if arbitrage is not profitable, these o!ers would likely enable an app to increase

revenue-based metrics, such as revenue growth.

We manually analyze the descriptions of all activity o!ers and find that 3.9%

of apps (36 out of 922) use arbitrage-based activity o!ers. We observe a higher per-

centage of such o!ers in vetted IIPs as compared to unvetted IIPs. Specifically, 7%

of apps (35 out of 492) from vetted IIPs while only 2% of apps (10 out of 538) from

unvetted IIPs use arbitrage-based activity o!ers. This is again expected because ac-
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tivity o!ers are more common on vetted IIPs in comparison to unvetted (as reported

in Table 5.3).

Summary. Overall, our results show that incentivized install campaigns that adver-

tise activity o!ers have opportunities to monetize through advertising and arbitrage.

It is unclear whether these monetization strategies are su"cient to directly recuper-

ate the cost of their incentivized install campaigns. Next, we explore other indirect

avenues of monetization such as raising funding from venture capitalists.

5.4.3.3 Investor Funding

There is an inherent tension between growth and profitability [70] of mobile

app startups. Many app developers are more interested in strong user growth as

well as bolstering user engagement metrics because, in the long term, they can help

developers raise funding from investors such as venture capitalists (VCs) [18,228]. In

this section, we study whether any of the 922 apps in our dataset are able to raise

funding after launching incentivized install campaigns.

To this end, we use the Crunchbase [12] database that provides us with access

to the list of companies that have raised funding. We download a snapshot of the

Crunchbase database in October 2019 (a few months after our initial data collection).

By searching for developer information from Google Play Store, we match 23% of 922

apps to their developers in the Crunchbase database. Crunchbase provides funding

information such as the name of the funding organization, type of organization (e.g.

angel investor, VC investor), amount of funding, and type of funding (e.g. seed round,

series A, series B). We are able to match 39% of apps (192 out of 492) from vetted

IIPs, 15% of apps (79 out of 538) from unvetted IIPs, and 27% of baseline apps (82

out of 300) in the Crunchbase database. We surmise that mobile apps advertised on

vetted IIPs have a higher percentage of matched developers over unvetted IIPs since

vetted IIPs are used by more established developers (as discussed in Section 5.4.1). In

fact, our manual analysis shows that mobile apps of the unmatched developers from

unvetted IIPs often do not provide useful information in their Google Play Store

profile (e.g. link to their website). Note that the lack of completeness of Crunchbase

database may also result in the exclusion of some unmatched developers. To mitigate

the impact of this limitation, we only compare those advertised apps and baseline

apps that are matched in the Crunchbase database to perform further analysis.

We analyze whether advertising apps on vetted and unvetted IIPs has any

e!ect on the funding raised by them. To this end, we compare the funding raised

by developers whose mobile apps are advertised on vetted and unvetted IIPs with
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baseline apps. Specifically, we check whether or not a mobile app raises funding after

running the incentivized install campaign(s). For comparison, we extract the same

information for our baseline apps. Table 5.7 reports the number of these mobile apps

from vetted IIPs, unvetted IIPs, and from the baseline whose developers are able

to raise funding. To determine whether incentivized install campaigns significantly

impact the funding raised by apps, we again use the chi-squared test of independence.

We conduct two separate tests, “vetted vs. baseline,” and “unvetted vs. baseline,” to

compare vetted and unvetted IIPs. Our hypotheses are:

• Ho: The proportion of apps that raise funding is independent of incentivized

install campaign.

• Ha: The proportion of apps that raise funding is associated with incentivized

install campaign.

For vetted vs. baseline, $2 = 4.7 and p = 0.03. For unvetted vs. baseline,

$2 = 2.8 and p = 0.10. Thus, we are able to only reject the null hypothesis for

the vetted vs. baseline at the significance level of 0.05. We conclude that there is

a correlation between advertising apps on vetted IIPs and developers of advertised

apps raising funding. However, we are unable to conclude whether advertising apps

on unvetted IIPs a!ects the chances of raising funding.

We further compare the o!er types and payout amounts of incentivized install

campaigns for the apps that raise funding versus those that do not. Table 5.8 presents

a breakdown of o!er types and payouts of 30 apps from vetted IIPs that raised

funding after their campaigns. We observe that these apps are roughly equally likely

to advertise activity and no activity o!ers. However, the incentivized install campaigns

of the apps that raised funding have much higher payouts. For example, the average

payout of no activity o!ers advertised by apps that raised funding is twice the average

payout of all o!ers reported in Table 5.3. We surmise that the developers interested

in raising funding need to aggressively acquire new users, and thus are willing to pay

more.

We also look at two case studies of apps that raise VC funding after incen-

tivized install campaigns. First, the Password Manager app by Dashlane raised mul-

tiple rounds of funding after launching incentivized install campaigns. The app was

advertised on Fyber from March 12-27 and then May 7-14 using activity o!ers, which

require users to install the app, create an account, and save at least two passwords

in return for a reward around $0.26-$0.66. Coincidentally, Dashlane raised funding

twice, each time about two weeks after each campaign: $30 million on April 12 [179],
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App Set Funding Raised No Funding Raised
Baseline (N = 82) 5 (6.1%) 77 (93.9%)
Vetted (N = 192) 30 (15.6%) 162 (84.4%)
Unvetted (N = 79) 11 (13.9%) 68 (86.1%)

Table 5.7. Developers of mobile apps raising funding after campaigns using vetted and
unvetted IIPs compared with baseline apps. Through the chi-squared test of independence,
we find that there is a correlation between apps advertised on vetted IIPs and successfully
raising funding after a campaign.

O!er Type Percentage of Apps (N = 30) Average Payout
No activity 67% $0.12
Activity 63% $0.92

Table 5.8. Breakdown of o"er types and payouts of apps advertised on vetted IIPs that
raised funding after their campaign.

and $110 million on May 30 [236]. Second, Droom: Used & New Car, Bike, Insurance,

Loan & RTO, an e-commerce app that sells used and new vehicles, raised series F

funding after appearing on IIPs. The app was advertised on Fyber and AdscendMe-

dia from March 14-June 8 using no activity and activity o!ers, which require users to

install the app and register a new account in return for a reward around $0.02-$0.06.
Droom also raised funding about two weeks after its incentivized install campaign:

Droom raised $10 million on 20th June [215]. These two case studies indicate that

incentivized installs could have misled investors who funded these apps (or the compa-

nies behind them). In the same vein, incentivized install campaigns of the remaining

apps from vetted IIPs could also have misled investors since they also raised funding

after the start of their incentivized install campaigns.

Next, we study developers matched with the Crunchbase database that are

public companies [99]. Public companies generally report their user growth and en-

gagement metrics on a quarterly basis. These metrics often play an important role

in stock price targets from analysts and eventual stock price movements [121]. Thus,

manipulation of these metrics through IIP campaigns can potentially boost the stock

price of a publicly traded company. From the matching of developers from the Crunch-

base database, we find that developers of 28 advertised mobile apps from vetted and

unvetted IIPs are publicly traded companies. For example, Redfin, a publicly traded

real estate brokerage company, reported a 27% increase in their mobile tra"c during
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the second quarter of 2019 in comparison to the second quarter of 2018 [188]. Note

that the incentivized install campaign of Redfin’s mobile app (“Redfin Real Estate”)

advertised a no activity o!er and a usage o!er during the second quarter of 2019 as

observed in our data collection. As another example, the quarterly report of IGG, a

publicly traded mobile game company, praised its app “Lords Mobile” for staying in

the top 5 of the top charts in 54 countries during the second quarter of 2019 [1]. We

observed a total of 18 incentivized usage o!ers for this app over the duration of 3

months; these incentivized install campaigns could potentially have helped the app

maintain its top ranks.

These public companies could be purchasing incentivized installs to artificially

inflate their quarterly reports. Nevertheless, it is also possible that these companies

are being defrauded by IIPs, as we discuss next in Section 5.5.

Summary. Overall, our results show a correlation between advertising apps on IIPs

and developers of advertised apps raising funding from investors. This suggests that

inflation of user engagement metrics through incentivized install campaigns may have

misled investors.

5.5 Discussion

Our analysis characterizes for the first time (and at scale) an unexplored part

of the mobile ecosystem, and of alternative mobile app monetization strategies. We

reveal a correlation between the apps participating in incentivized install campaigns

and (1) their increase in install counts, (2) their appearance on Google Play Store’s

top charts, and (3) in some cases, a correlation with successful investor rounds. The

ability of such campaigns to boost install counts (and active users) can make apps

appear more attractive than they actually are by manipulating Google Play Store’s

rankings. This practice, prohibited on the Apple App Store, could be considered as

potentially deceptive to Android users and investors alike, as it could give an unfair

advantage to apps that are willing to pay users for installs over those that rely on

organic growth strategies.

Yet, this does not imply that apps appearing on incentivized install services are

willingly engaging in such activities. It is plausible that some app developers are them-

selves being deceived by third-party marketing organizations o!ering mechanisms to

attract new users or improve their brand value. For example, marketers might attempt

to arbitrage advertising campaigns by charging for more expensive non-incentivized

installs, yet delivering lower-quality incentivized installs [36]. In fact, during our mea-

surements, we observed campaigns involving apps published by well-known brands
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such as Amazon, Apple, and LinkedIn. As we discuss next, we disclose our findings

to app developers.

5.5.1 Responsible Disclosure

We contacted the developers of popular apps advertised on vetted and unvetted

IIPs for responsible disclosure. We contacted only 136 popular apps, each with 5M+

installs, out of 922 total apps since this was a manual process using the contact

email address from their Google Play Store profile. We informed the developers that

their apps were advertised as part of an incentivized install campaign. At the time of

writing, we have received responses from three developers, all of whom were unaware

of their apps participating in such campaigns. They also indicated that they are

being defrauded. For example, one developer indicated that they contracted multiple

external marketing organizations to acquire non-incentivized installs. It is possible

that one of these marketing organizations advertised the developer’s app on IIPs

during the time of our data collection.

We also disclosed our findings to Google since our results indicate that many

of the advertised apps and IIPs are potentially violating Google Play Store’s policy.

Other than the receipt of acknowledgement, we have so far not received any other

feedback from Google either corroborating or refuting our findings.

5.5.2 Google Play Store’s Policy and Enforcement

Google Play Store’s policy [56] states that “Developers must not attempt to

manipulate the placement of any apps in Google Play.” The presence and behavior

of incentivized install platforms seem to directly contradict this requirement. In fact,

some incentivized install platforms like RankApp (see Figure 5.2) are operational on

Google Play Store despite openly advertising services that seem to run afoul of these

policies.

Our successful purchase of incentivized installs in Section 5.3 suggested that

Google Play Store’s detection and filtering systems [166,167] might fail to e!ectively

enforce their policy against manipulation of app store metrics. In order to measure

potential enforcement, we revisit our collected data and look for a decrease in the

install counts of advertised apps after the start of their campaign. Such a decrease

would be an indicator that Google Play Store has identified and removed incentivized

installs.10 Overall, we observed no decrease in the install counts of baseline apps or

10We acknowledge that if an app already has a large number of installs (e.g. 1M), we may
not be able to observe the impact of install filtering.
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the apps advertised on vetted IIPs. For unvetted IIPs, we do occasionally observe

a decrease in install counts during our data collection, but it a!ects only 2% of

the advertised apps. One example was the app “Phonebook - Contacts manager”

advertised on ayeT-Studios, whose install count decreased from 1,000 to 500.

Based on these observations, it seems that the e!ectiveness of enforcement on

the Google Play Store is rather limited. We advocate moving towards a prohibitive

stance regarding incentivized installs, similar to the Apple App Store [101], to impede

such manipulation attempts while increasing the trustworthiness of top charts and

install counts on the Google Play Store. Furthermore, our measurement methodology

can also help the Google Play Store in improving its existing defenses by detecting

apps that benefit from incentivized campaigns. Specifically, our proposed measure-

ments can provide a ground truth of apps to help train machine learning models in

detecting the lockstep behavior of users who perform similar in-app activities to com-

plete the o!er [88,98,142]. To foster follow-up research, we have also publicly shared

our crawled data on https://www.github.com/shehrozef/IncentInstalls.

5.5.3 Limitations

Due to the limitations of our methodology, we cannot currently explore other

aspects of the IIP ecosystem:

• We lack Google Play Store data of apps’ profiles and top charts outside of our

crawl dates. Having historical and precise metadata for every app – including

their presence in top charts – would have allowed us to better characterize the

use and impact of IIPs on app store metrics.

• We lack complete visibility of the whole incentivized install ecosystem. We pur-

chased installs for our honey app from three IIPs. We did not purchase installs

from more IIPs due to budget limitations. In our in-the-wild measurement, our

instrumentation of 8 a"liate apps allowed us to monitor 7 IIPs. We did not

instrument more a"liate apps since it entails significant engineering e!ort.

• Comparing results of purchasing incentivized installs of our honey app with non-

incentivized installs would help us better understand and distinguish the install

quality and Google Play Store’s existing enforcement. We did not purchase

non-incentivized installs due to budget limitations.

• We cannot estimate the amount of money spent by an incentivized install cam-

paign of a mobile app because we lack data on the number of o!ers completed
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by users. We are only able to estimate the payout to complete an advertised

o!er that is observable in the o!er wall’s tra"c data.

• Our work focuses on studying IIP activity through a"liate apps. While other

methods to distribute o!ers exist (such as micro service platforms), they fall

out of the scope of this paper and require developing di!erent methodologies

that could be further studied in future work.

• There are potential grey areas allowing developers running incentivized install

campaigns to increase revenue that we did not explore in our study. The com-

pletion of some in-app tasks may require users to purchase gaming credits,

virtual currencies, or premium subscriptions, which are not mentioned in the

o!er description. We would not be able to identify these tasks since our existing

categorization of in-app tasks relies on reading o!er descriptions. Understand-

ing these behaviors would require more extensive and comprehensive use of

advertised apps (e.g. automating interaction with advertised apps).

5.6 Related Work

To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to study the characteristics of

incentivized install services for mobile apps, and the possibilities they o!er for ma-

nipulating in-app metrics such as user engagement or revenue. Prior work addressed

similar, but distinct, areas of pay-per-install (PPI) services for distributing malicious

or unwanted desktop apps, and reputation manipulation for online social networks

and mobile app stores as discussed next.

App Install Campaigns on Desktop. In contrast to the mobile app install cam-

paigns we observe in this paper, desktop app install campaigns appear to be predomi-

nantly used by attackers and malicious actors to disseminate malware and potentially

unwanted software (PUP) through deceptive practices and compromised hosts [96,

145, 220]. Caballero et al. found that such campaigns installed malicious apps from

12 out of 20 prevalent malware families on compromised host machines [96]. Kotzias

et al. studied the presence of potentially unwanted software distributed through app

install campaigns and detected at least one sample of potentially unwanted software

on 54% of 9 million hosts [145]. These services rely on deceptive practices such as

drive-by downloads [164] or default opt-in to install potentially unwanted software.

The ecosystem of incentivized mobile app installs di!ers from desktop app in-

stalls in at least two ways. First, users participating in mobile app installs consciously

install an app to receive a reward, whereas desktop app installs typically occur without
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the user’s awareness, such as through deceptive practices, or covertly on compromised

hosts. Second, the apps distributed through the install campaigns in desktop settings

tend to be PUP or malware. In contrast, the install campaigns in mobile advertise

predominantly benign apps, presumably due to the presence of gatekeepers such as

Google’s Play Protect program to prevent the distribution of malware. Furthermore,

incentivized install providers seem to base their business on artificially increasing the

reputation of the apps with the goal of driving future business opportunities and

revenues.

Reputation Manipulation. Prior work has studied reputation manipulation on

online social networks to artificially inflate social metrics such as likes, followers, or

retweets in Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram [111, 117, 118, 137, 203, 212, 227, 235].

Similar to install counts of mobile apps, manipulating these metrics can increase

the perceived value of a social media profile. Incentivized mobile app installs di!er

from social network reputation manipulation in the ecosystem of key actors and the

methods they employ, such as detailed task “o!ers” distributed to crowd workers

through a network of a"liate apps instead of using automation. These tasks often

go beyond the mere installation of apps, requesting for example that workers reach a

certain level in a game, or make in-app purchases before they can get paid.

Manipulating App Store Charts. A di!erent line of prior work focused on the

detection of app ranking manipulation in marketplaces according to publicly avail-

able metrics such as reviews, ratings, and ranking patterns of apps in app stores’

top charts [102, 181, 183, 242]. For example, Zhu et al. [242] built a statistical be-

havioral model of historical ranking patterns and the rating score of apps to detect

manipulation. In contrast, our work detects actual apps engaging in manipulation by

monitoring “o!er walls” rather than making statistical inferences. Our methodology

reveals tasks aiming to manipulate app store metrics that are not publicly visible

and not targeted at improving the app’s standing in the app store, such as inflating

in-app revenue or user engagement. Prior work has also interviewed fraudsters selling

fake installs, reviews, and ratings in Google Play Store to reveal their operational

characteristics [132, 182]. While we do not directly interact with the people behind

the incentivized install platforms, our work sheds light on the ecosystem at scale, and

provides new insights into how these services operate, as well as how app developers

may stand to benefit from using these services.
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5.7 Conclusion

In this paper, we provided an in-depth analysis of the ecosystem of incen-

tivized installs on Google Play Store by purchasing installs for our honey app and

monitoring IIPs. We find that most of the users are potentially crowd workers in-

stalling apps advertised on IIPs to earn money. Our results also showed that IIPs can

have negative e!ects on the app store and beyond (e.g. deceitfully raise funding and

erode consumer trust) due to their ability to manipulate user engagement metrics.

Finally, our results demonstrate a likely lack of enforcement from Google Play Store

to detect the potential violations of their policies by incentivized installs.

Our methodology to investigate IIPs could be deployed to provide a semi-

automated monitoring service of IIPs. This could be leveraged by the Google Play

Store to act on potential violations of its terms and services. It could also be leveraged

by apps conducting non-incentivized marketing campaigns to detect if a third-party

is deceiving them and delivering incentivized installs, and by investors during due

diligence investigations. We believe this would help increase the trustworthiness of

user engagement metrics in Google Play Store.
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CHAPTER 6

DISCUSSIONS & CONCLUDING REMARKS

We conclude this thesis by addressing the ethical concerns and limitations of

our proposed approaches. We then discuss the broader applicability of this thesis in

other third-party app ecosystems. Finally, we discuss the key takeaways of our thesis.

6.1 Ethical Issues

The real-world deployments of our proposed measurements raise two key eth-

ical issues.

Privacy Risks of Data Collection. We receive a formal review from our local

Institutional Review Board (IRB) since we are collecting user account/device data

in our experiments. We also enforce several mechanisms to protect user privacy of

data collected through our measurements. For example, we do not store any person-

ally identifiable information from publicly available user account data (collected in

Chapter 2) such as posts/tweets and likes/shares. As another example, our honeypot

third-party app (in Chapter 5) does not collect device information that might uniquely

identify users (e.g., we do not collect the IMEI/IMSI of the mobile device, and we

drop the last octet of the IPv4 address). We also take security measures to protect the

collected data, and communication with our server happens over encrypted channels.

Finally, we only use the collected data for the purpose of our research conducted in

this thesis.

Potential Violations of Platform’s TOS. Our deployments of proposed mea-

surements (e.g., honeypot accounts/apps, automated crawlers) can result in potential

violations of platform’s TOS. We did not seek consent from platforms because it could

potentially threaten the validity of our findings. We also argue that the small number

of honeypot accounts and automated crawlers used in our study posed only modest

overheads for platforms. We believe that any potential harms from our study are

outweighed by the concrete benefits to platforms and the general public. To further

minimize harm, we disclose our findings to platforms to remove all artifacts of our

activities (e.g., fake likes/comments, honeypot accounts) during our measurements.

6.2 Limitations

We acknowledge that our proposed measurements may lack completeness that

can lead to a bias in our findings. For example, we relied on sampled data (i.e., tweets
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data from Twitter’s public streaming API) to monitor abuse of third-party apps in

Chapter 3. It is challenging to address this issue as an external entity that lacks access

to data and resources. However, we perform longitudinal measurements to potentially

mitigate this bias by collecting a larger data sample. For example, we collected tweets

from Twitter’s public streaming API for more than one and a half years to reduce

potential bias.

We also acknowledge that our machine learning based approach is susceptible

to generally known pitfalls of machine learning models in the security domain. First,

our trained machine learning model is susceptible to adversarial attacks where an

attacker manipulates data to fool the machine learning model. This can happen if

attackers become aware of the details of our machine learning framework such as

most distinguishing features. Attackers can attempt to manipulate these features to

evade detection. We argue that our machine learning based approach in Chapter

3 is resilient to obfuscation attempts against a particular feature or even di!erent

combinations of features. Thus, attackers would need to manipulate multiple feature

sets, some of which would likely be cost-prohibitive for them [104]. For example, our

machine learning model captures the pattern that the average account age for abusive

applications is less as compared to benign applications. To obfuscate average account

age, attackers would need to either discard newer fake/compromised accounts limiting

the scale of their operations or purchase “aged” accounts that are reportedly much

more expensive than newly created accounts [224]. Second, our proposed machine

learning based approach trains a random forest algorithm which lacks interpretability
1. We argue that making this model interpretable is out of the scope of this thesis.

Nevertheless, we individually analyze features used to train our machine learning

model. This analysis helped us identify the distinguishing features that potentially

assist the trained model to accurately detect abuse of third-party apps.

6.3 Other Third-party App Ecosystems

While this thesis primarily focuses on third-party apps on online social net-

works and smartphones platforms, there are other types of platforms such as browsers

(e.g., Chrome, Mozilla Firefox), email services (e.g., Gmail, Outlook), and smart TVs

(e.g., Samsung) that also allow developers to build third-party apps. Many of these

platforms have thriving ecosystems of third-party apps (e.g., chrome web store, Sam-

sung TV Apps, GSuite Marketplace) that makes them a lucrative target for attackers

1Machine learning models that lack interpretability are too complicated for a human to
understand
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to launch similar attacks (as discussed in this thesis) such as reputation fraud, prop-

agation of spam/malware, and data misuse. More recently, there have been several

reports of third-party app abuse on these platforms [106,133,160,165,225]. For exam-

ple, 111 malicious third-party apps on Chrome (more commonly known as extensions)

were secretly collecting sensitive data (e.g., password keystrokes, browser history) of

an estimated 32 million users. Our proposed measurements can also be extended to

study such attacks on these platforms. For example, CanaryTrap (presented in Chap-

ter 4) can be adapted to monitor third-party apps on Chrome browser by leaking

sensitive information such as email address and password or browser history as hon-

eytoken to these apps. Thus, we believe that our proposed measurements provide

a footprint to detect abuse of third-party apps across di!erent platforms as well as

audit existing anti-abuse defenses.

6.4 Concluding Remarks

In this thesis, we presented four measurement-driven studies to investigate

abuse of third-party apps on Facebook, Twitter, and Google Play Store. These mea-

surements have been proven e!ective to understand and detect abuse of third-party

apps as well as audit anti-abuse defenses currently deployed by the platforms.

Our findings highlighted the inadequacies in existing defenses that allowed

attackers to abuse third-party apps. For example, we find that attackers created

third-party apps on Twitter that remained undetected for several months despite

Twitter’s existing defenses. Similarly, attackers compromised vulnerable third-party

apps on Facebook to generate hundreds of millions of fake likes/comments without

getting detected. Our results raise serious concerns on the e"cacy of platforms’ ex-

isting defenses to protect their users and motivates the need for accountability of

these platforms. We believe that this thesis will provide a footprint for independent

auditors (e.g., researchers) or regulators (e.g., FTC) to measure the e!ectiveness of

these defenses as well as identify their weaknesses.

Our findings also highlighted the impact of di!erences in platforms’ policies

on the abuse of third-party apps across the platforms. For example, a stringent de-

veloper’s review policy on Facebook restrained attackers when creating their own

third-party apps. However, a lax developer’s review policy on Twitter allowed attack-

ers to create their own third-party apps at scale. As another example, the lack of

success of incentivized installs on iOS was the result of the Apple App Store’s strin-

gent policies. However, the incentivized install ecosystem is thriving on Google Play

Store due to their lax policies. Thus, we believe that enforcement of stricter policies
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(e.g., stringent developer review) by platforms can help in curbing third-party app

abuse.

Finally, this thesis has facilitated the development of more e!ective defenses

by identifying and filling gaps in existing anti-abuse defenses. Our findings have been

validated by platforms and our proposed approaches have also been deployed by a

platform (Facebook) to mitigate the abuse of third-party apps. We believe that other

platforms can also use our measurements, insights, and proposed countermeasures to

improve their existing defenses and curb the abuse of third-party apps.
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